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Contract No. 955782 was a research contract performed by Goul d, Inc.
for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. It was
sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy through an agreement with the
Nat i ona1 Aeronaut ics and Space Admi ni st rat i on. The obj ect i ve was to des i gn,
fabricate, test and del iver a state-of-the-art Battery Charger and State-of-
Charge Indicator (BC/SCI) for use in electrically powered vehicles. The
BC/SCI system was designed with primary emphasis on attaining 90 percent or
better overa11 energy effi ci ency, low wei ght, low input 1i ne noi se generat ion,
near unity power factor, state-of-charge indication accuracy of 0% to -10% and
weight and volume as small as possible.
The battery charger employs a full-wave rectifier in series with a
trans former i so1ated 20kHz dc-dc converter whose high frequency swi tches are
programmed to actively shape the input ac line current to be a mirror image of
the ac line voltage. The power circuit is capable of operating at 2kW peak
and 1kW average power. The BC/SCI has two major subsystems; 1) the battery
charger power electronics with its controls and 2) a microcomputer subsystem
which is used to acquire battery terminal data and exercise the state-of-
charge software programs. The state-of-charge definition employed is the
energy rerna i ni ng in the battery when extracted at a 10kW rate di vi ded by the
energy capacity of a fully charged new battery.
The battery charger circuit is an isolated boost converter operating at
an internal frequency of 20kHz. The switches selected for the battery charger
are the single most important item in determining its efficiency. The
combination of voltage and current requirements dictated the use of high power
NPN Darlington switching transistors. The power circuit topology developed is
a three switch design utilizing a power FET on the center tap of the isolation
transformer and the power Darl ingtons on each of the two ends. An analog
control system is employed to accomplish active input current v/aveshaping as
well as the necessary regulation.
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The battery state-of-charge (SOC) and recharge al gori thms impl emented
in the BC/SCI are based on a phenomenological battery model which is an
adaptation of both the Martin and Shepherd equations for battery voltage under
dc discharge conditions. An MC6809 microprocessor provides the basic nucleus
of the low-power electronics. A remote display (SCI) is connected to the
system using a simple serial communications path. The software for the BC/SCI
employs both assembly and Fortran languages.
Testing of the completed BC/SCI hardware indicated that most of the
original performance target goals were met. Some of the targets were revised
during the program due to state-of-the-art limitations and JPL's decision to
rescope Gaul d' s deve1opmenta1 efforts in the contract extens ion. Overa11
efficiency of the charger is 87% at an output power level of lkVA. The weight
of the enti re BC/SCI system is under 35 1bs. The charger introduces a Total
Harmonic Distortion of only 5% on the utility grid' at the lkW operating
point. The power factor of the charger is at the targeted goal of 0.94.
The battery SOC algorithm implemented in the BC/SCI is capable of the
desired +5% accuracy only when equipped with accurate battery parameters. The
feasibility of tracking these battery parameters as the battery ages was
demonstrated under laboratory conditions, however this capability was not
i ncl uded in the BC/SCI software due to the aforementioned rescopi ng of the
contract extension. However, a follow-on contract from JPL addresses the
software develoment of an 'adative algorithm'. This follow-on activity is not
discussed in this report.
The battery recharge algorithm incorporates depth-of-discharge
information obtained while calculating the sec. Knowledge of this charge
information prolongs the life of the propulsion batteries since the amount of
overcharge is carefully controlled.
Some recommendations are suggested for future high performance EV
battery chargers. These include alternate means for electrical isolation,
increasing the line distortion specification limits and including an adaptive
algorithm to ensure accurate SOC indication.
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1. Introduction
This report discusses a program to design, fabricate, test and deliver
a state-of-the-art Battery Charger and State-of-Charge Indicator (BC/SCI) for
use in electrically powered vehicles. This work was performed by Gould, Inc.
under Contract No. 955782 for Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology. It was sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy through an
agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The BC/SCI system was designed with emphasis on attaining 90 percent or
better overall energy efficiency, low weight, input power line noise
generation of less than 100 ma, power factor between 1.0 and 0.94, state-of-
charge indication accuracy of +0% to -10%, maximLDll battery life, minir.lum
battery maintenance, safe installation and high reliability. The maximum
power output of the battery charger was targeted at 3kVA. Semiconductors with
sufficiently high voltage ratings were not available, hence this power
requirement was lowered to 1kVA.
The BC/SCI system which was designed and constructed during this
contract is a sophisticated piece of hardware aimed directly at mating with a
54-cell lead-acid battery, specifically a string of Gould PB-220, 3 cell golf-
cart style batteries. The battery charger employs a full-wave rectifier in
series with a transformer-isolated 20kHz dc-dc converter whose high frequency
switches are programmed in such a manner to actively shape the ae line current
to be a mirror image of the ae line voltage. The power circuit is capable of
operating at peak powers of 2kW and average powers of 1kW. The ac-dc charging
syster.l dissipates only 120W measured during full power (lkW) operation. To
minimize loss, circuit components were designed or selected to be nearly
ideal, especially the 20kHz isolation transformer.
The original BS/SCI performance goals were relaxed due to the costs
associated with solving the technical problems which arose during the initial
contract. Resource limitations at JPL precluded their ability to fund all the
work needed to resolve these problems. As such, Gould was not permitted to
address all of the problems, during the contract extension, needed to satisfy
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the original goals. However, the ability of the SOC algorithm to 'adopt ' to
aging batteries is the subject of another follow-on contract from JPL. This
'adaptive ' algorithm is not discussed in this report.
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2. Battery Charge/State-of-Charge Indicator System
2.A System Description
The Battery Charger/ State-of-Charge Indi cator (BC/SCI) has two major
subsystems, those being the battery charger power electronics with its
controls and a microcomputer subsystem which is used to acquire battery
terminal data and exercise the state of charge software programs. These two
electrical subsystems are completely independent; the power circuitry is
referenced to the ac line and the microcomputer is electrically referenced to
the propulsion battery. Galvanic isolation between the two systems is
achieved with a transformer integral to the battery charger and opto-isolated
data communication paths. These major subsystems communicate with each other
only during battery charging.
Figure 2.A.l is a schematic block diagram of the complete BC/SCI. As
shown in the figure, there are two independent subsystems, each with their own
power supply and control electronics. A ground-fault-interruptor (GFI) is
included in series with the ac line for user safety. Figure 2.A.2 is a
photograph of the BC/SCI system. The major blocks in Figure 2.A.l are all
contained in the main enclosure with the exception of the GFI and the
di spl ay. Battery data is obtained by inserting the junction box between the
battery and the vehicle controller.
The BC/SCI system has four distinct operational modes, although only
two are readily apparent to a user. The modes are; 1) Discharge ~10nitoring,
2) Charging, 3) Wake-up, and 4) Thinking.
The Discharge Monitoring Mode is operational while the electric vehicle
(EV) controller is on. In this mode, the battery parameters of voltage,




















































Figure 2.A.2 BC/SCI System
(a) GFI module and pigtails
(b) interface module
(c) front view of main enclosure and display module
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Using these parameters, battery state-of-charge is calculated and displayed on
the display's bar graph. The state-of-charge definition employed is the
energy remaining in the battery if extracted at a lOkW rate divided by the
energy capacity of (again at the 10kW rate) a fully charged new battery. The
state-af-charge is displayed in 10% increments.
The Chargi ng Mode wi 11 be obvi ous to the user. Duri ng thi s mode, the
battery is charged with a chargi ng profil e sel ected by the mi crocomputer
system. The chargi ng profi 1e can be thought of as (, temp'er~ture-compensated
modi fi ed-constant-poterit i itl-'pro{il'e,' sh:ow.o ·:~i n': P'ig;u'~~ '2 .·A~ 3. An equal i ze
recharge profile "is automaticall;···"·comman.g~~ by the microcomputer
.... ,; .• ."...'1'
peri odi cally. It can be defered by the operator bu'f"hot requested.
• " .. 'J" , ~:"" _ •
.,./
The third mode,the,Wake~up,Modej'is'~onewhich is self-commanded by the
microcomputer subsystiem. ',. ,Jhi(:,·m~de.·~,is .·~~ercised only, after a battery
discharge and two hours.have.e.lapsed •., During this mode~: the value of the
battery terminal voltagei s 'measuredand used .. as. a ,measurement of the
. .
battery's equilibrium voltage. The measurement is used to assist in
determi ni ng the actual ampere-hours and amount of charge extracted from the
battery.
The fourth mode, the Think Mode,' has been provided to give the BC/SCI
the capability ofadjusti ng tne~'~ batter,t"mo'del' as ·t·he:;':D·aH~;ry changes its
.- <; ~'. ':.;;,,' ••.• -::.;, • , " •• • ~-" • • '. ;. ~ ;" .• '
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f (TEMPERATURE) I
10 • CHARGER MAX CURRENT I
To • CHARGING CUTOFF TIME· I
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2.8. Power Conversion Electronics
The design selected for the charger section of the BC/SCI stems from it
being an on-board electric vehicle charger and the potential impact of
widespread vehicle charging on the electrical distribution grid. The
cha rger IS elect ri ca1 effi ci ency direct 1y impacts the operat i ng cost of an
electric vehicle and the time required to recharge the propulsion battery.
Therefore it is desirable to obtain high ac-dc conversion efficiency. The
weight of the charger affects the useful range and payload of present electric
vehicles. A final charger design requirement is that the propulsion battery
be isolated from the ac power source.
The concerns of the utility industry are
distortion and power factor. r~any battery
s imu1 taneous1 y havi ng poor power factor reduces
directed towards line
chargers in ope rat i on
the capacity of the
transmission network and decreases its efficiency. Line distortion can
adversely influence the performance of loads which are common to the
transmission line. The combination of the attributes of high efficiency, line
isolation, high power factor, and low weight suggested a battery charger which
contains a high-frequency transformer link to reduce the size and weight of
the isolation magnetics. Furthermore, absence of 60Hz energy storage elements
to achieve high power factor is essential. Active waveshapping control of the
input line current is needed to minimize line distortion.
The battery charger circuit which was selected to meet these
requirements is an isolated boost converter operating at an internal frequency
of 20kHz. The general topology of a boost converter is shown in Figure
2.B.1. It contains a dc voltage source, a "boost" inductor, a switch, an
output diode and a filter capacitor which is connected across the battery.
Ouri ng operat ion, 51 is togg1 ed at hi gh frequency and transfers energy from
the source to the boost inductor, Ll, when 51 is closed, then to the battery
from the boost inductor when 51 is opened. Boost converters are characterized
by the qualities of continuous input current, discontinuous output current,








Figure 2.B.1 Simple boost converter topology. Energy is transfered from
the source to L1 when the switch is closed, then to the battery
when the switch is opened.
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The following definitions are useful in order to understand the
operational characteristics of the simple boost converter of Figure 2.8.1
f s = switching frequency of Sl
d = time fraction of switching period during which Sl is closed
Vin =source voltage
10 = boost inductor current at start of first period
10 ' = boost inductor current at start of second period
Vbat = battery terminal voltage
ILl = boost inductor current
At the end of the time interval when Sl is closed, the current which
flows in the boost inductor Ll is
Similarly, at the end of the interval when 51 is open
(1 )
(Vin-Vbat)





Examination of equations (1) and (2) reveal that the control variable d
does not uniquely determine the current in the boost inductor L1, but only its
rate of change. There is only one value of d which causes the boost inductor
current to remain unchanged and the converter to be in equilibrium. Equating
(1) and (2), and solving for d assuming ILl is unchanged (1 0 - 10 ' = 0) after





For equilibrium operation, that is constant ILl' d is uniquely determined by
the input and output voltages.
Again combining equations (1) and (2) and solving for the change in
ILl' ~i, as a function of d,
~i = Vin - Vbat (l-d) (4 )
Equation (4) shows that by modulating d, it is possible to shape ~i,
and hence ILl. This is the fundamental concept employed in the BC/SCI charger
to extract sine waves of current from the ac line.In the charger, Vin =~Vac
sin wt and d = 1-sin wt. The input current of the charger is controlled to
follow the input voltage so that lin = ffI ac sin wt. The power into the
charger is then P = VinIin = 2Vac Iac sin2wt. The output power is very nearly
equal in the input power so that Pout = VbatIbat = 2Vac Iac sin2rJlt. The output
current, Ibat' is therefore proportional to sin 2'-llt since the battery voltage,
Vbat , is constant.
2.B.l Power Circuit Description
The BC/SCI power circuit consists of an input diode bridge to convert
the ac input power to dc and a transformer i sol ated boost converter. A
detailed electrical schematic of the power circuit is sho\'m in Figure 2.B.2.
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The output voltage is held to a value detennined primarily by the tenninal
voltage of the battery.
Oi odes 06-09 fonn the input bri dge, L2 and C2 fonn a hi gh frequency
low-pass filter, and Ll is the main boost inductor. Ql is a field-effect
transistor. Q2 and Q3 are used to alternately ground each half of the primary
winding. 01 and 02 are diodes incorporated into Ql and Q2. Finally 03, 04
and the secondary transfonner wi ndi ngs fonn a full-wave rect ifi er whi ch is
connected to the battery terminals. Cl is employed as an output filter to
shunt the inductive impedance of the battery cables.
The resemblance of the actual circuit incorporated in the BC/SCI to the
simple circuit in Figure 2.B.1 is evident. The simple source voltage Vin has
been replaced with a full-wave diode bridge, a high-frequency filter shunts
the inductor ripple current from the ac line, and an isolation transfonner has
been included. The inductor discharge path includes transistors Q2 or
alternately Q3.
Since high power conversion efficiency was the primary design goal, it
strongly influenced the design and selection of the power circuit
components. The circuit switching sequence is presented as an introduction to
both the active and passive component requirements.
A current 10 initially flows in Ll, the boost inductor. This current
increases during the interval d/2fs where f s is the isolation transformer
frequency of operation and d is the time fraction of the period Ql is
closed. During this interval the current slews to a new value of 10 + ~i.
Base drive is suppl ied to Q2 (or alternately Q3) momentarily before opening
Ql. Q2;s gated on for the time period (1-d)/2fs ' after which time Ql is
agai n closed. The storage time of Q2 insures overl ap between Ql and Q2
(Q3). The circuit timing diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.B.3. The
resulting switching action occuring between Ql, Q2 and Q3 alternately
transfers the current f1 owi ng thru Ll between the two primary wi ndi ngs of Tl
and Ql. This action soft switches Q2 and Q3 with Ql as illustrated in Figure
2.B.3. The voltage requirements of Q2 and Q3 will be 2V'bat where V1bat is







Figure 2.B.2 Battery charger power stage topology. The power circuit
consists of a boost chopper driving a toggled transformer.
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The addition of Q1 and 05 in the circuit topology are apparently
redundant, as the same switching action on Ll can be achieved with an
appropriate gating sequence on Q2 and Q3 (Reference 1). Efficiency penalties
associated with suitable transistors for Q2 and Q3, however-, justify the
addition of Q3 and 05 as is discussed in a following section.
2.B.2. Design Strategy
As discussed earlier, the primary emphasis during the design phase was
to achieve high efficiency operation. This section examines the component
requirements and summarizes the selection/design decisions. This design
iteration concentrated on a l08V lead-acid battery and a power rating of 3kW.
Input Rectifier Bridge
The input rectifiers must have a VRRM rating of 400V and will conduct
an average current of 11.25A. The dissipation of 25A, 50A, and lOOA recti-
fiers was measured and compared to determine the effects of current density
and manufacturing processes on the diode terminal V-I characteristics. Device
dissipation was obtained from the measured V-I terminal relationship inte-
grated over 60Hz when conducting half wave current sinusoids with an average









Figure 2.B.3 Switching sequence used to coordinate
01, 02, and 03. As illustrated above,
01 soft switches 02 (or 03). The


























MR5040 diodes were selected based on their low cost since the
dissipation of all diodes evaluated was nearly identical. Figure 2.B.4 shows
the terminal V-I characteristics of this diode as a function of junction
temperature for average currents of 11.25A and 9.0A. These currents
correspond to BC/SCI line charging currents of 25A and 20A respectively.
Boost Inductor/Input Filter
The boost inductor can be designed to have an inductance value ranging
from approximately 0.2mH to a maximlJl1 value of 2.6mH. These limits are
determined by the allowable power factor (0.94 min) and the additional
stresses imposed by the high frequency ripple current upon the switching
semi conductors. The upper 1imi t on Ll can be expressed in ter\\ls of the
minimum power factor (PF), the input current slew rate, and the filaximum duty
cycle of Q1, dmax in the following relationship.



















Figure 2.B.4 MRS040 V-I Characteristics
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This follows from V = L dI/dt and L ( V dt/dI where V =Vac~dmax sin
(cos-lpF) and I = lac v'2sin wt. Vac is the rms of the line voltage and lac
is the rms of the line current.
Equation 5 results from the need for a sufficient 1ine voltage to
obtain the desired current slew rate in the boost inductor. The power factor
angle, the line voltage, and the maximum duty cycle determine the voltage at
the time of the maximlJl1 required current slew rate. The lower design bound
can be determined by selecting the maximum ripple current desired. Limiting
this to 10% (dI = 0.1 lac ffand dt =1/4fs ) implies:
L1 ) Vac dmi n
0.4fs lac
(6 )
where f s is the Q2 or Q3 switching frequency and dmin is the minimum
conduction of Ql.
The RMS input current at the switching frequency was calculated
assuming the maximlJl1 value of inductance, 2.6mH, and found to exceed the
100mARMS line distortion goal by a factor of 2, thus an input filter was
necessary for any chosen value of boost inductance. Figure 2.8.5 is a plot of
the high frequency RMS ripple current vs. the boost inductance. A boost
inductance of 0.8mH was selected which places it at the knee of the curve of
Figure 2.8.5. Figure 2.8.6 shows the sensitivity of the ripple current to
variations in line voltage and battery terminal voltage. It is noteworthy
that the ripple current magnitude is only a function of d, Vac ' and Vb at for a
given value of boost inductance.
The boost inductor was fabri cated with a 2 mil sel ectron C core (AL-
lOa-Arnold) and square No.7 AWG wire, 82 turns, distributed on both legs to
reduce the mean-turn-length. A gap of 0.15" limits the peak flux to 1.1 Tesla
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Figure 2.B.5 High frequency ripple current flowing in the boost inductor as a
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Figure 2.B.6 Ripple current as a function of
line voltage and the battery voltage
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Although ferrite material could be employed in the construction of the
boost inductor, its low flux density, 0.25 Tes1a, and limited core geometries
requires a large number of turns and hence almost equal copper loss to the
total dissipation of the se1ectron-based design.
The input filter was selected
it from appea ri ng on the ac 1i ne.
line side of the two-pole filter can
to shunt the 40kHz ripple current to keep
The magnitude which would appear on the
be expressed as
Iac (40kHz) = IRMS (40kHz)
1 + Ws Cf (ws Lf + RR)
(7)
where, Iac (40kHz) is the high frequency current injected into the ac line,
IRMS(40kHz) is the boost inductor ripple current,
Rt is the line impedance
Cf is the filter capacitance
Lf is the filter inductance
ws is the angular switching frequency
Solving (7) for the minimum value of Lf to meet the lOOmA distortion
requirement yields a filter inductance of 18lJH with Rt = ~ and Cf = 5lJF. A
filter inductor of 35lJH was designed with a 4-mi1 C-core, Arnold AH-407, using
8 turns of No.9 AWG with a gap of 10.5mi1 to limit the peak flux to 1.5T.
Semiconductor Switch Reguirements
The switches se1 ected for the battery charger are the si ng1 e most
important item in detennining its efficiency. The devices must have a Vceo
rating sufficient to withstand the transfonned battery voltage, low conduction
loss, and fast switching speed for minimum switching loss. The peak switch
currents at full power operat i on approach 40A and the transformed battery
voltage across the center-tapped primary coul d range from approx imate1y 366V
to 600V depending on the primary-secondary turns ratio and the battery
voltage. The combination of the voltage and current requirements indicated
21
that there were only two possible choices for the transistors in series with
the transformer windings, Q2 and Q3 in Figure 2.8.2. Characteristic of both
of the available devices, Motorola t~10024 and Power Tech PT3526, were
inductive load switching times of I~S or longer and the requirement of
parallel devices/switch to achieve the current requirement.
Figure 2.B.7 shows the impact of the battery voltage and the turns
ratio Np/Ns of the isolation transformer on the Vceo rating of Q2 and Q3. An
examination of Figure 2.8.7 suggests that a minimum turns ratio which
satisfies the equation
Np/Ns ~ Vac V2 (8)
be employed to minimize the Vceo requirements. For the range of expected line
voltage and battery voltage, this suggests Np/Ns > 1.7. However the efficiency
of the power circuit is also directly impacted by the leakage inductance of
the isolation transformer which can be minimized by employing an integer turns
ratio. Since the MJI0024 Vceo rating was 750V, a Np/Ns ratio of 2 was
selected thus determining the voltage stresses. Four parallel transistors per
switch were specified to reduce conduction loss and maintain acceptable
collector-base current gains.
The feasibility of using a different transformer isolated boost
converter, shown in Figure 2.8.8 and operationally described in (1), was
ori gi na lly exami ned with the switchi ng performance of the f1J 10024 dev; ces.
Assuming a l~S fall time, an average current of ~ac V"2 , a voltage of 480,
'IT
the estimated turn-off losses for both switches exceeded 100W. This circuit
topology was therefore rejected based on efficiency arguements. The inclusion
of Ql in Figure 2.8.2, a FET, reduced the switching loss projection to 11 W
assuming a O.I~S fall time, an average current of ~~c ~ and a voltage of
1T
240V. The FET needs only to have a Vds rating of 1/2 the Vceo rating of the
transistors since it is only subjected to the voltage across the primary
center tap. The inclusion of this third switch however, necessitated the






















Figure 2.B.7 The influence of the changing battery voltage and the
isolation transformer turns ratio on the Vceo requirements
of 02 and 03. 1.7::1 is the minimum ratio which satisfies the
cor.:.~-~ ints of the boost circuit topology. Top curve represents




Figure 2.B.8 Two Switch Power Circuit Topology
During the inductor charging mode, both 01 and 02 are
conducting, alternately openning 01 or 02 to discharge
the boost inductor. Each transistor has a duty cycle
ranging from 0.5 to 1.0.
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finite recovery time of the secondary diodes 03 and 04. The reverse recovery
current in these diodes, coupled with the antiparallel diodes on each
darlington transistor, complete a path for a circulating current to flow in
the transformer primary windings, the antiparallel diodes, and the FET (Ql),
substantially increasing the conduction losses in Ql. This situation is
illustrated in Figure 2.B.9 and is initiated by the closing of Ql.
Assume an initial current is flowing through L1 into the center-tap of
T1 and returning through Q2 to ground. 04 is forward biased and power is
being supplied to the battery. At the moment Ql closes, the inductor current
wi 11 be transferred to Ql at a rate dependent on the 1eakage inductance
between the T1a and T1A transformer windings and the battery voltage impressed
on Cl. Current wi 11 decay to zero and reverse through the shorted 04. Thi s
current will be reflected to the primary side switch until 04 recovers. At
the moment of recovery, current is flowing in T1A and Tla. Since the current
in Tla is driven to zero when 04 recovers and the voltage at the center tap is
constrained to be on-state voltage of Q1, the amp-turn imbalance in Tl forwarg
biases the antiparallel diode across Q3 and a matching current flows through
Tl B. This current will decay at a rate proportional to the on-voltage of Ql
and the leakage inductance between T1A and T1B. Since the on-voltage of Q1 is
small, the current continues to circulate for the entire conduction interval
of Q1. The inclusion of 05 (Figure 2.B.2) blocks this circulating current.
Several less obvious advantages are obtained by the introduction of Ql
in the boost power stage topology. As illustrated in Figure 2.B.3, it is
possible to adopt a gating strategy for Q2 and Q3 where each of their duty
cycles ranged from 0 to a maximum of 50%. This allows the use of a standard
proportional-feedback base drive to reduce base drive power supply
requirements. Secondly, since the current in the transformer Tl is never
requi red to transfer instantaneously to both primary wi ndi ngs, the 1eakage







Figure 2.B.9A Initial current path. The primary side current flows
through T1 and 02. Secondary current flows through







Figure 2.B.9B Current path showing the effect of reverse recovery
current of 04. The reverse recovery current flows
into the winding Tla and is transformed into winding





Figure 2.B.9C Recirculation current established. The current
flowing through Q1 is now the sum of iO + 2ireverse'
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The switch losses, switching (Ps) and conduction (Pc) predicted at full
power operation were calculated with the aid of equations (9) - (13).
PQ1 = Pc + Ps
where P V (I)c = ce(sat} ave





for the FET. Ps ' the switching loss for the Darlington Transistor, is zero
with the adopted gating strategy. Ps for the FET is approximated by
(13)
where fs is 40kHz• Table 2. B. 2 contains the loss est imates for each switch
type. As shown in the tab1 e, the 5wi tchi ng 1oss is p.n]y22% of the swi tch
dissipation, the dissipation being dominated bycoriduction loss in each
darlington (13W) and in the 2 parallel MTM15N40 FET's (18W).
Table 2.B.2













Transistor Base Drive" Description
The requirements for the Darlington transistors in this application
dictate that they operate over a wide range of collector currents and
conduct ion times. These cri teri a and the demand for high effi c i ency 1ed to
the decision that a proportional base drive scheme be employed which features
low saturation voltage and reduced base drive power supply requirements. To
avoid ambiguity in the initial state of the proportional drive transformer
core, it was des i red to reset the core to the same state rega rdl ess of the
length of the conduction period. An additional constraint imposed by the
Darlington transistor is the requirement to supply negative base drive for at
least 5 microseconds to insure forward blocking capability before the
subsequent half cycle. These requirements were obtained with a proportional
base drive which included an auxiliary switch in series with the feedback
winding.
The base drive electrical schematic is shown in Figure 2.B.10. In the
figure Cl supplies an initial current pulse to Q1 limited only by circuit
parasitic resistance when switch 51 closes. The base drive for Q1 is supplied
by both the feedback winding and the logic supply through R1'
When 51 opens and 52 closes, both Ql and Q2 are reversed biased,
di sconnect i ng the feedback wi ndi ng from the emi tter of Ql. Core reset is
obtained via R3•
Isolation Transformer Design
The isolation transformer requirements i ncl udedtransformi ng the
battery voltage so that it exceeds the peak voltage appearing at the terminals
of the input rectifier bridge, low primary-secondary leakage inductance, and
high efficiency. These requirements were obtained with the use of a ferrite
core and foil windings. The details of the transformer construction and
electrical parameters are contained in Table 2.B.3. The measured primary-
secondary leakage inductance of 0.45IJH, coupled with a 1.2mH magnetizing










Figure 2.B.10 Proportional drive scheme. The conventional
proportional drive has been modified with the
addition of 02 in series with the feedback winding
T2B. Independent control of the base voltage (01)
and the core reset voltage is obtained.
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selected (Np/Ns) to allow the winding design to consist of 4 unity-turns-ratio
coil sets, eight turns/coil, distributed on the U core and connected in
series/parallel to form the desired turns ratio.
Table 2.B.3







Foil .015" x .500"
Insul ation .005" Nm1EX
Electrical Parameters L - 1. 2mHm
Lx - 0.451JH
Cs - 200pf
The core selection was based on the power rating of the transformer and
the transformer efficiency. An estimate of the core area - window drea








for Np/Ns = 2.0, Vbat = 120, f s = 20x103 Hz, a current density of 1000 cir
mils/amp, and a 0.4 window utilization factor,
AcWc = 164 cm4 •
Only one ferrite core was available which met this power handling criteria, a
U-I core manufactured by Ferroxcube which has a AcWc product of 148cm
4
•
The primary magnetizing inductance was selected to be 1mH to limit the
magneti zi ng current to approximately 1A. The numoer of primary turns was
se1ected to be 16 to 1imi t the peak fl ux to 0.25 Tes1a. Each secondary
consists of 8 turns. Figure 2.8.11 contains a schematic of the transformer
construction. A gap of 0.006 inches was included in the design to tolerate a
dc current of 200mA. The projected di ss i pat i on of the transformer at full
load operation is 30W.
Secondary Components
The secondary circuit components, the rectifier, filter capacitor,
battery cables, and the battery can be represented by the equivalent
electrical circuit shown in Figure 2.B.12. To determine design tradeoffs, the
following assumption were made:
1. Charger efficiency = 1.00




Figure 2.B.11 Isolation Transformer Construction
Each coil consists of 8 turns, being in series on the
primary side and in parallel for the secondary.
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Figure 2.8.12 Secondary circuit
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The total RMS current flowing out of the charger was calculated with a
computer program, taking both the varying line voltage and duty cycle into
account. This yields a charger output current which contains both 120 Hz and
switchi ng frequency components. The instantaneous power del i vered to the
battery is Pbat = Pin. Therefore
- -
---
2Vac lac si n2wt
= (15)
The input power' Pin is proporational to sin2wt since both the voltage and
current ara varying in phase sinusoidally.
The 120Hz component of the output current can be determined by the use of the
ident ity,




The 40kHz RMS requirements of the capacitor is
I~MS-40kz = I~MS-charger - I~ve-bat - 12rms-120HZ
solving, IRMS-40kHz = 17.6A '
(18)
Therefore the filter capacitor must have an RMS current rating at 40kHz
which is at least 20A, a voltage blocking capability of 150V, and a
capacitance of at least 20~f to minimize the voltage ripple (~Vcl) appearing
on the primary side, switches.
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It can be shown that
bVcl = IRMS-40kHz
Cfilter • 2 • ~ • 2fs • 2
(19)
Figure 2.8.13 plots this relationship along with the maximum switch voltage
stresses. A suitable commutation style capacitor t GE type 97F t 20\JF was
selected for the filter capacitor.
The losses in the battery are proportional to the charging RMS
current. As shown previouslYt there is a 120Hz RMS component in the output
current which has a magnitude of Idc. The additional loss in the batterYt as
V2
compared to dC t can be expressed as .
(20)
which is a loss pena1ity of 50% compared to pure dc charging. Since a typical
golf cart cell has an equivalent series impedance of 2mn when discharged t the
108V battery will dissipate an additional 40W or approximately 1.1% of the
charger input power at 3kW. This is probably a reasonable tradeoff vs.
increasing the charger's size and weight by forcing the output LC filter
resonant frequency to be less than 120Hz.
Motoro1a MR866 fast recovery rect ifi ers were selected to rectify the
output of the i sol ation transformer and No.3 AWG cab1 fng was specified to
connect the charger to the battery.
Waveshape and Amplitude Controller
The control approach ami block diagram·, is described in this section.
I . • •
In order to achi eve near uni ty power factor pperat ion t the :,ac 1irie current
must be a repl i ca of the 1i ne voltage. Thi si s' achi eved in the Be/SCI by
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Figure 2.8.13 Increased voltage on 02 with decreasing values of C1.
AVC1 is the overshoot voltage on capacitor C1.
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using the line voltage to obtain line current waveshape information and
controlling the amplitude via a multiplier. Figure 2.8.14 contains the
control system block diagram.
The aC,line information is obtained via a step down transformer,
rectified, and delayed with the loP. filter to set the power factor angle.
This waveform is multipl ied by K, where O'K'l, to vary the ampl itude of the
resulting power circuit input current. K is vaned in such a manner as to
regulate the magnitUde of the input line current or the magnitude of the
battery voltage during charging.
A detailed control block diagram is presented in Figure 2.B.15. Of
particular interest is the power circuit transfer function containing a pole
at the ori gi nand gain proport i ona1 to Vb/ Ll , the refl ected battery voltage
and the boost inductance. The high frequency input fi 1ter is represented by
the double pole at 81,649 radians. The compensation consists of a pole -
zero combi nat i on at 487 radi ans and 37037 radi ans respectively. The loop
transmission of the complete circuit is presented in Figure 2.B.16. The
function of the pole-zero pair is now evident. The first pole is located at
the origin, the boost inductor "integrator," the second pole is placed at
approximately 500 radians to maintain high gain to assure waveshape
accuracy. The zero is introduced to improve phase margin at unity gain.
Crossover is assured approximately one decade lower than the switching
frequency of the converter.
Control Power System
The power supply which is used to provide the required power circuit
voltage and currents is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.B.• 17. This
power supply is directly connected to the ac line and provides isolated ±12V
outputs which are referenced t') the power circuit negative bus. This power
supply is used for base drive power and provi des control 1ogi c power to the



















1 + 2.7 x 10.5 S
1 + 2.05 x 10.3 S
.....-----~O.2
1 + 4.7 x 10-4 S
v·b
1 + 1.5 x 10.10 S2
(2957)
Figure 2.8.15 Power circuit controller block diagram
':vg = commanded avg. line current
ILine = ac line current (instantaneous)
Vac = ac line voltage (instantaneous)
K1 = error signal
K2 = scaling factor
't1 = commanded boost induction current
Vb = battery voltage as reflected through transformer
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Figure 2.8.17 Power circuit power supply concept
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2.C Battery Algorithms
This section of the report addresses the models used to calculate the
battery state of charge (SOC) and the recharge algorithm implemented in the
BC/SCI. Two SOC models were investigated during the contract effort, a
phenomenological model and a physical model, with the former implemented in
the BC/SCI. The phenomenological model is discussed first. The accuracy of
the SOC algorithm was tested by exercising battery modules with discharge_!~)
profiles emulating driving cycles. A possible model parameter adaptor scheme.!
is presented.:
2.C.l Phenomenological State of Charge Model
The phenomenological model may be thought of as an adaptation of both
the Martin (Reference 2) model and the Shepherd (Reference 3) equation for
battery voltage under dc discharge conditions. A brief review of the r~artin
and Shepherd models below is followed by a description of the modifications
made to them in order to arrive at the new model. Finally, some of the issues
involved in implementation of the phenomenological model on a microcomputer
are addressed.
The Martin model summarizes the condition of a battery at any time with
two state variables; O(t), the charge removed from the battery, and C(t), the
battery capacity. These variables change according to the equations
~= I (21)
dt
T ~ + C. = f( I)
dt
(22)
where I is the battery discharge current, f(I) is a function which specifies
the battery capacity under conditions of dc discharge at the current, I, and T
is a characteri st i c time-constant of the battery. The battery is cons idered
to be exhausted when 0 reaches C (i.e., when C - 0(0).
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The physical interpretation of Equation 21 is obvious, the rate of
change of battery charge withdrawn is the current, I. According to Equation
22, for any given instantaneous current, I, the battery capacity, C,
approaches the dc battery capacity at that current, f( I), with a
characteristic time constant, T.
Computat i on of the battery capac i ty for a constant-current di scharge
current is relatively, straightforward. Given initial values for the state
variables, Co' and Qo' as well as a standard discharge current, 10 , the time
to cutoff may be calculated either by numerical simulation of Equations 21 and
22, or by analytical means. State-of-Charge prediction in terms of a constant
power discharge is more difficult, as the model makes no explicit prediction
of battery voltage during the discharge.
Shepherd Model
The Shepherd equation is intended to predict a battery voltage profile
during a dc discharge.





= Vo - (_) • Q(t} - Rl·I(t} - ·I(t}Q1 Q2 - Q(t}
(23)
2 3 4
where v(t) is the predicted battery voltage, Q(t) is the charge withdrawn from
the battery, I is the discharge current, and Vo' V1, R1, R2, and Q2 are
parameters of the battery. The first term in Equation 23 is a constant. The
second tenn represents the decline. of equilibrium voltage due to falling
e1 ectro1yte concentration as e1 ectro1yte is consumed in the battery. The
third term is simply an impedance voltage drop. The fourth term is equivalent
to an impedance that rises as Q(t) approaches Q2. Shepherd proposed this
impedance term to account for the shrinking active-material surface area in
the battery during a discharge. According to his explanation, as the active
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material was used up in the electrochemical discharge reaction, the current
density necessary to maintain a constant current rose, necessitating a higher
reaction overpotential.
2.C.l.a Model Modifications
It has been found experimentally that one set of coefficients (Vo ' Vl,
Ql, Rl, R2, Q2) is not sufficient to accurately predict battery voltage for dc
discharges,·over a wide range of currents and temperatures. However, if Rl';
R2, and Q2 are allowed to vary with both temperature, T, and current, I, then
the resulting predicted voltage profiles can be fitted to actual data quite





is used in Equation 23 in place of the actual current, I, then the predicted
voltage is a reasonable aproximation to the measured voltage, v, even under
conditions of varying current. In Equation 24, I(t) is the actual battery
current, while IF(t) is the filtered current. Thus, the phenomenological
model predicts the battery voltage with the equation,
R2(IF,T) Q2 (If,T)
Q2 (IF,T) - Q(t)
(25 )
Actually, due to the filtering function performed by Equation 25 the voltage
predicted by Equation 25 is closer to a filtered version of the measured
voltage,
(26)
where VF(t) is the filtered battery voltage.
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In order to implement this model to predict state of charge, an array
of values for Rl, R2, and Q2 at various discrete values of current and
temperature are requi red. A mi crocomputer keeps track of the withdrawn
charge, Q, and filtered current, IF' during a discharge. At any time that the
remaining capacity was desired, the processor would begin an imaginary
discharge, varying the current so as to keep the product v(t) * I(t) equal to
the standard discharge power. Linear interpolation between the discrete
values of temperature and current for which the battery data are stored would
be used to compute estimates of Rl, R2, and Q2, so that battery voltage
predictions could be made. The remaining energy would then be the product of
the standard power rate and the time (in the imaginary discharge) until the
voltage fell below some cutoff level.
Any such model as the phenomenological one is founded on two basic
assumptions; 1) that the battery can be described totally by its dc discharge
response, and 2) that any effects of discharge at levels different from the
standard rate are transient (i.e., will not significantly affect the battery
capacity unless cutoff occurs within several time constants of the different-
rate discharge). It is apparent from the battery tests performed during the
contract that neither of the above assumptions is entirely true. However, it
is bel i eved that they are close enough, inmost si tuat ions that an elect ri c
vehicle battery will encounter, to allow an accurate state-of-charge
prediction.
Table 2.C.l contains the array of Shepherd coefficients as functions of











Rl = 2.7293 Rl = 2.9568 Rl = 2.2395
R2 = 0.5078 R2 = 0.3792 R2 = 0.2180
Q2 = 125.8769 Q2 = 164.4615 Q2 = 188.8593
Rl = 1.8282 Rl = 1.7384 Rl = 1.3714
R2 = 0.2137 R2 = 0.1732 R2 = 0.1794
Q2 = 83.0000 Q2 = 109.4000 Q2 = 141 .3512
Rl = 1.6844 R1 = 1.5260 R1 = 1.3090
R2 = 0.1198 R2 = 0.1216 R2 = 0.1331
Q2 = 69.3520 Q2 = 91. 8800 Q2 = 121.0732
R1 = 1.6320 Rl = 1.2800 Rl = 1.2854
R2 = 0.0940 R2 = 0.1600 R2 = 0.1195
Q2 = 70.7200 Q2 = 84.8000 Q2 = 98.2439
where Rl and R2 are in milliohms per cell and Q2 is in Ah.
These parameters were derived from constant current di scharge
exp~riments employing Gould PB-220 golf cart batteries. The voltage and the
charge withdrawn was recorded during each discharge and the resulting voltage
curve predicted by the Shepherd equation was fit to the actual voltage curve
to determine the Shepherd coefficients. The battery recharge profile employed
(" '':ng this testing was an equilibrium recharge profile with an overcharge of




The accuracy of the SOC algorithm was tested by exerclslng a 6-cell
battery module with a discharge profile which emulated a SAE 227a, schedule 0
driving cycle. Again, the battery data consisting of voltage, current,
temperature, and time was recorded during the test. Using a large
minicomputer, the SOC algorithm used the recorded battery data to calculate
the SOC. All actual battery tests were termi nated with a constant power
discharge at the 185W/cell rate (10kW for a 54 cell battery). During this
interval, the calculated SOC was compared to the measured SOC and an RMS error
was calculated for the predictions. A total of 32 driving cycle type tests
were conducted on the batteri es at ambi ent temperatures varyi ng from 9°C to
45°C. Figures 2.C.1-2.C.6 illustrates the battery voltage, current, and watt-
hr vs. time for two driving tests. Figures 2.C.7 and 2.C.8 show a plot of the
calculated SOC and the measured SOC for these two respective tests.
Figure 2.C.9 shows the capacity variations of the batteries during the
testing interval. The battery capacity (W-hr) varied from a low point of 920
Wh to a high of 1430 Wh for the six-cell module, with the lowest capacity
observed at ambient temperatures of 5°C and the highest at 40°C. The R~lS
error in the SOC prediction was as low as 1.3 Wh/cell and as high as 37.3
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Figure 2.C.4 Cell voltage vs. time for test F43TST031.D17
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Figure 2.C.9 Battery capacity ys. test number and S.O.C. error Ys. test number.
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Table 2.C.2
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The RMS error in the state of charge is cal cul ated by observi ng the
error between the measured and predicted capacity at a number of discrete
points. The RMS error is calculated from these points using Equation 27.
RMSerror =_1 \N (p (n) _ p (n))2




The accuracy of the phenomenological battery model is dependent on the
accuracy of the Shepherd coefficients which characterize the battery
performance over the range of temperature and current. Unfortunately, these
parameters change as the battery ages~' .., The parameter adaptation algorithm
developed during the contract attempts to modify the Shepherd coefficients
based on the recorded voltage error history of previous discharges.
Conceptually, the parameter modification would ,occur following the completion
of the discharge cycle. Although no parameter adaption algorithm was included
in the developed BC/SCI hardware, this section discusses its development.
The concept of parameter adapt ion requires the processing of some form
of record of a compl ete di scharge rather than making dec is ions based upon
short sub-divisions of a discharge cycle. The major disadvantage of such an
approach is the amount of data compression required to fit a complete
discharge record in the available microcomputer dynamic memory, on the order
of 100, bytes.
The discharge summary is in the form of several separate records. Each
record will describe the scheme's performance over a particular section of the
discharge, during which the discharge operating point in (I,T) space, current
and temperature, rema i ned nomi na lly wi thi n one zone. A record will be kept
only if the amount of time elapsed (and/or charge removed) during the
corresponding section is above some minimum value.
The accumulation of a record will be terminated (i.e., that record will
be written into memory) and another started whenever,
A) The discharge operating point leaves its "base zone ll for longer than
some specified time.
B) The length of t~me (or amount of charge removed) during the interval
, '. . I
becomes greater than, some maximum value.
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If a record is to be written, and insufficient space exists in memory
to write the record, some means of evaluation of the record1s lIimportance ll
will be used to determine whether or not to delete an already-written record.
Each record will consist of 6 entries, described below
1) IA - The average value of the filtered battery current during the
section.
2) TA The averag"e"va lue of the fi ltered battery temperature duri ng
the section.
3) liRA - The average value of the error in battery lIimpedance ll
prediction,
Vm - Vp
llR - I (28)
where llR is the instantaneous error in battery impedance
prediction, Vm is the measured battery voltage, Vp is the
predicted" battery voltage,. and I is the (unfiltered) battery
current.
(29)
where llQ is the total amount of charge removed from the battery
during the section, and Ql is the charge removed from full-
charged state.
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4) l'lRO - An "average" value of the derivative of error in battery








5) Qi - The value of charge removed from the battery (relative to its
fully-charged state) when the section began.
6) Qf - The value of charge removed from the battery when the section
ended where
(31)
Given the values of l'lRa and l'lRO' along with Qi and Qf' a linear





l'lR :: A·Q + B
Qi + l'lQ
l'lRA :: -k f ~~dQ
l'lRA :: A(Qi + 1/2 l'lQ) + B
l'lRO :: 1/2A l'lQ
and from equation (30),








In order to adjust the battery parameters according to the data
obtained in the records, the following procedure is used.
First, reconstruct the actual voltage profile during each section by
assumi ng that each sect ion can be modelled as a constant-current, constant-
temperature discharge, at the current, lA, and temperature, TA.
Thus, the predicted battery voltage would be
(34)
o 0 °
where RI , R2 , and Q2 are the values of RI, R2, and Q2 at the point (lA'
TA), before any adjustment.
Vpo is the voltage predicted by the un-adjusted parameters.
From this infonnation, and the linear approximation to the battery
impedance as a function of charge removed, reconstruct the measured voltage
during a section, since, by the definition of ~R,
(35 )
where A and B are defined on the previous page.
Thus
VI





The predicted voltage, Vp, obtained by the use of adjusted parameters,
RI' R2, Q2' is
(37)
The error, ~R, with the adjusted voltage is, thus,
(38)
The integral of the square of ~R can be performed over all sections for
which (lA, TA) is within a common zone. In this way, an increment to the
parameters ~RI' ~R2' ~Q2' whi ch resul ts in the lowest mean-squared error can
be chosen (even though this increment results in different values of RI , R2,
Q2 for each different (lA' TA) in each section). Note that A and Bare
intermediate constants in the linearization process of curve fitting and are
not minimized per se.
The change is distributed among the four operating corners which define
the (I, T) zone in the following manner.
The change in the interpolated value of R1 (obtained by use of the










M5 1-2 • 41 • (1-41) - 2 • 4T • (1-4T) (44)
and where
4R,LL is the change to be made in R1 at the low-
current, low-temperature corner of the zone
4R,LU is the change for the low-current, high-
temperature corner
4R1UL is the change for the high-current, low-
temperature corner
4R,UU is the change for the high-current, high-
temperature corner
4R, is the optional suggested change in Rl for
the zone
41 is the ratio of zone changes in current based
on the geometric mean of the grid.
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6T is the ratio of zone changes in temperature based
on the geometric mean of the grid.
FRACT is a constant such that 0.5 ( FRACT ( 1.0.
and where FrJ is defined as,
FLL = (1-6r) (1-6T)
FLU = (l-6r) 6T
FUL = 6r(l-6T)
FUU = 6r 6T
The concept of the parameters adapter was tested by exam1 n1 ng a dc
discharge at a constant current of 100A and 22.5°C. Two parameter grids were
employed for the Shepard coefficients, a 5x3 matrix and a 4x3 matrix to
determine the impact of having the operating point coincide exactly with a
gri d entry. Fi gure 2. C.lO shows the vari at ions of Rl and Q2 us i ng the 5x3
matrix. As shown in this Figure, Q2 seems to be stable with repeated
operations on one data file; however, Rl seems headed up indefinitely.
However, when the 4x3 matrix was employed, the parameter converged on a
final set in only 10 iterations. Figures 2.C.11 and 2.C.12 show the predicted
and measured voltage curves for the initial iteration and the 10th iteration.
The sensitivity to the nearness of the (I,T) grid point is an area of
concern in the parameter adapter strategy.
2.C.2 Physical Model
The physical model is a mathematical representation of the discharge
process in a flooded, porous, lead-acid battery cell. It is a lumped-
parameter approximation to the classic macrohomogeneous model (Reference 4).
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Figure 2.C.12 Predicted' and measured battery voltage,
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battery charge, (2) effec~~, of f1niteelectrolyte diffus,ion ra~e, ,and (3)
effects of pore-pl uggi n9 on battery imp,edanc~;and.el ectr;olyte di ffus ion.,
2.C.2.a Macrohomogeneous Model for PorousEl ectrodes
i".
A porous electrode· is simply· a rigid material ,with many pathways (or'
pores) through which a fluid may pass. The major advantage in'usi'ng"a por.ous
electrode in place, of a solid one, for ,surface reactions is .the much larger;,
effective surface area' afforded by th~<porosity. In order-to obtain the same,
surface area to volume ratio with solid plates, one would h~veto u~e a plate
thickness on the order of the pore dimensions, ~l um for a typical lead-acid
cell. Such plate thicknesses are impractical, from both economic and
structural standpoints.
Unfortunately, ,it is ,this same porous nature, of ,the lead-acid cell
electrode that makes an exact analysis of,the reactions and flows'involved in
a battery discharge very, difficul.t, if not impossible. ,The ,approach of some
researchers has been to model the pores ,as stratght,' cy,lindrical,inclusions,
perpendicular to the el ect,rode surface (Refer.ence ,5) •. , ':"
. . -' ~. . .' ,.... ." ....., , '..
A more popular approach is the macrohomogeneous moe:JeL ,in which the,
. .' . ,. • '. ; I " .' .., '. ~
porous nature of the elec~rod~.is, accounted "for:-,by treating the grid
(el ectrode materi a1) and fl uid (electrolyte) .,as ' two., ,seperate, conti,nuous
phases that co-exist .in the volume, occupied by the' electrode.. (Reference 4).,
The grid is modelled 'as a solid material whose effective conductivity and,heat
capacity are dependent·· upon the porosity (void factor) ,€,. as "well 'as its
material composition. The electrolyte is modelled asa continuous fluid media "
with acid concentration, ,temperature, and ,fluid, . vel Qcitya function of.
position within the electrode. The fluid viscosity, conductivity, and
di ffus i on coeffi ci ent are dependent upon the poros ity. Si nee the current-
producing electrochemical reaction in a lead-acid battery consumes either lead
or lead-dioxide and produces lead sulfate (lower in density than either of the
solid reactants), the electrode porosity can change during the course of a
discharge, being itself, a function of both position and time.
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For most analyses, the battery discharge is modelled as a one-
dimensional process, even though this ignores some effects of the two-
dimens i ona1 nature of the electrode structure (see Fi gure 2. C.1 3) • Fi gu re
2.C.14 shows a typical cell model. The cell consists of two porous electrodes
(hash-marked areas in Figure 2.C.14) bounding 'a separator region. Contacts
placed on either end 'of the cell supply and .receive battery currents. The
electrolyte. fills all three regions. For a cell at rest, the electrolyte
concentration in. the aqueous solution is unifonn. In addition, it is
generally assumed that, for a fully-charged cell at rest, the distribution of
active material (lead, at the negative electrode, lead-dioxide, at the
positive electrode). is unifonn as well.
When the cell is loaded (i.e., when current is drawn), the rate of
electrochemical reaction within the cell is not unifonn. Of course, no
reaction occurs in the separator region, so the electrolyte concentration
there goes down only due to diffusion into either electrode. At very low
discharge rates, the reaction initially occurs evenly throughout both
electrodes, so that the rate of usage of lead (or lead dioxide) and sulfuric
acid, as well as the production of l~ad sulfate, is not a function of p05ition
for the early part of the discharge. At higher discharge rates, the reaction
tends to be skewed towards the front face of each electrode (near the
separator) due mainly to the lower voltage drop suffered by currents traveling
most of the way across the electrode via the (highly conducting) grid
material. This causes non-uniform usage of both active materials and
electrolyte resulting in concentration ·gradients of these substances within
the electrode. Although the unused active material cannot move through the
electrode, the electrolyte is able to diffuse from regions of higher
concentrat i on to those where it is low. Thus, even if the battery is not
being discharged, the concentration p.-:ofile ~f electrolyte in the electrode





Figure 2.C.13 Lines of current flow in lead-acid
battery cell. Location of tabs











Figure 2.C.14 One-dimensional macrohomogeneous model for
lead-acid battery cell
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The electric potential and current density can be separate functions of
time and position for each of the co-existing phases. The difference between
grid and electroltye potentials at any particular point in the electrode is
simply the voltage drop across the Debye charge-layer at the solid-liquid
interface at that point. The two current densities are constrained such that
the divergence of their sum is zero (i.e., whatever current leaves one phase
enters the other, except at the electrode boundaries). In all, the one-
dimensional macrohomogeneous model contains at least nine space/time dependent
quantities, summarized in Table 2.C.3. The list can grow even longer if all
of the various possible ionic species are to be accounted for separately.
Even if the differential equations governing the changes in these
quantities, with time, were known exactly, the complexity of this set would
prevent its integration on any but the fastest presently available
computers. In addition, not enough is yet known about the electrochemistry of
lead-acid batteries to confidently specify all of the interrelationships
between those nine variables. For eXilmple, the rate at I-:hich current is
transferred from the solid phase to the electrolyte phase, -7i 2, is a function
of the solid-electrolyte potential difference, ~2 - ~l' the local electrolyte
concentration, C, and the amount of available active material, either S+ or
S-. Normally, the dependence of this current derivative on C and S+ ;s lumped
into an emperical constant in an equation as shown below,
e
- e (45)
where Vl and V2 are some characteristic potentials of the chemical system.
Very little is written in the literature about the dependence of jo on either




List of space/time dependent variables involved
in macrohomogeneous model for battery cell.
SPACE/TIME - DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
C - Electrolyte (S04=) Concentration
S+ - Positive Active Material (Pb02) ~oncentration
S- - Negative Active Material (Pb) Concentration
T - Temperature
~l - Electric Potential in Solid Phase (Electrode)
~2 - Electric Potential in Liquid Phase (Electrolyte)
e - Electrode Porosity
11 - Current Density in Solid Phase
12 - Current Density in Liquid Phasejo - Exchange Current Density
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Clearly, some approximations are necessary in order to perform a
simulation of the discharge process in a lead-acid battery cell; first, in the
face of unavailable information, and second, to allow processing of the
equations with a reasonable amount of computer time and memory storage.
Such a set of reasonable approximations and assumptions was proposed by
Simonsson in 1973 (Reference 6). Among his more important assumptions were
(1) an isothermal system, (2) complete disassociation of the electrolyte into
only one positive and one negative ionic species (H and HSO, respectively),
and (3) the IITafel ll assumption, in which the current derivative is
approximated by an exponential in the Debye-layer overpotential,
ax




where i is the current density in the electrolyte, jo is the exchange current
density (assumed constant), and n is the Debye layer overpotential (Reference
7), defi ned by,
where <Po is the equilibrilD11 potential drop across the Oebye layer (in the
absence of any currents).
With these simplicications, Simonsson integrated the set of
differential equations governing the discharge process to obtain some insight
into how a porous lead-acid battery cell becomes exhausted before all of the
reactants are used up. One of the more significant conclusions that he
reached was that, for hi gh di scharge currents, the skewi ng of the di scharge
reaction density towards the front face of the electrode caused the active
material there to be used up first forming a IIdead-zone ll in the electrode
which propagated towards the back face. Any electrolyte which diffused from
the separator regi on to the poi nt in the el ectrode where the reaction was
occuring would have to diffuse across this dead-zone.
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In 'addition, Simonsson suggested that the end of discharge probably
occured when a very low electrolyte concentration, somewhere in the electrode,
caused the impedance to become very large.
It is these two conclusions upon which the physical model, a lumped-
parameter approximation to Simonsson1s continuous model, is built. In the
following section, the concepts of a dead-zone, across which battery current
must flow and electrolyte must diffuse, propagating across the electrode and a
battery impedance which depends strongly upon the concentration of electrolyte
in the electrode are developed into a simplified model which could be
implemented on a microprocessor with limited storage capablities.
2.C.2.b Presentation of Physical Model
The physical model represents the state of a porous-electrode lead-acid
battery cell with three variables. They are:
1) C(t) The concentration of electrolyte within the electrode.
2) Cr(t) The concentration of electrolyte outside the electrode (in
either the separator region or the reservoir).
3) o(t) The width of a "dead-zone" of used (or passivated) active
material in the electrode.
Figure 2.C.15 gives a graphic illustration of the meaning of these
variables. The differential state equations which govern changes in the
variables are
~ {CLA} = -kA(C-Cr)/o - IIF
dt














OCCURS IN THIS ZONE
(29301
Figure 2.C.15 Schematic illustration of physical model for lead·
i:Jcid battery cell, showing definitions of state-
variables, C, Cr' 8.
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where
L is the effective thickness of the electrode.
Qo is the total (charge equivalent of) active material content of the
electrode.
A is the electrode apparent cross-sectional area.
k is the effective electrolyte diffusion coefficient through the
porous electrode (k can be a function of temperature).
I is the battery current.
F is Faraday's constant.
Vr is the effective volume of the reservoir and separator regions
outside the electrode.
f is an empirically-fitted function of the battery current, I, whose
value approaches 1 as I + O. (For I > 0, f(I) > or = 1).
Briefly, the electrolyte content of the electrode is seen to change due
to either diffusion from the reservoir or the current-producing
el ectrochemi cal reacti on. The reservoi r el ectrolyte content changes only by
diffusion to or from the electrode. The dead zone grows at a rate that is at
least proportional to the rate of usage of active material and faster than
that for 1arge currents. fl.s the dead zone wi dth grows, the impedance to




where Voc(C) is the open-circuit battery voltage, and R(o, C, Cr ) is the
battery impedance. It should be noted here that the open-circuit battery
voltage is a function of the electrolyte concentration in the electrode only
and not of °or Cr. This is due to the fact that the potential of an unloaded
battery depends only upon the voltage drop across the Debye 1ayer at the
solid-liquid interface which is determined primarily by the acid concentration
there.
The battery impedance can, in general, depend on all three state
variables. One possible functional dependence for R(o, C, Cr ) is
where Ra , Rb' Co are constants. This expression ignores the effects of
electrolyte concentration in the reservoir on the battery impedance and
predi cts that the impedance ri ses 1i nearly wi th the dead zone wi dth and in
inverse proportion to the acid concentration in the electrode. rt is likely
that Ra and Rb would have to be temperature-dependent to correctly model the
battery·s terminal behavior over a wide range of conditions.
With initial conditions for C, Cr , and 0, the state equations,
Equations 48, 49, and 50, a fully-specified terminal relation, Equation 51,
and the driving functions, I(t) and T(t), this model can be used to predict
the battery terminal voltage as a function of time. Given values of the state
variables at any time, a simulated constant-power discharge could be used to
predict the time to cutoff, and thus, the remaining available energy of the
battery.
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2.C.2.c Discussion of Model Characteristics
As was stated in the introduction to this chapter, the physical model
stresses battery capacity 1imitations of total battery charge, finite
electrolyte diffusion ratel, and electrode pore-plugging. The discussion to
follow is intended to point out those characteristics of the model which
demonstrate such effects.
Electrolyte can leave the entire system consisting of the electrode
plus reservoir only through effects of the last term in Equation 48 due to the
battery current drawn. In fact, a linear combination of Equations 48 and 49






- - F (53 )
where the first equality above may be taken as a definition of Q, the relative
battery charge. If Q is given a value of zero when both C and Cr are zero,
then Q may be thought of as the absol ute total battery content of (charge-
equivalent) electrolyte. Since the electrode and reservoir start with a
finite quantity of electrolyte, certainly no more than Qi' the initial value
of Q can be removed from the battery before ei ther C or Cr becomes negative.
Thus the model pl aces a 1imi t on the battery capac ity based on the total
charge-equivalent of electrolyte initially available.
If the battery is initially at rest (so that C = Cr ) and a dc discharge
begun, C will fall below Cr. Assuming that Voc(C) is a monotonically-rising
function of C, the open-circuit voltage predicted by the model will be lower
than the vol tage predicted for a battery at rest with the same amount of
charge removed. In fact, if the discharge were stopped suddenly, C would rise
(due to the diffusion term in Equation 48) towards an asymtotic value equal to
the volume-average concentration in the entire cell. This could be observed
from the battery terminals as a voltage transient occuring when the discharge
was halted. Both of these model characteristics, depressed electrolyte
concentration in the electrode under load and voltage transients
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accompanying changing loads, are intended to account for effects of the finite
rate of diffusion of electrolyte in a battery cell.
As a discharge proceeds, the width of the dead zone in the electrode,
0, increases. This has two effects on the model equations. First, the rate
of diffusion from reservoir to electrode falls, as it is inversely
proportional to o. Second, the battery impedance rises. Both of these
phenomena occur in order to account for the fact that the porosity is reduced
in those regions where the current-producing electrochemical reaction has
occurred. This reduction in ·porosity is simply due to the fact that the
reaction product, lead-sulphate, is lower in density than either lead or lead-
dioxide and thus takes up more space than these reactants. In most
macrohomogeneous models, the electrolyte conductivity and diffusion
coefficients are assumed to be proportional to the electrode void fraction.
For the physical model, the only impedance to electrolyte diffusion is the
(pore-plugged) dead zone. In the terminal relation proposed by Equations 51
and 52, the battery resi stance has one term proportional to the dead zone
width, and another that is independent of 6. This later tern could account
for fixed (terminal, grid) battery impedances. If desired, a third term,
varying in inverse proportion to Cr , could be added to account for voltage
drops across the separator region.
According to Simonsson's (Reference 6) conclusions, the discharge
reaction may be thought of as always taking place at the front edge of the
dead zone in a thin 'reaction layer' which propagates across the electrode.
If it v/ere assumed that the reaction completely used up all of the active
material in one plane before moving on to the next, then the rate of growth of
the dead zone would always be proportional to the battery current, 1. The
multiplier, f(l), in Equation 50 causes the growth rate, dO/dt, to be
proportional to I only for small currents. As the battery current grows,
d6/dt rises more quickly than I. This is intended to account for a phenomenon
knovm as electrode passivation in which high discharge current densities can
presumably cause lead- sulphate deposits to cover unused active material in
the electrode so that it cannot be accessed for later discharge. Such
passivated active material can be recovered only by recharging the cell.
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The physicQl model actually goes beyond most macrohomogeneous models in
that it attempts to predict the battery terminal behavior on the basis of a
half-cell representation. Even though the electrochemical reactions occuring
in the positive and negative battery electrodes are very different. it is the
opinion of the author that they can be modelled by a single-electrode
process. It is thus assumed. for the purposes of the model, that a perfect
ohmic contact capable of lossless transfer of ionic to electronic current
exists at the far end of the separator region. Such an assumption leaves out
the possibility of separate time constants or impedances for the two
electrodes. The approximation is justified by the generally accepted
observation in the literature that the battery capacity is most often limited
by one of the two electrodes (specifically, the positive one, Pb02).
Analysis of Model Equations
For the purposes of mathematical analysis, it is convenient to deal
with a transformed set of state variables. The dead zone width, 0, is still
used, but C and Cr are replaced by Q and D, defined as
(54)
(55)
Note that Q is the same quantity that was referred to earl i er as the total
battery charge-equival ent content of el ectrolyte henceforth referred to as
simply the battery charge. D is equal to the difference between electrolyte
concentrat ion in the reservoi rand el ectrode. It may be thought of as a
measure of the battery IIdisturbance ll , since 0=0 for a battery in its
equilibrium state. Transformation of Equations 48 and 49 yields
dQ _ Idf - - F




Equation 56 is, as before, merely a statement of conservation of charge
(actually, it is conservation of mass for the electrolyte ions). According to
Equation 57, the disturbance, 0, of the battery cell would always tend towards
zero were it not for the driving term, I/(FAL), on the right hand side of the
equation. It is not a constant-coefficient differential equation as 0 can be
a function of time.
At any time that values for C and Cr are desired (i.e., to compute the
terminal voltage), Equations 54 and 55 may be inverted, yielding
C = Q - OVr
LA + Vr




Before any further analysis, it is useful to introduce some normalizations.
Q = Co L A F .Q. (60)
o = C 0 (61)0_
o = L 0 (62)
C = C C (63 )o-
Cr = Co .fr (64)
t = T t (65)





The constant, T, is a battery time constant, the characteristic
electrolyte diffusion time, determined by the electrode thickness and
electrolyte diffusion coefficient. The current, 10 , is the ratio of the
electrolyte charge-equivalent contained in a fully charged electrode to this
time constant. The concentration, C, is taken as the initial electrolyte
concentration in a fully-charged battery cell. Note that the current, 10 , may
be thought of as the current necessary to fully use up all of the electrolyte
contained in the electrode initially in a single battery time constant, T.
With this normalization, Equations 50, 56, and 57 become











deS =_1 I f'(I)







The function f'(lJ is simply f(I) modified to accept ~ as its argument. K1 is
the ratio of charge-equivalent of active material to charge-equivalent of
electrolyte contained in a fully charged electrode. K2 is the ratio of
effective electrode volume to that of the reservoir.
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That is, the model equat ions wi 11 be solved, below, for the case of a dc
discharge.
Actually, the solution of Equations 69 and 71 is simple and requires no
explanation
with the solution for ~(~), Equation 70 becomes








Since a general technique exists to solve equations of this type, the solution
is simply presented.
-B/ a Idc
Q.C!) = Dl±l+atl +-
B+a
( + al) (83)
In terms of ..Q. and Q.,
K2 1I = -..Q. - -.Q. (84)
1+K2 1+K2
The normalization can be extended to the terminal relation. Using
v = Vo 1. (85)
Vod C) = Vo .Y.o(I) (86)
R = Ror (87)
Ra = Ro r a (88)
Rb = Ro rb (89)
where Vo and Ro are characteristic values for battery voltage and impedance,
respectively,
where
<51. =1c(I) - A • (ra + rb =) • I
. C (90)
(91)
A is the ratio of :he 'duct of characteristic battery current and impedance
to the characteristic cell voltage.
Given initial values for 1., Q., ..Q., and a dc discharge current, Idc (as
well as all necessary battery paramters), Equations 78, 79, and 83 may be used
to solve for .§..(t), Q(t), and Q(t). Then, Equations 84 and 90 yield the
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normalized battery voltage as a function of time. Once values for all of the
constants are detennined and a suitable cutoff voltage defined, the physical
model solution above may be used to analytically predict the battery capacity
as a function of current for dc discharges. Table 2.C.4 contains a brief
summary of the battery parameter values required for such a discharge
simulation.
Table 2.C.4
List of Battery Parameters and Functions Necessary for
Analytic Simulation of DC Discharge with Physical Model










K2 Ratio of effective electrode volume to reservoir volume.
01 Initial value for ~' dead zone width.
Ql Initial value for Q, battery charge.
01 Initial value for Q, battery disturbance.
x Ratio of product of characteristic battery impedance and current
to battery.voltage.
lcut Nonnalized cutoff cell voltage.
vct£) Function specifying battery open-circuit voltage variation with
C, electrolyte concentration in electrode.
r(.f., 1--, 0) Function specifying cell impedance variation with C, Cr and 0
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2.0 Hardware Description/Operation
The operating features of the BC/SCI system are described herein. The
power electronics is described with the aid of oscillographs of key operating
points. The microcomputer system operation modes are discussed as well as the
fault di agnost ic features. Fi nally a mechani cal summary i ncl udi ng a wei ght
distribution is presented.
2.0.1 Battery Charger Power Electronics
As discussed in Section 2.B, the battery charger stores energy in the
boost inductor and then transforms it across the isolation transformer to the
battery. Detailed electrical schematics of the power section are included in
Appendix 1. Figure 2.0.1 is a photograph of the BC/SCI with the cover
removed. The four control logic cards are on the right most side. The
charger power ci rcuit encompasses everythi ng to the 1eft of the card cage.
Referring to Figure 2.0.2, an electrical schematic of the power circuit, the
voltage across Ql is illustrated in Figure 2.0.3. As seen in the
oscillograph, the FET operates at a switching frequency of 40kHz. The voltage
overshoot is a function of the energy stored in the leakage inductance and the
snubber capacitor C2 in Figure 2.0.2. This overshoot is approximately 35V at
a boost inductor currents of 15A. Figures 2.0.3 (a) and (b) are expansions of
the voltage at turn off and turn on respectively. Switching speed of the
device is < 100 ns.
Figure 2.0.4 is an oscillograph which shows the voltage across Ql (Vds )
and Q2, Q3 (Vee)· The overshoot across the Darlington devices is minimal.
The voltage appears as each Darlington at a 20kHz rate. Figure 2.0.5 is an
oscillograph of the base voltage and the collector voltage of a Darl ington
transistor. As seen in the photo, base voltage is applied to the transistor
when the collector voltage is held low by Ql. Similiarly, the reverse voltage




Figure 2.0.1 Top View of BC/SCI (2989J






















Figure 2.0.4 Voltages 01, 02, and 03
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Figure 2.0.6 shows the simultaneous voltages appearing on a Darlington
transistor and the voltage clamp composed of the MR8l8and RC network shown in
Figure 2.0.2. The measurement point is the cathode of the MR8l8.
The oscillographs in Figure 2.0.3 - 2.0.6 were recorded with the
converter operating at a fixed duty cycle. The remaining oscillographs
illustrate the operation of the converter from the ac line with active
waveshapping to emulate a resistive load.
The current waveform drawn by the charger when operating at full power
(lkW) is shown in Figure 2.0.7 (a). The oscillograph also records the input
line voltage. The power factor is near unity. The peak current is l3A and is
the larger ampl itude trace in the figure. Figure 2.0.7 (b) contains the
output current of the charger referenced :0 the ac line.
Figure 2.0.8 shows the voltage across Ql, Q2, with reference to the ac
line current. As shown in the figure, both the duty cycle and the peak switch
voltage is modulated with the charging current and line voltage.
It is interesting to note the effect of the switching power supply used
to generate the control power for the power circuit on the ac 1ine current
waveform. The effect is shown in Figure 2.0.9, which is an oscillograph of
the total input (ac line) current and its components, the switching power
supply input current, and the input current to the charger power
electronics. The input rectifier on the switching charger power supply
contributes the current peaks to the BC/SCI ac line current. The top trace in
Figure 2.0.9 should be compared to the ac line voltage shown in Figure 2.0.7
(b) to compare the waveshapping performance of the power electronics section.
2.0.2 Charger Control Electronics
The control electronics for the power section is self-contained and
communicates with the microcomputer system via an optically-isolated digital
bus. The power section and its power supply is referenced to the ac line
94
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Figure 2.0.5 Vbe and VeE of Darlington Transistor
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while the microcomputer system is referenced to the vehicle battery's minus
termi nal.
The control electronics electrical
2.0.10. The main circuit functional blocks
table with the aid of the Figure.
schematic is shown in Figure
are identified in the following
Circuit Block Function
1 Feedback Current Amplifier
2 Soft Start Circuit
3 Main System Error Amplifier
4 PWMCi rcu itry
5 Current Reference Circuitry
6 Line Soft Start Circuitry
7 Power Reset and Overcurrent Protection
Fault protection in the controller is achieved by observing the
feedback current and comparing it to a reference. In the event the threshold
is exceeded, all switches are commanded open and a fault indication is set to
the processor vi a U31 in Fi gure 2.0.10. Overcurrents in the boost inductor
can be caused by the case when the peak 1i ne vol tage exceeds the refl ected
battery voltage. For an ac input ~f 120 volts rms, this condition would occur
should the actual battery voltage drop below 85 volts dc. There is no
inherent protection for this condition since the battery voltage cannot be
directly sensed (it ;s on the secondary side of the isolation transformer).
2.0.3 Microcomputer System Electronics
The BC/SCI low-power electronics has been designed to reside on three
printed circuit boards. The first board (Al) is a low power switching power
supply which generates the required microcomputer system voltages from the
propulsion battery. The design employs a flyback regulator configuration
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Figure 2.0.6 veE of 01 and the Voltage
Across the Snubber Clamp Connected
in Parallel with the Darlington
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utilizing a FET, torroidal transformer and standard PWM regulator I.C. Three
outputs provide ±5v and + 13.5V.
The supply can be enabled by one of three inputs. During battery
discharging, an iso13ted set of switch contacts in the EV controller slave the
SCI operation to the operation of the EV controller. During charging the
supply is enabled when the power circuit switching power supply becomes
energi zed. The 1ast way in whi ch the system is enabled is when the battery
powered CMOS clock times out.
The second board (A2) provides the high frequency control of the BC
power stage as discussed earlier.
The third board (A3) contains the signal conditioning circuitry. The
critical battery parameters which are the feedback variables for the SOC
algorithm include the battery voltage, current, temperature, and absolute
ampere-hours. The design of the data acqUisition circuitry controls both the
absolute and relative error sources to achieve the confidence in the measured
data. Table 2.0.1 sununarizes these specifications. The absolute accuracy
lists the maximum error associated with scaling, digitization and temperature
variations from one SCI system to another. The relative accuracy is for
measurements within the same system.
Additional inputs on the A3 board include the vehicle speed transducer
interface, switch inputs, LEO drivers and a digital control port to the power
stage. One potentiometer is required and ;s used to trim the A/D's voltage
reference when the board is initially constructed.
The final board in the system (M) contains all the microcomputer
ci rcuitry. A MC6809 microprocessor with 16K of 8-bit EPROM and 2K of 8-bit
CMOS RAM (TC55l7AP) provide the basic nucleus of the design. A real time CMOS
clock, a power-up reset circuit and a watch-dog timer complete the design.
The CMOS RAM and clock are made non-vol atil e by a nickel-cadmi um battery
mounted on board Al. This battery is kept charged by a simple zener regulator











Figure 2.0.7 Charger Terminal Waveform
(a) input voltage, input current
(b) input voltage, output current
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worst case conditions for a minimum of 58 days, more than enough for normal
system servicing. A lithium primary battery may be connected into the system
using jumper J7 on A4. This allows the microprocessor board to be removed
from the card cage without loss of memory but is not normally used.
The watch-dog timer is constructed using a stable mu1tivibrator
confi gurat ion. The mi crocomputer normally retri ggers the timer every .133
sec. If not, the timer will time out resetting the microcomputer and related
hardware. This feature insures continued system operation in spite of
occasional noise induced into the logic.
The mi crocomputer corrnnuni cates to all peri phera1 subsystems vi a the
MC6821 interface adapter. This device, software progranvnab1e, provides the
necessary interface latches and buffers between the high speed microprocessor
bus and the low speed CMOS logic circuits.
The remote disp1 ay is connected to the system using a simp1 e serial
data communications path. The data is clocked sequentially into serial-to-
parallel display drivers. After transmitting 48 bits of information, a strobe
signal latches the pattern which drives individual segments on the display.
The display update rate is every 0.133 sec.
All control signals are fi11:ered and buffered using schmitt triggers.
This configuration along with eight error detection bits insures valid data
for the display. A 2.8V regulator supplies power to the display's filament
from the 5V supply. This regulator is externally controlled to blank the
display when it is not needed (charge cycle). A photoresistor controls a



































Figure 2.D.8 Switch Voltage Stress during AC Line Operation
2.0.3.a BC/SCI Software
The software for the BC/SCI employs both 6809 assembly and Fortran
programming languages. The software has been carefully structured to benefit
from advantages prov~ded by each language without sacrifice in overall system
performance.
The real time executive provides the basic data acquisition and
hardware interface functions. These tasks are characterized by being time
critical in nature and are repeated at a fairly high rate (i.e., every .133
sec). Such requirements benefit greatly from the speed and bit manipulating
capability provided by assembly programming.
The state-of-charge algorithm on the other hand is highly mathematical
in nature. Sophisticated arithmetic operations having wide dynamic ranges are
among the technical requirements. Flexibility for algorithm modifications and
future enhancements also favor a high-level programming solution. Fortunately
these functions are not as time critical as the data aquisition for adequate
- .
performance (i.e. every 15 sec). Fortran satisfies these requirements but does
suffer the disadvantage of excessive memory requirements typical of high level
languages.
The system has been struct~red so that the real time executive is the
primary controlling module. The executive has the ability to call anyone of
five Fortran subroutines as is shown by the hierachy chart in Figure 2.0.11.
The chart clearly shows all BC/SCI Fortran modules and how each is called by
the five main subroutines. A glossary is included in Appendix 2 which briefly
describes the specific function of each module.
The flowcharts in Figures 2.0.12 - 2.0.18 illustrate the software
structure. Two interrupt dri ven programs provide the basic data acqui sit ion
and hardware interface requirements. The first interrupt is synchronized to a
one Hz clock and maintains all the software time functions. The second
interrupt is generated at the end of conversion from the system's analog to
digital converter. After reading and storing the converted data the A/O
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Figure 2.0.9 Current Waveforms of
(a) the power circuit,
(b) the AC line, and
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Figure 2.0.1.0 Power Circuit Controller (See appendix 7 for larger version of schematic)
(2994/
Figure 2.0.11 Hierachy of BC/SCI subprograms
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Figure 2.D.12 Software module interaction
SELF DISCHARGE UPDATE
laBAT = laBAT + IDCTlM • RKl
aDIS'" laLAST ·laBAT
YES NO
RVREG ·2.7Ov!CELL 12% of 100A·HR
laEaU = TEMPNlITBAT,18.l21 @27.SoC
CHARGE LIMITS;
IOOVC '" OD1S· TEMPFNIITBAT,.12, .081
laLIM = laLAST + IOOVC + laEaU
VOLTAGE LIMIT:












IDSOC =10 + (IaSOC·2l)!41
YES
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BC/SCI Software charge monitor ·CHGFOR
written in Fortran (cont.)
CHARGER OFF: VLIM - 0
IF CHARGE CYCLE COMPLETE
RESET FLAG II FCHG - 0
YES NO
RE·INITIALIZE VARIABLES
IOSAT - (l) ; IQABS - (l)
IEOTIM - CD; IOLAST - CD
IFEOU - CD; IDSOC -10
RETURN CONTROL TO





IEQUTIM =2MIN/BIT TIME SINCE LAST EQUALIZE CYCLE
IDISTIM = 2MIN/BIT TIME SINCE LAST DISCHARGE CYCLE
IQBAT =.2421 A·HR/BIT AMP~HOURMETER "NEG OUT OF BAT"
ITBAT =1oC/BAT BATTERY TEMPERATURE
IVLlM = .050V/BIT VOLTAGE LIMIT DURING CHARGE
IFEQU = 0NORMAL; -1 EQUALIZE; -256 DEFER
IFMODE = 0 NORMAL; 1 = CHARGE REQUESTED; -1 = CHARGE GRANT
IQABS = A·HR REMOVED SINCE LAST EQUALIZE CYCLE
RK1 =.05A/(30BIT/HR) * .2421 A-HR/BIT
RK3
(2916)























OR VLIM <108v) t-------------_
YES
USE SWITCH SETTING FOR
ILINE LIMIT






(ERRTF1 : 0 • 41
TIME FAULT No.1
(2921)
Figure 2.0.14 BC/SCI Software
Charge control module - CHGMPL written in MPL (cant. )
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DELAY CORRECTION 0.133 S









Figure 2.0.14 (cant.) BCISCI Software





TO FIND R1E, R2E, 02E
AMPZ = AMPS
CALCULATE;
VPRED = VEa - VDROP
BATMOD = TIME
ABAT = PWR I VPRED
TWO STEP SIMULA nON PRINCIPLE -
FAST RATE: ~en discharge rare law < 15W/CeIl
ar nar close ra knee af prafile (i.e. 8096 af
02E1 else slaw rare used
SLOW RATE
(4MIN - SIMULATIONI
AMPS· AMPS - 0.600 + ABAT -0.400
a = a + ABAT. 0.0657
TIME· TIME + 0.0667
(18SEC - SIMULATION)
AMPS = AMPS - 0.952 + ABAT _ 0.048
a = a + ABAT • 0.005
TIME = TIME + 0.005
YES
SKIP ZONE SEARCH IF
rhe currenr hasn'r changed significanrly
(use aid values far RI E, R2E, 02E1
(29231
Figure 2.0.15 BC/SCI Software Battery model - BATMOO written in Fortran as a function
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CONSTANTS:
VE01 • 2.161 V/CELL
VE02 • -5.16 x 10-4 (V/CELLI/oc
VE03 • 1.217 x 10-3 (V/CELLIIA·HR
VE04 • -7.42 x 10-6 [(V/CELLI/A·HR]/oC
CONVERT AND SCALE "INTEGER" DATA
TO "REAL" TYPE
VBAT - IVBAT + BCFV IV/CELL)
TBAT - ITBAT (OC)
OBAT - IOBAT + BCFO (AMP·HR)
EOUILIBRIUM VOLTAGE CALC.
VEO - (VE01 + VE02 + TBAT)
+ (VE03 + VE04 + TBATI + OBAT




+ 0.50 + VERR/IVE03 + VE04 + TBAT)












.. 0.050V/BIT 16 BIT 2'S COMP
• 1°C/BIT 16 BIT 2'S COMP
• 0.2421 AMp·HR/BIT 16 BIT 2'S COMP
(NEGATIVE OUT OF BATTERY)
• 0.926 E-3 V/CELL/BIT
• 0.2421 A·HR/BIT
(2924)
Figure 2.0,16 BC/SCI Software
Equilibrium voltage read· rst for written in Fortran
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SELF·DISCHARGE CORRECTION:
IOBAT .. IOBAT + IDCTlM • RK3
IDCTIM·O
INITIALIZE VARIABLES
CALL AVERAGING ROUTINE (AVGFORI
SET EOUALIZE IF NEEDED:
(FEOU" -1)
ICABS + IOBAT" -500 A·HR
OR IEOTIM ;;;a. 7 DAYS
SET WAKE·UP MODE FOR 2 HRS:
IF> 4.8 A·HR REMOVED lIWAKEF .. 2)
BATTERY STATE· DETERMINATION
CALCULATE: VEO.VDROP,VP,RDEL
IOBAT" 0.2421 A·HR/BIT (NEG OUT OF BATTERYI
ICABS TOTAL DISCHARGE SINCE LAST EOUALIZE
IEOTIM" 2MIN/BIT TIME SINCE LAST EQUALIZATION
IDCTIM" SELF· DISCHARGE TIME
IFCHG .. "0" NO; -1 YES; 1 SPECIAL
IFMODE" "0" NORMAL; "1" CHANGE REOUEST;
"-1" GRANT CHANGE
RK1 .. -0.006884" -0.05AII30 BIT/HR • 0.2421 A·HR/BITI
SET CHANGE REOUEST lIFCHG • -11
IF> 10 A·HR REMOVED


























IF AMPS <0.0 AND VBAT - VPRED::;;; -0.02V
CALC:OMEAS Figure 2.0.17
BC/SCI Software
Discharge monitor flowchart· DISFOR




















IDSOC .. TIME· 10 BARS •
1S5W/CELL/200W·HR/CELL + 0.5
CALL BAT. MODEL SUBROUTINE
IBATMOD)

































IOMILE .. TIMEM •
SPDF/ISPCAL + 0.5
CALL BAT. MODEL SUBROUTINE
IBATMOD)
TIMEM =f(PWR, VCUT. 01. TEMP. AMPS














Figure 2.0.17 (Cont.) BC/SCI Software













EXECUTIVE FMODE '" -1
r-----J-------,
I SET APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS I
I FOR EXIT I
~~,
"""".' ...............




















Figure 2.0.18 BC/SCI Software
Parameter adapter flowchart THK FOR
Possible structure not presently implemented
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is set up for the next analog signal. Other hardware functions such as
scanning inputs and controlling outputs completes the required tasks. The
typical execution time for this program is approximately 10 millseconds. It
is repeated for each conversion cycle (.133 sec) and thus consumes 7.5% of the
processor time.
The normal program execut i on starts with the executive performi ng the
system initialization. It determines which mode has been selected and checks
for valid data. Since the data acquisition is asynchronous to the main
program execution, the executive must wait until the A/o conversion cycle is
completed after which the data valid flag is set (oVALF=l). The executive
then passes control to the appropriate Fortran subroutine Figure (2.0.12).
To guarantee controlled interaction a simple handshaking scheme was
developed. If FMODE=O, the Fortran program can operate normally. When this
flag is set (FMOoE=l) by the interrupt program (Le., operator requesting a
mode change) the Fortran program must orderly comp1 ete whatever its doi ng,
acknowl edge the request (FMODE=-l) and return control back to the executive.
The execut i ve may then select a new mode, or the interrupt program can shut
the system down depending upon requirements. This rigorous sequence
guarantees predictable system operation whether the Fortran program is written
with a looping (CHGFOR, DISFOR) or sequential (RSTFOR, INIFOR) program
structure.
A common area in RAM has been defi ned to provi de a means of pass i ng
arguments (data) between the assembly language executive and the Fortran
subroutines and functions. This area is defined and represented in Figure
2.0.19 using a common statement for each Fortran routine and CSCT in the
assembly language program. Since the entries in a common area share storage
locations, their order (or memory address) is significant but not the variable
name. It should be noted that integers occupy 2 bytes of storage while real
numbers occupy 4 bytes of storage.- A unique dspect of the BC/SCI common area
is that variables v/hich are defined by the first three statements (32 bytes)
are initialized to zero during each power-up sequence; v/hereas the remaining
eight statements (218 bytes) are non-volatile in nature. This structure,
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FIRST MEMORY LOCATION
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
IFMODE IWAKE F IVLlM IFINI
"BAT IVBAT ITBAT ISPEED
I AMPSF I ~ TEMPF !I
PWRF SP~F
,




IFRST IFCHG IFTHK IFE,QU
IRESET ISPCAL IDSC;>C IDMILE
IDCTlM IEQTlM ICGTIM










I I RK3 I
I RK4 I I VE:Q1 I
-.- .
I VE02 I I VE'Q3 II
I VEQ4 ! I BCFQ !




Figure 2.0.19 Common Area - Memory Map
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while being memory efficient also simp1 ifies the task of call ing a Fortran
subrout i ne from an assembly 1anguage program since arguments are passed in
this common area rather than at time of call.
Several significant advantages should be obvious from the described
structure. First the data acquisition and hardware functions are transparent
to the Fortran programs. Secondly, each module may be written and modified
independently of the others (except for common statements). And fi na lly,
simple handshaking and variable passing insures highly reliable and
predictable system performance.
2.D.3.b System Operation and Calibration
Discharge
The system has been designed to minimize operator interface and
calibration requirements. The operation of the SCI is slaved to the electric
vehicle controller via a simple two wire interface. The controller must
supply an isolated switch closure to the green and black wire of the interface
cable. (Note: Black wire common to propulsion battery negative.) This set of
contacts should be normally open and close only when the electric vehicle is
enabled. As a safety feature the BC/SCI provides an isolated interlock signal
(white and red wires) for use by the controller. This signal will be normally
open but is closed when the ac line cord is attached to the BC/SCI. This
signal should be utilized to prevent controller operation when the line cord
is connected.
The discharge mode will then be selected whenever the front panel
selector is in a normal position (15, 20, or 30 amps) and the electric vehicle
is operated. In this mode the remote display will normally illuminate the SOC
bargraph. The miles remaining display may be requested by pressing the
pushbutton switch marked "miles remaining" on the display module. The display
will now show, to the nearest mile, instantaneous miles remaining (averaged
over the most recent 30 sec of driving). This function is only calculated for
power levels exceedng 30 watts/cell. This mode will be maintained as long as
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the pushbutton is depressed and for five seconds after it is released. It
should be noted that after the unit is switched off the system must terminate
present activity before the display disappears. This results in a variable
turn-off-delay possibly as long as 17 seconds.
Charge
The charge cyc 1e is i nit i ated by select i ng the appropri ate current
setting, plugging the ac line cord into the front panel receptacle and
switching the front breaker from the "off" to the "on " position. This in-turn
suppl i es power to the fan and base dri ve power supply and sends a one-second
enable pulse to the system logic power supply.
This enable pulse provides sufficient time for the microcomputer to
start operating and latch the power supply on. The power up sequence is noted
by all front panel lights being illuminated for a short time. If a charge
cycle has been requested (by the charge mode) the "charge" light will begin
flashing at a 0.5Hz rate. This indicates that the power stage will be enabled
after a 10 second delay (5 flashes). Once enabled the "charge" light is
illuminated continuously. During the charge cycle the remote display is
normally blankt::\J bu~ state of charge may be requested by depressing the "miles
remair.il.g" pushbutton. This display will be maintained as long as the
pushbutton is depressed and will extinguish 5 seconds after it is released.
It should be noted ~'Iat tile state of charge displayed during a charge cycle is
"ot the same as that which is displayed during discharge. The charge cycle
displayed is a simple percentage of ampere-hours normalized for a new battery
at room temperature. The front panel current selector is rna rked for the
or~~ina1 ac line requirements (15, 20, or 30 amps) for a 3kH charger. These
settings have been apprVtriately scaled for the present lkW rating (3, 6, or 9
amps).
If the system has requested an equalize cycle (500 A-hr removed or 7
days has elapsed since the last equalize cycle) the "EQUALIZE" light will
illuminate when the charger is turned on. This indicates that the battery
will be equalized during this charge cycle unless the operator defers it by
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depress i ng the front panel switch marked IIDEFER EQUALIZE II • Thi s wi 11 defer
the equalize cycle until the next time a charge cycle is initiated.
When the charge cycle is completed the microcomputer will extinguish
all indicators and shut itself off. It should be noted that although the
charge cycle is completed the main power breaker will remain on and the
internal fan will continue to operate. A discharge cycle may now be run by
turning the power breaker to the lI off ll position and disconnecting the ac line
cord. If no di scharge cycl e is requi red the breaker maybe 1eft in the lI on ll
position. This will allow the microcomputer to run an equalize charge cycle
every 7 days, an accepted standard for keeping the battery in good condition.
Wake-up
This special mode is nonnally transparent to the operator. The mode
will be self-initiated when the battery has rested two hours after a
discharge-cycle of at least 4.8 ampere-hours. The system will power itself
up, read battery data and appropriately modify the system ampere-hour meter if
required before turning itself off. Once this mode is completed, another
discharge must take place before the mode is again requested.
Calibration
The system was designed to minimize initialization and calibration
requi rements. Once the SCI has been confi gured for a part i cul ar
battery/vehicle combination, no additional operator interaction is normally
requi red. To properly confi gure the SC 1, the battery parameters must be
initialized and the speed transducer calibrated. A neVJ equalized battery
should be attached to the system and the inductive speed pickUp with magnets
properly mounted to the vehicle. To perform this simple procedure, turn the
front panel selector switch to the un-marked position immediately to the left
of IIAUX II • Next, turn the unit on for a normal discharge cycle. The unit will
power up and the lIwarningll indicator will flash with all zeros on the numeric
display. The warning indicator signifies that you are in the II ca libration
mode. 1I The battery parameters have already been initialized, and the system
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is awai~ing. the transducer calibration sequence. The system has a default
calibration factor which is selected for a vehicle having 13" diameter wheels,
radial tires and sensing a rotating element with a 1:1 speed ratio with
respect to the wheels. If this configuration "is adequate the sequence can be
terminated by returning the front panel selection to one of the normal
positions (15, 20 or 30 amps). If not, the vehicle should be driven over a
measured mil e with the "mil es rema i ni ng" pushbutton depressed once at the
begining and again at the end. The numeric display will flash and slowly
increment during this calibration interval. Speed is not a factor during this
proceedure since pulses/mile are being determined. Once this is completed the
sequence is terminated by returning the front panel selector to its original
position. Calibration is now complete and the system will "remember" these
factors as long as the system memory remains non-volatile (see logic
description).
Diagnostics
The BC/SCI has a high degree of self-diagnostics to assist both the
operator or repair personnel in isolating problems in the system. Tables
2.0.2 and 2.0.3 list all possible fault codes presently incorporated into the
system. A fault is normally indicated three ways. First, the "FAULT"
indicator on the front panel will be enabled for all faults. Second, the
remote display will show an error code using the three numeric digits.
Finally, if the fault corresponds to a particular board the edge mounted LED
on that board will be illuminated.
A complete diagnostic sequence is executed everytime the unit is
powered-up, and a sub-set thereof is performed while the system is
operating. As diagnostics are performed on each board the LED on the
particular board will be illuminated and then extinguished after the test is
successfully completed. If a fault is detected, the test sequence will be
stopped, and the display will show a particular error code. This code can
then be used to determine the particular test which failed and isolate
possible causes. The fault descriptions provided in the tables primarily




Charger Run Time Fault Description
Fault Error Codes Appear on Display as: O=X or 2-X
01 ERRBLO - Battery Below Min Value
02 ERRBHI - Battery Above Max Value
03 ERRBOP -.Battery Disconnected During Operation (Opened)
04 ERRTFl - Time Fault =1 - Prolonged Low Battery Voltage
Operation
05 ERRTF2 - Time Fault =2 - Prolonged Operation Without Reaching
Voltage Regulation
06 ERRSW3 - Invalid Switch Setting for Charger Operation




4 MSB Primary - Assembly or Category
































Indicates Run Time Faults Check MPL Listing
AUX. - Power Defective - RAM, Time Info. Lost
Power Stage Fault Used INLMPL
AID Conversion Invalid
AID Overflow Indication
Analog Input Incorrect Polarity
Select Mode - Invalid Mode
ROM Checksum Error
Bits In RAM Will Not Toggle
1/Sec Interrupt
Real Time Clock Doesn't Advance
PIA A Input Fault
PIA B Input Fault
PIA A Output Fault





Battery Thermistor Open or Fuse Blown
Enclosure Thermistor Open
FET Thermistor Open or Fuse Blown





BAT. Below Min. Value
Invalid Switch Setting
Speed Transducer Calibration Error
Speed Counter Overflow
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Since a given problem may provide multiple fault codes, all codes
should be viewed before a determination is made as to the cause. This is done
by depressing the "MILES REMAINING" pushbutton to direct the system to proceed
with the remaining diagnostics. This sequence should be repeated until all
codes are noted. Care should be exercised since the system will attempt
operation after all faults are identified.
The format of the codes are two digits separated by a hyphen (i.e., x-
x) • The fi rst number corresponds to a category whil e the second number
identifies a particular problem within that category. For example all codes
with a seven as the first digit correspond to a thermistor related problem. A
7-5 signifies battery thermistor open or fuse blown. This could be caused by
a fuse blown on A3, a bad thermi star (opened) or poss i bly the battery probe
not properly connected.
A fault that is detected duri ng normal system operat i on stops all
activities. The fault will be displayed as long as it exists or for a minimum
of five seconds. If the problem disappears the system will attempt to
continue where it was interrupted prior to the fault condition (e.g. 8-2
enclosure overtemperature). Additional information regarding the cause of a
particular operating fault· may be obtained from a co~plete power-up diagnostic
proceedure.
Test
A special mode has been included in the system to provide useful
information during system troubleshooting. This mode allows you to observe
selected variables during actual system operation. The mode is entered after
the system is operating by switching the DIP switch No.4 on A3 to the liON"
position. During discharge this same mode can be entered by turning the front
panel selector switch to the un-marked 12. o!clock setting.
The di spl ay
el ements. The value
number. The mode can
w; 11 ; 11 umi nate the war.n; ng, bargraph and numeric
di spl ayed corresponds to the present software version





Figure 2.0.20 BC/SC I System (2988J
memory location. The resulting display is non-standard but can be extremely
useful for troubleshooting without' any sophisticated test equipment.
The test sequence in the present version (i.e., 1.00) is as follows:
10% - Battery Voltage (8MSB)
20% - Battery Voltage (8LSB) .050 v/BIT
30% - Charging Voltage Limit (8MSB)
40% - Charging Voltage Limit (8LSB) .050 v/BIT
50% - Ampere-hour (8MSB)
60% - Ampere-hour (8LSB) .2421 A-HR/BIT
70% - Battery Current (8MSB)
80% - Battery Current (8LSB) .1A/BIT
90% - Mode Flag 0=Norma1; l=Request change; 256=Grant Change
The percentage factor corresponds to the bargraph di sp1 ay when the
information is shown. A particular item may be selected by depressing the
"MILES REMAINING II button the appropriate number of times. Seal ing factors
have been included to allow conversion to more fami1ar units, but care should
be exercised to properly weigh the most significant bits. For example a
voltage read i ng of 008 (8MSB) and 112 (8LSB) cou1 d be converted to volts by
the following equation.
[(8MSB)] x 256 + (8LSB)1 .050 = Battery Voltage
or [(008)] x 256 + (112)1 .050 = 108.0 Volts
It shoul d be noted that a number for battery current between 128 and
256 as the most significant byte indicates a negative quantity in two· s-
complement arithmetic and should be converted before using the scaling factor
provided.
2.0.4 Physical Description
The complete BC/SCI is pictured in Figure 2.0.20. This photo shows the
main enclosure housing the power section and the control electronics and the
remote display. Figure 2.0.21 shows the comparison interface module used to
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Figure 2.0.21 System Interface Module
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(2990)
insert the system transducers between the battery and vehicle controller and
provide the charger connection to the battery. The weights and dimensions of




Main Enclosure 29.5 1bs 19.0" x 8 13/16" X 10.0"
Display 1.05 1b 6.30" X 3.2" x 2.5"
Interface 3.2 1b 8 15/16" x 4 1/4" x 2 7/16 11
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Figure 2.D.22(a) Mechanical Construction of Transformer Connection to Output Rectifiers (2992)




ac Circuit Breaker and Connector




Output Diode and Heat Sink
Input Diode and Heat Sink
Filter Inductor, Capacitor
Boost Inductor
Darlington Xistors and Heat Sink























The goal of high electrical efficiency impacted the mechanical design
of the charger, particularly the construction of the power circuit
secondary. In order to mi nimi ze the 1eakage inductance inserted between the
isolation transformer's secondary terminals and the filter capacitor, a strip
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Figure 2.0.22 (b) Photo of Stripline Style Connection between Rectifiers and Output Capacitor (2991)
line parallel-plate conductor construction was employed. This is illustrated
in Figures 2.0.22 (a) and (b) respectively which show the interconnects
between the transformer and the output rectifiers (a) and between the
rectifiers and the output filter capacitor (b). The parallel plate conductor
construction is mandatory to minimize secondary circuit leakage inductance.
For completeness, the weight of the entire BC/SCI system is tabulated






















The test program consisted of a series of measurements to quantify the
efficiency of the charger, the line distortion, and the accuracy of the
operational SOC algorithm imbedded in the microcomputer system.
2.L1 Power Electronics
It should be noted that downgrading the output power to lkW did result
in reduced efficiency and increased distortion compared to the original target
goals. The efficiency of the charger was measured at an operating input power
level of lkW. The input power was measured with a Weston Model 432 wattmeter,
and the output power was calculated using the product of the average battery
voltage and the average battery current using 4 1/2 digit FLUKE meters. This
approximation to determine the output power is valid since the battery ripple
voltage is only 2Vp-p. The measured efficiency was 87%. This includes the
loss attributable to the cooling fans, power supplies, and microcomputer
system. The power circuit itself approaches the 90% efficiency level.
Approximately 3% of the power is consumed by the fans and power supplies.
The 1ine distortion of the input current waveform was measured with a
HP333A Oi stortion Analyzer- and a HP3580 Spectrum Analyzer. The measured
harmonic distortion of the line current is 7.4%. This is compared to the
calculated distortion employing all significant harmonics up through the 17th
of 7.98%. Figure 2.E.1 shows the low order current spectrum. However, the ac
line voltage used to program the current is not a pure sinusoid, as shown by
its voltage spectrum in Figure 2.E.2. Its calculated Total Harmonic
Distortion (THO), also through the 17th harmonic, is 2.5% and implies that the
charger, if perfect, would also exhibit a current THO of 2.5%. Therefore the
charger introduces a THO of approximately 5% (7.4-2.5) on the utility grid at
the lkW operating point. Figure 2.E.3 shows the high order current spectrum,
specifically the 40kHz and 20kHz switching noise. The THO introduced by these
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Figure 2.E.1 Harmonic Spectra of the ~C/SCI line current
1st harmonic = 60 Hz; 2nd harmonic = 120 Hz; etc.
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Figure 2.E.2
LOW ORDER VOLTAGE SPECTRUM
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Harmonic Spectra of the applied ac line voltage













The complete BC/SCI system was attached to a 54-cell battery composed
of Gould PB-220 6V golf-cart batteries. Two complete discharge-charge cycles
were performed and the results presented graphically in Figures 2.E.4 and
2.E.5.
In Fi gure 2.E.4, the actual battery state-of-charge, the average cell
voltage, and the displayed SOC is plotted as a function of time during a
constant-power discharge of lOkW (185W/cell). The predicted SOC is optimistic
near this end of the discharge. This is due in part to the poor performance
of this particul ar battery pack (only l48Wh/cell compared with 200Wh/cell
nominally) and the unavailabil ity of a parameter adapter in the implemented
BC/SCI.
In Figure 2.E.5, a constant-power discharge was also performed, but two
six-minute rest periods were included in the test to demonstrate the ability
of the SOC to track battery recuperation. Again, the SOC is optimistic. The
battery parameter adaptor was not incl uded in the SOC hardware and software
due to the time limitation of the contract. The adaptor would allow for more
accurate SOC indications, especially with sub-standard battery packs.
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3. Conclusions and Recommendations
The BC/SCI system designed and constructed during this contract
successfully fulfilled most of the original performance target goals. Some of
the targets were revised during the program due to state-of-the-art
limitations and the short duration of the program. Overall efficiency of the
charger is 87% at an output power level of lkVA which is consistent with the
original goal of 90 percent or better at 3kVA. The weight of the entire
BC/SCI system is under 53lb including the pigtails and interconnecting
cables. The charger introduces a T.H.D. of 5% on the utility grid at the lkW
operating point. Although this is more than the original target, it is
extremely low consideri ng the present state-of-the-art. The power factor of
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Figure 2.E.5 SOC test on a constant-power discharge (185W/cell)
with rest intervals
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The battery SOC algorithm implemented in the BC/SCI is capable of +0,
-10% accuracy only when equipped with accurate battery parameters. The
feasibi 1ityof tracking these battery parameters as the battery ages was
demonstrated under laboratory conditions; however it is not included in the
BC/SCI software set. The contract program was too short to comp1 ete the
development required to implement the adaptor algorithm.
The battery recharge algorithm incorporates depth-of-charge information
obtained while calculating the SOC. This charging information should prolong
the life of the propulsion battery since the amount of overcharge is carefully
controlled.
The· impact of transformer isolation on circuit efficiencies and
protection circuitry is significant. The inclusion of the transformer in the
charger eliminates the only stiff voltage bus in the system (the battery) and
makes measurements of the battery terminal voltage for circuit protection
difficult. As a result, the transformer must be of extremely high quality,
particularly in minimizing its leakage inductance, since no voltage source is
available for snubbing.
The microcomputer system which exercises the algorithms is also
complex. The self-diagnostics imbedded within the system are also mandatory
in a computer of this size.
Some recommendations are suggested for future high performance EV
battery chargers:
1. El imination of the transformer in the charger circuit topology could
increase the energy conversion efficiency by 3% or more. In addition,
a more foolproof scheme of circuit protection could be instituted.
There is, however, a safety requirement to isolate the input power line
from the battery charging cables. Alternate means of accomp1 ishing
this isolation could be investigated.
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2. The goal of limiting the RMS hannonic currents injected into the
utility to 100mA or less is, in Gould's opinion, too strict. The 100mA
1imit is equivalent to 0.4% T.H.D. Util ities can be satisfied with
significantly higher distortion. If the injected RMS current was lA,
the T.H.D. in the line current would only be 4%. This assumes full
current operat i on of 25ARMS • Goul d recommends that 51, T. H. O. be the
limit.
;3. An adaptive algorithm is required to insure accurate (+0, -10%) SOC
, . indication over the useful life of the battery.' A significant
development effort would be required to implement an algorithm with the
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JFIgure 2.0.10 Power Circuit Controller
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Alphabetical Glossary of BC/SCI FORTRAN Modules
AVGFOR - Thi s subroutine performs the requi red averagi ng of data for time
constants greater than thirty seconds in duration. Battery current and
temperature are averaged over one battery time constant (6 min), while vehicle
speed and power are averaged over thi rty seconds. Proper scali ng to common
engineering units is also performed by this routine.
BATMon - This function models the battery in increments of time using the
input parameters as a starting point and iteratively removes energy at
constant power until the cutoff voltage is reached. The module is called with
arguments for the present current, temperature, and state (amp-hours) of the
battery, in addition to the desired values for the discharge power level and
final cutoff voltage. The simulation iterates until the predicted voltage is
less than the desired cutoff voltage. The function returns to the call ing
program with a value for the time (in hours) to cutoff.
CHGFOR - The charge monitor subroutine controls the BC/SCI operation during
the charge cycle. The routine calculates the charge required to recharge a
battery for a gi ven temperature and depth of di scharge. It also determi nes
the appropri ate voltage 1imit based upon el ectrolyte temperature and whether
equalization is required. Charge acceptance and state of charge functions are
also performed by this program.
DISFOR - The discharge monitor tracks parameters during a discharge and
determines the battery state-of-charge for both the standard and arbitrary
rates. Amp-hour meter compensation is also provided by comparing the known
voltage with the predicted values. This error signal is appropriately
"weighted" with a confidence factor.
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EVALZD - This function calculates the battery parameter values from a two
dimensional table. Using the indexes and fractions for each of the two
dimensions of the battery parameter table, a linear interpolation is made to
determine the actual value for a given temperature and current. This general
approach allows the function to be used for all three battery parameters (Rl,
R2, Q2) using appropriate arguments.
FDELTA - The function calculates the fractional distance that a given value is
between the two most adjacent elements in a list.
INIFOR - The initialization subroutine initializes all parameters normally
stored in Fortran common area (RAM). These parameters include the °I_T table
of Rl, R2 and Q2 determined for a set of 54-Gould PB220 lead-acid cells.
Fortran scaling factors normally stored in random access memory are also
initialized by this routine. If requested this program will also initialize
the amp-hour meter using the equil ibrium voltage and temperature as a direct
determination for the battery·s state of charge.
RSTFOR - The rest monitor subroutine, uses the battery voltage and temperature
to determine a correction factor for the system amp-hour meter.
TEMPFN - This fixed shaped function is evaluated for a specific plateau and
valley over a 40<C temperature range. The "V" shaped function is centered at
27.5<C and spans ±20<C.
VDROP - This function calcul ates the. internal voltage term for the battery
model's impedance. This factor is based upon the battery parameters (Rl, R2,
Q2) and present conditions (Q, I). The answer is scaled to a volts/cell
basis.
VEQ - This function calculates the eqilibrium voltage based upon battery state
of charge and temperature. The calculated answer is scaled in volts per cell.
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ZONE - This subroutine controls the table search and interpolation of the
battery parameters as a function of current and temperature. The boundary
values for the I-T matrix are defined by the subroutine.
ZRQQl - This function calculates the portion of the battery impedance tenn
which is dependent upon state of charge. An upper 1imit is imposed for the
maximum value for this tenn.
SPECIAL NOTES:
THKFOR - This subroutine is where the parameter adaptation scheme would
nonnally be implemented. A dummy subroutine is included to satisfy all the
symbol requirements of the linking loader.
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PROM T. D. 8YTE~ VERSION 1
f'FmM ~;EC!UENCE :I~ (:i.. e.'. :L .' ~;T 01:' ?
CHECK SUM TEST BYTE
MASK INTERRUPTS (SWI RE-ENTRY)
nUrmL..IZE ':3Y~:)"n::1'1 GTN::~( F'ClJNTn;:
INITIALIZE GL08AL POINTER
INITIALIZE DIRECT PAGE REGISTER
., ;
RUN COMPLETE DIAGNOSTTCS & INITIALIZE SYS1'EM






























o6~:j ..t :I:i'lIT:I. LI)X ~t-E'F'(iD+1 I...O!...IEH 1t.)[)DI~.:EG~:; I...J3fI:T +:l (NUT P:U)){f)l))
()f.)~:i/:o nun.l; Cl...h: 0, )(+ CLF(':-II:~: H\TE
0658 CMPX #C8LKZ UPPER ADDRESS LIMIT
0660 BLO INIT1A
0662 LOA #$82
O,~),~)'t :31"(\. tl>:Ul.JT !3ET: HOLD., I.le Ft,UL..T; F:E~::;E'r: T./D FtlULT, I..J<; FI~·,I...Il .. T
0666 eLF;: CCOUT DD:;fiE:LE 1:'m~EF: ~:;T(I(';E
0668 LOO #$OFOF
0670 <~'TD. FPOUT ~~,ET: F,~)ULT, CHe;, 1:::t::H.J.. 1"urfEr:: (LED' ~::;)
0672 LBSR DOUT
067 1t I...l::~:m D:U'!I::'UT TNTALTZE TNFI.JT m,U:TCH pu\:rn:::CONn
0676 >x
0(S7B ;~: m.H·,1 ~:;Y!:::TD'I DltICi'l(]!3TTC .•. '..Ie
06130 :«
o«()H? I..B:~m PIPI!"!:rr PI.JN DTt",GtHY3T:IC::; Oi-.I PIr:',
06lYt \...[:81,: r~:ClWn:rr TF!;T PFi'i.JCWii·"j l"IEhCmy .... [:'r"TE i.:::HECI<SUi·'j
06(;)6 LI:::::;;r;: ~·mDC r~E::;ET 1...I{iTCH···DOC Tnj[}~
06UB 1...U81;: h:t,~nST TEST ',)(,I<I:fiE:LE t"iEi'HJf("( .... u:[]" TOGGLE
OS~lO L.I::::m CU<T!;;T TEST h:EAI..TIl'lE CLDCI<
069:? )l(
0691 LOA RTCISF:
0696 1:::rUi ~~~\;O 1. TTi'\EI:~ CCH~P(:iPE -.. 1·'II~II<E····l..tr:' i"IODE
0698 BED TNIT1B
0700 UXi HTCl...DI·1
0702 CMPA 1$02 1 DAY OR LONG8~ WAKE-UP PERIOD
07 {}.it E:!.H3 :nUT:I. E: YE~3: DUN' T F:UN FOrmST UI...II:::FWI..JTINE
170
PAGE 007 1::CBC:r . SA: 1.
INITIALIZE CONTROL FLAGS
:I:Nrr:I:AL..:I::t.:E~ I~DC FOR PI~:nPEF: [HAGNOHTICr:;




















TE~)T FOR 7 DAYS
NO: DON'T EQUALIZE
LET DIAGNOSTIC MODE
FLAG MODE CHANGE TO ADC ROUT:INE
ENABL.E :IJ~Q
ALI... DIAGNOSTIC INPUTS READ?
NCl
MASK ALL INTERRUPTS
SAVE NORMAL MODE POINTER
DETERMINE REQUESTED OPERATING MODE
SET: Hrn_D, I/O FAULT,; RESET:uC FAULT, LPS FAULT
LJP[)(~ITE (~U>~ OUTPlrn:)




COI~:RECT TIME COUNTERS FCm miUTDOHN PEF:UI[)
1:~I~Ii"1 DI~ITA W:1LID
YES
BET FL.AG FUR REST MODE
DISABLE STANDBY INTERRUPT
SET EQUAL.IZE FLAG
SET CHARGE REQUEST FLAG
CHECK FOR SPECIAL CHARGE CYCLE
EQUAL.IZE BUTTON DEPRESSED?
NO
SET SPECIAL CYCLE ru~QUEST FLAG
1ST DATA LOCATION IN COMMON




















































































































RESET ALI... FRONT PANEL LEO'S
TEST AID (~NVERT8~ ON KNOWN INPUT
TEST THERMTSTORS FOR OPENS OR SHORTS
RESET:80ARD FAULT I...EO·S~3ET: HOL.D
C1-IEC~( FCm {-'.DC HHJL.TH
NCH~E
[)r:;PL(~IY Fr-.Ut.T
HETHIEI,)[ NOm1f~'1... 1'10D[ \::'onHEH
















































!:;E::r !;)",'STEi'1 F::UNi'!lNC CUD!=::
ENABLE FIRQ & IRQ
~:)ET U~:;;EH <:;:T (~{J< FUr:.: FUF:Tr::t,N l..It;!::
CL.EM': TFm FU~G
CLEAR PHIOR INTlRRUPTS
CL.EAR FIRQ - FI...AC
MODE CHANGE GRANTED?
YES - WAIT FOR FXECTUTIVE 10 RECONIZE
D(~fTA t)(~Lll) FOF: FDF:Tr;:p,N mJUTINE ?
NCl .... Hf:':tTT FOR 1"iC)DE CH{ll'\ICE TO BE CCll"iF'I...ETEJ)
DETERMINE SELECTED MODE



















































nn: ("IJ~l..:rZF 1:'()F(n~,:(:IN 1::'I~:()Gr~I!:\I'1S



















() <'/ ('I ~'::

















ACKNOWLEDGE MISBED CLOCK INTERRupor
OUTPUT DICTTAL INFORMATION
READ VEHICLE SPEED
CHECK MISCo FAULT CONDTTIONS
CONFICl.lI:;:E 'JACUUt1 FI ..UOF:ESCENT EI...Et'\Ei\IT~3
TRANSM:r:T TNFORMATIONfO DISPLAY
SELECT PROPER OPERATING MODE
SELEcof PROPER DISPLAY
!3ET FUF: :I. COI..HH {)[)'o.}(doH:::E 0:: ~.~ dIN.
(,D'.)(INCE rIhE l..UC:(,OfIUf-..I<:)
h:EbET COI.Ji\rfEF:






























































AID CONVERTER SERVICE ROUTINE - IN°loERSII... 7109 ADC
I:t-nTRh:I...IPT SEI~l.rICE F:OlJTINL : F:I1:;o:C)
INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE : IRQ09:38 )101(
0<7 LHl :tC~







































:l 0 :;~ 0















:L 0 :::j~'~ :.:)1(
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PAGE 010 BeSCI SA:1
ROUTINE DETERMINES 2'8 COMPLEMENT OF VALUE FOR NEGAT:IVE
POL.tlRlTY IN\)IC(~'ITJ~DN':> [:EFm~E ~lf~I,n:NG
Pl~:E!3ENT \"!'!~LlJE tjA\,JED eLm:: ..::-.L (.)F~EA POItHED TO BY lIREG + \,)ARI:f·IBL.E
OFFSET FOUND IN i'ST BYTE OF VARIA8LE IDENTIFIER
cmNI:J;:TER IB C()NFTG\..II~:ED TO CON\.JEI':T NEXT TNPUT
E:::L 5I::::I.:L ._. DO
AVERAGING STARTED?
NO
SAVE 4 MS8 + POLARITY + OVERFLOW
sr~VE 0 I... '::m
HIGH E:YTE bEI...ECT CODE
bET DI:yrA \)tILTD T1K:o:I:Ctll'TON
LUW [;:\'TE!:lEJ..,ECT CU[)C
CI...EM~ um FL~~.G
SET U-REG AS GI...OBAI... POINTER
Cl-lt,NGE ~1D\)[S ';:-
NCl



















CHECI<~) FDI~: ()\)Efm(..'.NGE :INPUTS : ~)ETS l)(.:',L.LJE TO FULL SCAL.E
& SETS FAUL.T FL.AG FFLT TO APPROPRIATE ERROR CODE - ERROF:
CHECKS FOR INcom~ECT POLARITY : SETS ER~)R CODE - ERRNEG:
t'1lJX SEC~UENCE DEPENDENT ON TtlBLE LOOI<..··UP DF r-1PPI;:OPRII'~ITE
,'jODE,
i~lW<CHG .; t1lJXDI!3 ; t1U::XJ~!H ; i'lUXTHI<
Ct,LCUI..ArE~:3 ~~E:rGHTED l~d·lr:O""H()I.lHS FDH IBf~.T HEADING~) U~)ING A/D
CYO_E RATE AS l'IME 8ASE
NOTE: MODE CH('~NGE IB NDT cm~PLETE UNT:I:l.. , FMDDI:::;~ ::: {} 8.. FAve :::1.
THESE CONDITIONS WIL.L INsum~ VALID DATA HAS BEEN SAVED





































































SET OVERFLOW ERROP CDDE
RECALL LAST VALUE











1 1 1'1'. :~:
1. :1./.+6 )'{,
11"',10










PAGE 0 11. E:CBCl:
11.70 )I( I)EFUFY PI:;:OPEI:;: POL.AHITY
:l.17Z :f.
1171 ACONV2 BITA .$80 TEST POLARITY




1181 ADDD 101 FORM 2 / S COMPLEMENT
1186 STD LVALUE
1188 CMPD I-50 MORE THAN 50MV NEGATIVE
1190 BGT ACONV3 NO
1192 LDB 1,X
1191 BITB 1$80 BIPOLAR OESIGNATO) INFUT
11.96 BNE ACONV3 YES, CONTINUE
119B LDE: ~tEF~F:NEG
1200 STB FFLT SET POLARITY ERROR CODE
12:0:;! :K
1201 ACONV3 LOY LVALUE
1206 TST FAVG
1208 BEQ ACONV4 NO AV8~AGING
12:1.0 )l(
lL:1.~·~ ;K AI)I:HAGE DATA (LW~I..UE'" ?(OVALlJE) )/0
l;!l.tt »:
1216 LOD 1$0703
1.218 STB DIVW PR~-SAVE DIVISOR 2A DIVW
12~~O PSI-IS A SET t1UL.TIJ=':I:EF~ FCm emul.. FmUTINE
1;~~~2 L.OA I: 1, S:I I~ETR:r:EVE OFFSET Tel V('\F~IAE:LE STORi-\GE L.ClCi~T:r:()N .
1221 LOO A,U FETCH PRI~~ AVERA~~
1226 LBSR QMUL
1228 LEAS 1,S CL.EAN UP STACK AFTER MULTIPLY
1230 ADDD I..VAlUE ADO NEW CONTRIBUTION TO AVERAGE
1232 LI:~R aOIV QUICK DIV]DE 8Y 8
1;~:3"l »:





1246 ACON3A SUBD ~$01
:1.2(tp .~:
:I. :2:~:j 1. 1 • .'ICON31:: TFI~: [), y TEi~IPOI::':It.IH,( HOLD AI.)El~:{~GE ~)f~L.U[
1252 ACONV~ LOA lO,SJ FETCH VARIABLE OFFSET
1251 STY A,U SAVE NEW AVEHAGE
1;~~56 »:
































CHECI< FO':;: E:r~d'TEI;:Y CURf~ENT INPUT
NO
SET B~I!3E: F()I,: PDS. NUI'lBEI:;:
!3ET BM~m FOH NEG. Nl.H11::I:J~
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PAGE O:t2 BCSCI














































BET T 1~IE:LE PDINTEF<
GET AVERAGED RAW VALUE
LINEARIZE SU~~OUTINE
CORRECT FOR TABL.E OFFSET
Si::ME h:ESUl...TS







!;I~'IVE NEq POINTEF~ l)'!~"... UE
MUX DEVICE SELECT CODE





POINT TCl l'ST TABL.E EN1'RY
SET AVERAGE FLAG





































DETERMINES APPROPRIATE OPERATING MClDE BASED UPON
DIGITAL INPUTB AT F'PIN AND FRES'r AND TRANS~ERS
CONTROL TO SPECIFIC ROUTINE.
IF NO I,·NIL:(\) ~iOOE DETEFWiTNED FOF: ::I CYCLE:;:> : ~:>:'IUTDClI,n-\1
CLR FCI~II... I:~EDET CfiL.]DF:f·~TE Fl...tlG
CLR FTST RESET TEST FLAG
1...1)1;:: :j1:~fi.O:J.
I...DA BYll.!













































:L 3~::j 0 1~ICClNl)a
1. :]~:;'2:
176




1Lt () B L.DA
141.0 t,NDA































1 ,~t)· Lt ;K








1 "l'~l:,,?, ~:;i"\Cl DEb ~:)Ttl
1. 'P.;> /+ C:i'1PY
141)'6 DEO
1·<+98 I...D>~
:I. ~.:iO 0 L:j'H::
l~:j02 I...DX




:I.~:.il ~:. CI... I:;:






























































SET TEST MODE FLAG
















:::;[T ERI:~.OI'~ C()DE r:'cm POf:;BTE:LE '::lIIUTDUHl'!
INITIALIZE SEQUENCE ?
(!O
CHECK FOR VAI...ID MODE
INITIAI...:I:ZAT:I:ON AND NO VAL.I:D MODE
~:;IWE '::::EI...E[::-n::D i"\DDE
F:ETI...II:~:N
CI··II:::C1< Fm~ ')(~I._:I:D l·'I!':)!:)!:::
0. 1<.
MODE CHANGE CDMPLEfE AND NO NFW MODC





bFT CHtlNGE F::Ei)UEST Fl...tlC
r;~Enl..IE:~:)T NOT YET (,CI<NUHl...FJ)CF.D
SET ADC CHANGE ~I...AG
RESET DATA VAI...:I:D FLAG
:3E"I' NEl.-.l i"10DE PDTNTEIi:
177
PAGE O:L.q E:C~iCI . SA: :L
DISCHARGE MODE - S~~ROUTINE CAL.LS FORTRAN AVGFOR TO FIL.TER
BATTERY AND VEHICLE DATA DURING DISCHARGE
TH:I:NI~ MODE .... !3UI::rmUTINE
CHARGE MODE - SUBROUTINE WRITTEN IN MPL CI-IGMPL.
RE~ET MODE CONTROL FLAG
RETAn~ PRIOR ~HJDE
RUN APPROF~IAn~ MODE SUBROUTINE AND RETURN
[)i~ITf' l~IAL:I1)
YE!3
SET :INITIALIZATION FLAG FOR FORTRAN























































:L ~:;/y ~~ ~f(
1~.'i7.q »:









VEHICLE ~;PEE[) :INPIJT 8. Cl;1l..:I1::I:;~~1T:I()N :31.JDr~CIl ...rrJNE
FCAL=l FLAGS CALIBRATION m~QUEST
FCAL+l=l FLAGS CALI~~ATION :IN PROGRESS
CALIBRATION FACTOR = SPDCAL
:;;;W:l ~rrf~,Rrs t-,i'lD ENDS Ct~L.:II::HATTCH~ prmCEEDUI~:E
OVER CALIBRATED MTI_E COURSE
1.~.'it),:t .1({>1(
1 ~::.i '7> 6 :I(::t(
1~.'j9B lK)K
:I. I..- 0 () :~::«
1.602 :>:<)1(




















































DISPLAY SELECT - SU8ROUTINE
f'.CCUt1UI...ATE CDUNT

















































f~.NNUNC:IATDr;:u f:',PE ~:;ET [:,.;DEI) UPON FI",,,~:,GE~
Of;: ASSOCIATED INPUTS
SPECIAl... FUNCTTONS INCLUDE :
TEST AND FAULl' MODES
TRIGGER 8Y FTST & FFI...T
TRANSFERRING CONTROL TO D]£TST & DISFLT ROUTINES
~:;ELEcr3 j:)F'I::'noprO::rYfE D]SPI... iY( FC)r;: t.,'. ':'. 8. LEI) JJ··IDICfYfCHm
DET'Ei-·!DXNc.; I..IF'ON CUW:~ENT UPERr~,TJJ~C (IUDE .... NUb:htll... IYU;Pl...tlY

































































































PAGE O:L6 BcseI . ':3t\: :L
(J!3 >~. 1:;:U) .... .1. ::::~:.'i ~:)EC.
CHECI-( FDn TE!3T MDDE
HOI..,O REQUESTED DISPLAY
~::;ELLCT hi0 mWiI... DT:::;PLI:YY F·C)F:~1(.Yr
CHECK FOR CAL.IE~Al·E MODe
!3ET \')FD !~~T1YrU!::;
:::;ET Fl'dJNT F'N'~EL. I...ED I~; t"\(~',~:H(
r;:E~::;ET tILl.. LED' ::;








































































1...1)(1 mUL[-t·:!. IfIJ.E!3 I'dJ1('IIJLU·,.IC:; .. :JL.SE:
LUbh: [:eD CClI)'· ...E:Jn TO ['T:::;PL I~iYI".IA.. L ::'Uh:i'i
1...o1:::1I'I'(=;:O




bPEClf'tL. TE!:;;T lYC:31>I...P,Y r~C)IJT Ii ..\1::
:nn·ITUITS i'HJr::i'·\fil... lyu:;r:'L.(i '-(; I..wa::.::::; :3 D:U::;:LT 1',!UfiCh::U:: TO
Dr::;PlJY( [:CD \.H',LU[ DF (:,NY ~:n"HT[:i'"\ t)(·,F:Jj'd::I... L~:;,





















1?9 i t )I(




























:I.B!~:.i~·~ :.: F:(:'tl';:"-GI~:tlF:'H U!:;EDfD :u...mlCt~TF DT:3r:'L(i(!::D 1)(',RI(d;::LL
:I.U!.':;'~+ )K ( :i.. C'. :3 [:tll';:~~~ FUI',: :J I h'l) FI..EI'iEhIT :U) If,CI..E'
lB ~::j (, ;~:
:I.B!::iB )t: ~~(~IF;:NJNG TNDICtd'UF: FU'tbHU:; TD :n'ID:U:::':YIE i',!CH~"··NClF:i··'iAI... IYISF'I....-::,y
Hl60 )K
:t B,~) ~.~ )~:
lOb't DISTST TST Fr:rr+:t TE~3T tfLm::f~,DY F:UNIHNG '?
180




PDTNTEI~~ TO NEXT El,rn<Y
TABL.E
181
WARNING, FAULT, NUMERTC, GRID ACTIVATED
tICTlt)(dE FF:CJNT F'r:~NEL F(IUI...T:U~j):r:C,:~T:r:,JN
FL.tl~::;H LED j=:'(',UI...T
FI...{,!:;H DIGPL.{) ''IS
BI...(',NI< LED I S
j=:'LrY:::l-\ DT'::;PL(,Y!:; i(
ttl)'JliW:::E Fr~IUI..T DEl..r:-,Y COUNT











m,!'.)EJd' E::nh~,I;:Y TO cel) ~)(tI...UE
SET HARNING,BAR, NUMERIC GRID 'ON"
NO, INrr:U,LIZE










fl='f, on () u
. FPOt.lT



































DISPLAYS NUMERIC FAULl' CODE FROM FFLT
~ MS8 PRIMARY (P) & I...S8 SECONDARY CODE
IN P - S FOHMAT




































































1 lj"::; il i1UI...
19~:;Z :::;'f (,








1 (;>7 0 CrlP,~)
1 '?7~'~ [:LS
1974 CU~
1 (i'7 t.i CLR{~
:I. 9?'B DISFL.:L :Tf f)
17aO Fd'~3
PAGE () lB E:Cm::r
[::I... t,NI< LED D:r:::;PI...(,Y

































D:r.SF'I...AY~:~ t1. b. [:Yn~ DF CI~t1... n::r~:{Yr:X:ClN Fi~ICTClI;:




















:? 0 ~~: 0
FDm'1!) r'WJ!='E::r;: E::r1' bl:::CH.J1:::(ICl::: FUh: l...i:)TI::J;: U:::;E E:Y
')FDIS bUI:mUI..JTINE::
DSTA'j'M , DBAR , DNUM(3) , FDNEH


























? 0 ;:~ ~: ;K:«




? 0 ::l~': :K):




~:: I] ·<'L·: :*::*'
~':: 0 ·(t't CDI!3r:'
:/ 0 't/:o
~': 0·'In














41:$O.lt '[E:3'1" E:(i1;~"'C1:;:{~PH 1;:EOU[~3T HIT
CDISP3 DO NOT DISPL.AY GAR-GRAPH
DTGLBAR SET PQ[NT TO l'ST '\'AHLE ENTRY
DE:{'\r~ [:AF(..·c;r~i:~,I:'H O(d'()



































PI~GE 0 1.~) E:Cl3C:I: . ~,A: 1.
TABL.E L.OOK-UP SUBROUTINE F~~ 16 ENTRY TABLE
INPUT: 'X' REG POINTING TO l'ST TABLE ADDRESS
, I:: ' 1:;~EG i~.I~(';UI""\ENT





SHIFT LEFT FOUR TIMES













~t-~I;C 0 :n;Cll.ATE tfIl..E!3 .~:; FttlJl..T Pd~NI..Jj\ICTI~ITClW:;






+<TBL8AE-TBU3AR)/2 SET MAX. SIZE





~nl::t...NUM COi'lVEI,:T BCD TO SEljEN SEGt1Ei'H!3





3,Y SAVE AT VFOATA+3










































































































~<'~ ~l :c;~ ~~ ~r.:*<
~·::~.?:2~t K~
?2~:'6 )',()K
n~r~,NStn:TU TO O:U:;PI.-td !3E1~:IN.. [:IT f:'(.HTEr~N pr;:E'JICllY3L Y
STORED AT VFDATA-VFOATA'~5
I..nc C(il~:I:({ TD '1'E~:;T D:l"fS
SEGMENT OrF DATA'=":I." (PA~)
~~IY["r ";:-l,'~:;




F' 'J I~I':< f\ [)
l-:};DF
PJ:t, t f~iD ::;FT CL.UCI<·' :::: \I 0" <F'f~,~5 :>
II;+:'~O
I'JI~I:l. tiD ;::;[T i::I...ClCI<' :::: \I :I. "
F:rrC
lJr:D:U;;:] \:'1..11...1... [:(TE NU r Tl ::r:;j···.I'3i-U:TTCD
.... :\. J ::::
!\;I.,'FDf'tT'\ .... l
'.)FDU::;:? (il..1... E::YITS pelT TF:(i(l~:;hJrTE::D
lI:'I'·~\O \...r~·ITCH O{~TI~' 'UJTO C+,'::U.JEF::::;
\:'T':":i 1 (11) '::W: T :3Th:UE:E::: II 1 "
8LANK NO,8LANK DISPLAY & RE1'URN
t+03 l'RANSMI1' 31'IMES
LUCIl::'C F'F:t==:'::lET LUDF:' cell..INT!:};:
V~WDtITt\+~.::; :::lI:::'1' r'u:nn EI;: FUF: F::r.:F::::;T E::YTE: TO CI::: TF:N··lbi·'·iITTED
PTr~I/f'tD ~~;E::T 1:::I...OU(' '0' \I :I. II .: h~I~~.i)
:H;:'~O
1I:~pon
CITC PRESET CIT COUNTER
0., X
11:'1;[:\:'












































































Z::l 0 ,:"t :«
?306 :~:
:?]OH :>1<







TEST FCm \H:lI..ID :nWUT CCl[)E~:)
o.•C





















RUNS SPECIFIC FAULT DIAGNOSTICS DURING
PFmGR{~M EXECUTION ?~IND C'-':iN TRIGGEI': GF'EC:U·,L.
FAULT DISPLAY OR EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN (POWER STACE DISABLED)
CLR DISAF RESET DISABLE FLAG
LOY :B: (TE:L.TEE···T[:LTE~1+:L ) / (S ~::;ET CClUNTEP
LOX ITBLTEM POINT TO :L'ST TABLE ENTRY
LOU :!:GLDE:(..,L GET GLOI::(IL r:·O:r.NTEf~
LDA O,X READ OFFSET
L.[)[) A, LJ REt-,1) VAL.UE
CMPD 1,X A80VE LOWER LIMIT
8GT SAFE3 NO
CMF'D ::1, X ':11::0\)E UPPI:R L:[j~lIT
BGE SAFE2 NO
LDE: ~.:j, X
























































































11:~t; 0 l. () 0


















BCD CODED WAKE-UP TIME
1 DAY - 0 HR DEFAULT SETTING
ADJUST DAYS FOR INI'fIALIZATION POINT
DiYff:; (0 ··<3 0 )
HCll.JF~:::; ( 0··· :?3 )
INITIALIZE LATCHES TO AGREE WITH COUNIERS
ENABLE STANDBY INTERRUPT
ENABLE COMPARATOR FLAG













Zi·1 ~:j 2: )101(





































1...Ei:;~1 :J .. cO•.::.
~:;PC ::;::
1~:Ei:") ~HN. ~~,ND H()UF~ CCH.JHTEr-~









































~~ ~:.;!2j .it ~K:~
~:~~5~:5t., ~>K











·X" - REG = POINTER TO 1ST TABL.E LOCATION
"(.), B" 12E:rr pmn:TD)E ~)AI...UE
TABLr:~ ~)t-ILLJEB: l3I::::I:T UNSICNED Nl.H11::EF<S
RESLLT: V<256 IN "A,8" - REG
DIC:[Tf~L INPUT!)
~!~:i:?~~ ~](

























































YES; LINEARIZE FROM 'fA8LE
DEFAULT TO LOWEST TABLE ENTRY
ADJUST POINTER BY CORRECT OFFSET


















FI~:ClNT PfiNEL BI,IITCHEG : FP:W bnmt-,GE 1...OCfyr:IClN
: FPIN+l FLAG BIT CHANGES
::::~::l..I::CT CUDE (17
SW3 BO-82 O-TESTi:l.-:I.5 AMP;?-20 AMP;3-30 AMP;4-AUX CHARCER
!.:s····C(lLIBi=,:,-::\TE.; f.1····UNum::Di /····I ..I(·H.JSED
i;C--(JN 1::3 " [I" r~IC""LINE (·,CTIl.JE
Eve-ON B6 "0" EV CONTROLLER ACTIVE
Sl,l~'~ 1::::7· 1." DEFEI::': El~UtlL::C:ZJ:: C··(CU::---·DEE:OI.J1-ICED
I::ATTEFfl TYPE BO·_·I::1. O"-CDULD i :l····I...INUSED .; :·:>-I...INUE;ED .; 3···UNUUED
(DIP SWITCH #1&2)




























































































FRONT PANEL SELECT CODE
READ CURRENT VALUE
MASK OFF USED INPUTS
FDF:rl CI-!(:,NCE rNDICf~TTClN
SAVE NEW VAI...UE & CHANGE TNFORMATION
SYSTEM INPUT SELECT CODE
F:Et.D ~H1L.UE
E;EI...ECT U~3ED J(IPUTS
~:)t",",E '.)AI...I.JE 8. CHANGES
tlu/n.. .I:'::·lr~Y :r:(jr;'I.JT~:;;IC«::l<Cr:~,UTl()N~<)K;Kh(lY CLEtll~ FII~~Cl FI... "~iG
r;:E\)F.RbE I...ClCTC (,;EJIBE; " :L • ::::DEPREG!3ED
~~EJ..ECT l.J~:;FD ::u·w'trn::;·· [:?
NOT [)EF'F:E:Sm::D
r:"I... t,G .... CHi~',i"IGI:::S
~:;y.ll ,.I\.Y:3T DEPRI:::::;::;I::D
:::;t\'...JE ',.I(~L.UE 8. CI··I(,·,i'H:-:E
:.~ l ~('::: IS ~K::t<
:Z7~'~~3 )~>K
?FlO :~::01< DIGTTf"1L UUfI:'l.JT~3
PUlrl[J~ :::;·rt.CE CIJi'!Tr~:OI... : CCOUT .: D !:;ELECT CODE)
DATA BO-86 CINARY












~~ 7 't 'c':: :u<
~'::7't't :u<




~?? ~.:~; If j,~ >K
~.~ ~7 !.::.i 6 ::~.:«











I::: Ci (~ I:,:D
?/".:,iU :K~
?7()f) :~(>t.:













1.... I:'. ~:;. F (~UI...T





. {~)O::IJUT ([: SEJ...ECT
\'UO ":I." Uhl
I::'U:I. " :I." CJi\!
F'D? " I. U UN


































SELEC1' "B" DATA DIREC1'ION REG.
SET PIA REFERENCE FTR.
'1" D·1 1=' . !:;i~'ll,)[ DEI,,rreE CODE












































































r::'I~~ TNPI..JT "I::" ~:n:m:: ( HON IN'fEJ;:FI...IPT::lDI..E ) ( ,Sl.} C,(CLE~::; )
[}nTR : f~i .... m::c DE'·"!:I:CE CUDE: < i'-.tCll..,l ....U~:;E:D [:rrs [:/"'[:'1 i''\l..lGT E:E (1::0
RETURN : B-REG DATA READ
l3ET F'Iti Fi:I::FEF:Fi"lCT: j=;'·iF:.
TEt'iP UN,)E:: [)F::'IU::E CUI>F
~31:::L.I:::CT "[::" I.MT(.:\ D:rF:ECTTm~ r;:EC.
CCJNF:r:C.;UF:E "I::" ~ib :U.ll~'l.li!;;
'3FLEeT "E:" F·ERIT'\..IEF:(d... F·r.::C;.
1:;:FTiyn", ['(\/ .... [·(1"+ ::::;l(ITI...I~::;
t1EF:GE NE::!,~ DEl..n:CE ':'EI..J=:C:T CODE





I...Dtl 11: <1;1=' 0
tli'H)i~1 r:'T(.i:<I~·ID
()1~:f.1 0 .. ~3'+'
~:rT fi O. "I,
LDI~) ~t-P:I:tj[:DF:
~:rrf~1 3 .. ..:t.,
























~.~ ~:3 ~::j tt :tc:
:,~n!~:.i6 :r.






















HATCH-DOG RESET - SETS "A" REG. HITH DUMMY SELECT CODE
FALLS Il,ITCI DE'J!)EL TO TlJGC;U:: DE~n:CE GELECT L..TNE
11:'r,OF !3EL.ECT UNU~:;ED D[l.J:I:CE CODE
:::::





PIA-SELECT CODE OU'fPUT (DEVICE SELECT) (43 CYCLES )



































\"\G;:CE DE'\oJTCE ~::lELECT CODE









~:: £7' \~.) (.> ;K
?9/ () :.:
ELECTROL.YTE LEVEL SENSING - ROUTINE
FILTEF:~::; 1...1::'.... [1... m::Nbll'o!C INF'UT 0: ° ::,) I-II:;:. )
SETS OR RESETS APPROPRIATE DISPI...AY INDICATORS ACCORDINCLY
( LED 8; I)FD )
It~F'UT : ~:j'{::CN
USES: EDCLAY(?) X,A,B. REG,
OUTPUTS: ly:rff:lT • ,FI::'ClI..JT









(\D~HINCE [)E::r... i~IY 1 COUNT
EDELrYl
~+5 VALID DELAY COUNT





~I:~~ 01. TE::rr rn:N. CCl\..li"rr
EI...ClW.3 YES













































:::10 I] () EI...OW.l













PAGE 0~:7 E:CSCI . Sf-I: :I.




SETS OR RESETS VF AND LED INDICATORS
DEPENDING UPON ~3TATUS OF FEPU+:I. ; 0 .... I:;~E~;EH) ,EI...~)E-- GETS
:INPU"J"::; : FEW.J+l, [)!:lTr:'yT', . FF:'Dl..lT
USES : A, 8, REG.
OUTPUTS : OSTAT, . FPOUT
"EQUALIZE" OFF - VFD
"ECH.JtlL:IZE II OFF ... LED





TI:ST E('ll.Jr:~L.T~·::E 1~:FnUEf:;T FLt,C
INDTCATORS "OFF" & RETURN

















































































































































:~l 1. "f 0
PAGE 028 E:C!3C:I: ~;A: 1
~1142 E:PL CHGL2
:3:l 1l 1l LDA FLI~t~)HL
:::n"f6 OHA :U:~I; 0 1
:314B STA FLA:;;;HL
~11.:::; 0 E:HA CHGL2











FI...A!3HES :I:F D!;CJC :=:0 TO ~·~O::;.
DSOC 16 8IT FORTRAN INTERGER














































































ON BAR-GRAPH - 8L~3
0, :L 0/:', ()I:;'~ ~;~o/:.
NO
DISPLAY BTATE or CHARGE




















FL.(.I~;HES AI:'PHl)PI~:IfHE INDIC/~ITCm ON VFD OI~: LED
8ASED l.JF~N FFLASH+:L, FFL.ASH+2, "1." F~ASHE~










































INPU'r : FFLASH, FFLASH+l, FFLASH+2, DSTATN, . FPOUT+l
U!3ES : I~ I B I:~EG.
OUTPUT : OSTATM, . FPOUT+l
T!;rY' FFL(.lEiH FI...(.l!:;H REl~I...IE!:;T?
BPI... F·I...ASHl NO
I...DI~l [)!3T (.1 H1
LD[: . FPDUT+:l
EORA FI...ASHV VFO - BLANK NORMALLY ON ELEMENT!:!





E;UE:r;:CllJITNE : CH.n:CI< i~IULTI:PLJI:J~ ( r;:E·..·EN·TRtlN''f ) :1. ·:~.;·(7 I:::rr
(A,B) )I( STACK(!:!> 1:1.5 CYCLES - POS.
A,B 16 BIT SIGNED NUMBER 170 CYCLES - NCG.
MULTIPLIER PRESAVED ON STACKCS) PO!:!ITIVE NUMBER <=
RESULT: STACK,A,B Zq BIT SIGNED NUMBER
l?e


















1...1::(:18 .... .I... too•.::>
CU:~ I) I C''..)
TSTA
CPL 1}i"lULl




HTE:: :I. , ~;;
LOB t.~1J t''..)
tit.!L





I...E(iX (l .• X
~:;T>< :I. , S
~:;TE:: 3 .. ~3
T!;;T I) (".. ,:)
DEO W1UI.2
Cul"i :I c'I ...)
CC)i"1 ..~ t"
-' •• 1 ~:)
CUI','! ~~~ , (",:)
LDU 1',) ~:;A•• J
{,DDD :D: :1.
!3'l'D "} (0',,. I .,;:)
DCC C!i~Il.J1.2
INC L ~::;
LDt, :I. t·,I ,:1
bTtl />,1 roo;:)







RESERVE WORKSPACE ON STACK
RESET NEGATIVE • FLAG






TEMP. SAVE Z'ND BYTE
l"IULTIPL:I:EH
ADO RESULTS TOGETHER
SAVE 24 BIT ANSWER






sU~~OU'r:I:NE : QUICK DIVIDER
'nWE I,DUND OFF OF (A, E:) /ZI"D:n)W
193
PAGE O~Hl sese]: . s,:~: 1
ENTERS WITH DIVISOR PRESAVEO AT DIVW
OIVW+:L WORKSPACE

























































11.> 8IT Z'S COMPL.EMENT OF (A.B)
ROUTINE TO INITIALIZE DISPLAY'S 8IT PATTERNS
FOR 8L.ANK DISPLAY-
& SETS PROPER SEQUENCE CODE TO BRACKET




F~ETUHNS: II y. r;:EG ponn:u·!G TCl I..JFD(~ T:I.
COMPLEMENT OF 8 MbB
COMPL.Et'lENT OF B L.~:;E:





























CDl'!VEHT f:l E::I:"f 1::INAh:Y Vi~II...UE {-\···REC.




I$OA SET S'fART CODE
~P'}FDATf~1 SET PO:I:NTEI~: TO 1. ... ~3T IX~d'A
:U:':l;t~O
(). Y !3ET FTi'lI!3H CDI)!::





































PAGE: ():3:I. [:C~;CI . ~3(.'~: :L
DUPL.:I:CATE ' r:~'''+~,EG
SEPERATE 8CD DIGITS
"rEi~1POF,: "~IW( ~~; Pt I.) E
Xl0 & SHIFT 4 POSITIONS
F~E~)T()r\E ~I:
~;ET ONE'S DIGIT
L.EDS TH,~N :t ()
INCREMENT TENS DIGIT
m..li~l I...0 I,! [:1=< DIG:I:T
1:,ETRI:El)E Oh:G:r:Nf~L. CUh!TE:lH::;>











































F:CD TO 1:;:INtIF:Y CON\.JEI:;:~:;rDi'\!
ENTERS A-REG WITH BCD NUM8ER
EXITS A-REG WITH 8INARY CONVERSION








































ENTER : '8' REG. UJNTAINING ERROR CODES
CH.lTPUTS : D]SPI..JY'(~:; F(-IUI...T CDDE UN \.JFD
H('II",'1'S r:'r;:Dcr;:Mi EXECUTION UNTIl... F{~UI...T :U::; {~CI<i'·,!mJI...E[)CED E:Y
DEF'r~U:;::;;IhlG r~Ei"iO'1'E DI!:;F:'I."{~Y F'U!3HE:UTTClN HHEI:,:Eur:'UN E><FCUTTOio1
1:;:ETI...II:;:N!3 8. TF:IEG TO CONTTNUE

















































PAD-PA3 DEVICE SELEC1' (UUT)
PA4-PA6 DATA,CLOCK.S'TROBE & 8LANK (OUT) REMOTE DISPLAY
PA7 SWl (IN) REMOTE DISPI...AY
195
. E;~): 1
II 1 11 _.; '=: ~ -.(OUT) ""
- IRQ ENABLED - C02 (OUT) ="0"
.... 0: TN ;. :[I~:O
COMPI...EMENf RAM 1...0CATIUN
I...tl::l'f r:.\n·; ttl)DF:E::::.S CfJi·1PI...ETED
i"·!Cl
CHECI<bl..H-i l')(':·,1...11)
i'E~~, :DIOK:*::~::.'KiEi'W', [)I:::FE(~TE[:O (UEO j'\iC)h:('j(·,1... 1:::h:l:ij\ILH )~qCP,::;
SET [F:pcm CUDE
BEI...ECT [)r-YT't1 IYI:PECTIClN 1~:EG:u:rrEP
PBO-PB7, CONFIGURE AS OUTPUTS
!3EI...ECT DP,T(i D:I:I~:ECTn)N I:;:EG:ISTEF:
PAO-PA6 OUTPUTS ; PA7 INPUT










CHEel':: FOR ~Jt~I...TI) h:Em.JLT
E:YTE TE~:;T D. 1<" NEXT I...DCJ:,TION
bET EI~:F;:cm CODE



























































































































































P:If.1 TE~rr SEWJEi"/CE .... f;~tS C[H".!F'IGUr;:EO IN I:;:C!;;CI
NOTE: E: ~:nDE l"iUST BE F'F:ESET TO BI:~ OUTPUT!;; UPON [I··-.rfF:Y
TOCGLE A OUTPIJn;
O]SPL..rYl Fi~IUI..T
CONTTNUE E:UT UCli,I' T h:ESET
seT KNOWN 'fES'" VALue
F:E::;;ET ~)CJFTI~/M~E ClJUNTEI,
READ CLOCK COUNTER
CHECK FOR VALID READ
I~EAI) f"-lG(-.:W









11 CYCLES @ 3. 58 MHZ
~.u)TT 1.. llTlG
READ COUNTER AGAIN








































































































































































8 INPUTS PULLED HIGH
YE~.3
CONFIGU~E [: SIDE AS OUTPU1'S
D.I<.





































































































3~):L I) {~DCl I...DU
](? 1. ? 1...1::::::m
39:1. 'i· M)C? F:T:;;;
3'}:I. 6 ~:;I:'C
:J?lU to<
















































FETCH ERRUR CUDE FROM TA8LE
SAVEI·ADI...E POINTER




FETCH Ef<F~ClI:;: CODE F I::: Clti T()[:L!::
DISPLAY OPEN Ef\ROR CODE
198
RETRIEVE L.AST POINTER L.OCATION
NEXT TABLE ENTRY

























































































































"10 [I it :l(
,,'to 06 :1<:
·<tOOD )I{

















































[:?ih:CF:{iFH ... I,JI::"[); E:)... f·~Ii"··1r( I...[J)
NUMERTC - VFO i UL.ANk LED
ADDRESS OF FORTRAN ROUTINE
tl[)[)F:E~:;!; OF f"iULTIPLE>::EH TrIBLE
Ul...tlNI< .•. l,IFT); L:L.PIi·II< .... I... L:I:) ; f:~l...l...m~ F{llJLT
U(I"':C:;\:;':(\F'H ... ',,JF:'D .; E:I... i:~Ij"'..I~( .... 1...1:::1) i (11...1...0W FtlUI...T
1:::)..(lNI-(·.. 1)1::1) ; EiU''':::I...E ... I..ED' ~>


















~; 0 Ii 0n
+O~:';():3
o vn~ TO I::J<EClJfIl)E./j·1!';'1.. ~"HJDE
Fcm F'Th: TU FCHCf'F:(',N !';.:ClI..JTTi'·.![
til:::OC PT!';: TO 1'1 UI..'r::U:'I...E)<EF: Ttd::I...E
DISPl NORMAL DISF'LAY





















'1 :I. [) ~.!. :10<
.:t :I. 0 'I :(c::~<
""-11 06 :~Ol(
'1:1. 0 U :K::I<
·(fl.:I. 0 :i~~}:<



































'11 Cl:'·!. TE::I.• THI< FDE::
.1·1 UYJ( I'"D[:
200
PI~CE 0:]7 E::CBCT . ~;)~i: 1.
DIAGNOSTIC MODE - USED DURING INITIALIZATION ONLY
TABLE: BINARY TO SEVEN SEGMEN'r DECODER













0: 0 ) 0
( :I. ) :I.
0: :~.:~ ) ~Z:
( ,., J J..:)
0: .i-} ::. "t
0:: ~:5 ) I::"••• J
DLANK - VFD ; BLANK - LED ; ALLOW FAULT
DARGRAPH - VFD ; BLANK - LED i ALLOW FAULT
j'iUKfHI<
~;() 0 OB















~.~ 0 0 () II 0 0 [I () 0: [:: ;.





































<I ~;<'j () F' CE::
"-1;~~:i;2: FCB
'~r~:~:j/.I !3i='C
·<·1 ;.~ ~:j6 X<)l(
4258 *~ TABLE
·(·12 (;, 0 :*:)1(
201
MAXIMUM LENGTH. TEN CHARACTERS














~~. 0 "1 0 :I.











































TIME TA8LE: USED BY TIME ROUTINE TO ADVANCE COUNTERS
ENTRIES ARE ADDRESSES OF COUNTERS
TO BE i:-IDl.)(.)NCED
THERMIS1"OR ERROR CODE1"AE:LE
1ST DYTE OFF"SET TO VARIA8LE STORAGE 1...0CA"fION
2ND E:YfE SNOR1'ED ERROR CODE
::mo E:YTE OPE}·"! EF:I~:cm CODE
THERMTSTOR - F"ET HEATSINK
ElO C
TI-IEmUSTDF: ."- E:(YfTI;::r;:y ELECTI:;:ClI._"".,..TE
!.':jO C
THERMISTOR - MAIN ENCL.OSURE
~',~.:; C
70 C



















BYTE ..- OFFSET TO WiIUf.)DI...E i'~I\)[H~E~:i~i ~3TCH;:tIGE LOCATI:Oi)
BYTE - FTRST I...IMTT CAUSES FAULT INDICATION






















Fe8 TB(-I"Hi .. EfmTI::::;i, EF:I:;:TBD
FeB ·fENC$,ERR1"ES .. ERRTEO











































































·(f ..t 16 :«)1(
202
F'r:-'GE 0:39 E:CBCI . DA::I.
EQUATE TABLE OF SYSTEM EHROR CODES
... MSB PRIMARY - ASSEMBLY NUMBER
If LS8 SECONDAHY - ERROR WITHIN ASSEMBl.Y
[:f-'.TTEI'-:Y ()VEHTEMP.
203
AUX. - PClWER DEFECTIVE - RAM, TIME INFO. LOST





BATTERY THEHM]~TOR OPEN OR FUSE BLOWN
ENCLOSURE THEHMISTOR OPEN
FET THEHMISTOR OPEN OR FUSE BLOWN
AMBIENT THERMISTOR OPEN OR FUSE BLOWN
A/O CONVERSION INVAl.ID
AID OVO~FLOW INDICATION
ANAl.OG INPUT INCORRECT POLARITY
SELECT MODE - INVALID MODE
ROM CHECKSUM ERROR
BITS IN RAM WILL NOT TOGGLE
:L/m::c :I:NTI:J;:RUPT
REAL TIME CLOCK DOESN'T ADVANCE
PIA A INPUT FAULT
PIA E: INPUT FAULT
PIA A OUTPUT FAULT























SIE:RRAN-'~~ESTEF~N ~HM1. 0 O::!.·_·AZ
VF:EF:::..... 000 V R:: :I. 01< Blr;SING
OFFSET E:Y 40 C
Fel:: :I.B~:'; :L ..t~j C ( o. o0l..J)
FCB :L "to :!.OO c <. ~~~j6V )
FCI:: :I.:L ~5 "1':' C <. ~H~?l..) )I ,.)
FCB :1.01. 6:1. c; <. 76DV)
FCI:: 9:L ~:.'j :L C (:I.. rn"'tv)
FCB ~:r3 "i~l C (:I.. ~~BOV)
Fel:: 76 :36 c <:t.. ~::';~161) )
FCE: 70 ~IO C (1. 79~lV )
FCB 64 :?4 ("' ( ~~. o"tBI) ).,
FCE: ~::';B HI C (2- :3 0 ,~t~,) )
FCE: r.:o'? :1.2- C ( ~~. ~:.:;601.) )\.JI._
FCE: ,~tf.l 6 C (2. B:L6~))
FCI:: 'Hl 0 ("' ( ~l. O/~~l) ).,
FeE: ~3~:~ -El C ( ::~. ~l:-~BV )
FCB "1" --HI C ( ::1. ~:ja'tv ), .. ,c..
FCB ~:; "-:]~5 C <:3. EI'lOV)
























































































PAGE O't 0 E:C~;CI SA: :L
·l~:;~l'. EI~:HTEN E(~U ~;f32
't5:36 EHRTFE ECUJ ~t,s.:l:l
't~:5:ln EI~:I:nr~Ii"1 ECRJ ~;13.q
't~5'to lK
·l~:;.q ~.~ Er;:HBAT EOU ~I;l? :L
·(t~:j't/.. [f':rWPI EnU ~~-?~~
'1::;.(·16 EI:;: r~!30 I:' E(~U ~1;9:3
.(t~5'.B EHI;:SHI EWJ ~J;9't
'1 ::i~:; () Er;:H EOU ~;9?




BAT. BELOW MI~ VALUE
INVALID SWITCH SETTING
SPEED TRANSDUCEH CI!:)L..II::I~:AT:n)N EI::':ROI::':
SPEED COUNTER OVERFLOW
204
PAGE 001 VECTOR, SA:l
11/5/82 ASSEM~_Y DATE : J. R. M
DUH( :1:2 II () ([:f~CI<LJP : :I~:";~ 1. II )
'·,.lECTOR ~~;{\ :30UHCE FTI...E
~}ECTDF~, "U ClE::dECT FILE
!3!..o.!I3 \)I::CTDI~: (I.JNU!;ED:>
:::lI,HZ \.JECHU:': (I..H~U::;ED)
Fi~8r INTEFl;:UPT ~}ECTClP (T:Ii'1ER 1/m::C)
NClW"i(\l.. INTEh:I::':UPT ',)[C'l"OH (EDe ",:':\1)(;;'
E~!·n: I)FCTDF: (TF:(ir:' 1~.:E::UTi~·IRr)
Nt-II ',,.lECTOH (UNUSED:>









DPT m:L CF~:E, p::~":.;:], G,. L.LE:::l~~()



















() 0 0:,:,> () ;K

















PAGE 001 CHGMPL . SA:l
VOLTAGE HYS'fEHSIS FOR REGULATION SE'rpOINf
VOL.TAGE HYSTERSIS FOR FAUI...T TIMER
Cl.Jr~I':E::NT HY!5TEF::!3IS For:: r~EGULI~·,TIDN ~;ETPOJi\!T
I:;:EDUCED LINE curmENT ~::a:;:TPOINT Fen;: uw [:(d'TEI<n::~;
MINTMUM VOL'fAGE POWER STAGE WILL. CHARGE
t,W,XIt11..J i"l ~)OL.TN~;E BEFClHE F(:~I..JL.r IYmf~[:I...E









UtJLEm; crn'IEF:!~!IBE ~;PECIFTE[) til... I.• 1..'ClLTt,c:a:: !3 F;:EFEI~: TO I:::fiT'TTJ("{ I-JDLTtlG[};
(.~NI) f:-:'L.L. CUF:REl,!TU F:E::FG:.: TO Fie L.INE CUh:F,:ENTS
PF;:DCEDUF:E
CD TU CI-IGi','i:L
t')EI~:S:COi'l :I.. 0 ~·~B·"·,_Jl.JNE'··F.r;:: ,JOI..IN I~: m:::a::Rt,
FILE: ct.. IGt,1PL.,c+ 1.1/6/El:?
!3C'~ILING F':ICT(JF:~:;:
[:"~"l"n::J;:Y ')OI....1',::IGE .... ~':jO rj~) ,/ BTT
AC LINE CURREN'r - . 01 AMP I BIT
Ft",ULT TII"'iER ,_. :: i"D.:N ./ E::LT
CHGt1PI.. :
CI·I(.·)nGEI~: CONTFmL. !3UBrmUTINE CAL.L.ED E:Y [:C/!3CI EXECUTIVE
THIS PHOGr~AM CONTFmU3 THE P()!-.!EF;: STt,CE BY INCm:l1[::NTING
D1~ DECI~:Ei"1ENT:CNG THE CONnmL. SET poun CCIJUT ,:~S HEnUIF~ED.
CCOUT : BI1'7=ENABLE i BITO-6=MAGNI1'UOE
THU; F:CILrr:n-!E I~,LS() 1:'r::()I):I:D[!3 PO!,·lER ST{iGE PFmTECTIClN FCIF~ THE FDLL.ClW:ING
{-IE:NCII,:t,1AL. CONDIT:IJINE>:
LDW BATTEF:Y VOL.TAGE - I...IM:I:T MAX CUF:RENT
HIGH BATTERY VOLTAGE - INHIBIT CHARGEF: OPERA'frON
rIl"lE L:I:i'IIT .... FOR ()PEF~(YfTClN ..;T I::ELDW N()I~:i"IAL '..)ClLT(.)GE L.EI·)ELS
TIME LIMIT - 'ro VOLTAGE REGUL.ATION POINT
!n,~)TU~3 ItJDTClyrcm!3 ( "CHM<CE" 8. "EOLJ{~L:I:ZE" ) I~,I~:E CONTI::':OU.ED tiS
APPROPH:I:ATE DURING l'HE CHARGE CYCLE.
"CHM<GE" ._. ~.n:L.I.. FL.,~·,m·1 DUFU:i'lG pm~EF: ON DELI~d
-- STE~~I)Y WI-lEN pm~EI::': !nl~'IGE ENm::I•.ED
"EQUAL.IZE" ,- REQUESTED ONL.Y BY AL.GOHITHM BUT NAYBE DEFERED
(OR TOGGLED) E~ DEPRESSING SW2
THE m::GLJU',TINC {~LCOIUTH~1 F()LLD!~!!:; (.', CDN::;;TfiNT pn!~!D~ prWF:I1.E
F:EGUI..AITi'.!G TO IL.:r:M (:U.INE t'iI~'IX) DEPENDEJH UPON F1,:mn priNE\... S\~!ITCH
CI·I{;lr~G]:NG UP TO THE I..JL:n-1 !;;ET BY THE CHI~,I~:GE i'IDNTrcm '!:ILGDI~:XTHi'l.
THE CClN.TF:()l .. '~lLGOHITHi"1 ~n:u. TI"IE]~ PEGUU~TE riT THJ:~3 ~)(JL.HiGE
m::TPIHNT UNTIL. THE CHI~,I~:GE NCltHnlf\: ,~)LGOI~:ITHi"j DETEm"U:NE!3


























































PAGE 002 CHGMPL . SA:l
COMPIL.E TIME CONSTANTS:
- AC LINE CURRENI'
"" CHt,r;:CE},: cClIJn;:ol... OUTPUT SE'IT'UIHT NCHWiAL COi'rn~,:ol... I~:,~)NCE
%80 -> $FF i B7~ENA8LE 86-80 - MAGNITUDE
_.. :nrn::m~AL. DELIIy COLJI{n::r~ FOR SE"fT'(JI:HT ur:'[)(~'ITE
.... Cl..lI::.:mJ·-.rT' F~ECLJLi~d'I[)N LI:i'iTT
-- Fr~D1\rI' PtINEI... ::;~fITCH INPIJn;; '::1. :::;r I::YTE DrYl'i:-, Ii'lFClnl'11~'ITI()N)
._. GYSTEl"i II.!PUT!3 (BJ.:T6 :::: F:'mn::F: !:;T(:IGE F(\UI...T;'
- TABL.E LOOK-UP POINTER
;~:,l
FORTRAN & EXECUTIVE
. ;!:::i V / , 0::50V/BrI'
~5 v I . {)~50""/B:I:T
. 0::5 (-IMPS I , 0 lJVI::IT
2. i~I~1PS / . 01 A/E:rr
<)0 \,,'OLT8 / . O~)(}\J/BIT
'to ~)DI...TS / , O~:;O~)/E::I:T ;K.!
1.~)~5 VDLn; I . 0~:5()V/BTr
?O VOL.TS I . 050V/BIT
30 MIN ./ 2MIN/BrI'




nUT ( :L 00)
:INIT ( ~j )
IN:I:T ( 2: I) 0 )
:I:NIT ( :1.000 )
<:300 )
:I:NIT (3:1.00 )
nUT ( :LBO 0)
:nUT (1.~:;)
IN:I:T «)O 0)
BATTERY BEI...OW MIN VALUE
8ATTERY ABDVE MAX VALUE
BATTERY DISCONNEC'T'EO DURING OPERATIDN (OPENED)
TIME FAULT~l - FOR L.OW VOLTAGE OPERATION
TIME FAULT 12 - B8=ORE VDLI'AGE RECULAfION
INVALID SWITCH SETTING FOR CHARGER OPERATION
POWER STACE FAULT
SIGNED [::I:N (:2:)







CDN~IT ( .~; ()~) )
CClt~ST ( ~~ O'!) )
CDNST ( '~; ~'~:l )
~;IGi'lE[) I::IN ( ;~)
S:r:GNED BTN <: 2 )
SIGNED I::IN ( 2 )
S:I:GNED E:::I:N(2)
~;ICNED E:IN ( ~~)
"fr o III nCIT'ITI<:ll
~;IGi'lED I::IN ( :2 )
~:)]:GNED B:I:N ( ~~ )
E:IN (:2)
E::I:N( ~~)
FAULT TIME FOR LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION











































































































1. :\. 't 0
1:L~:iO











\:n:Ci'!ED [:n~ ( .? )
!:;lCNEU 1:::11-10: 1. ;.
E:TN ( :I. )
1:::1N ( 1.)
:::n:[;,.,I[J) CTN ( :I. )
E<CN ( 1.)
~;IGNE[) E::n·~ (2: )
[lIN ( 1.) EXH::F:NAL.

















,.. Cl"I(\I~~,GE L.I.CHT (:rN[)ICI~,'lTll;: FI...{~,(';)
o ,":' OFF· j 1.":: • ON".. ,.,1. ;::FI...A~3H
... FI...IL.1.. PO\···IFF: FI...AG ~:;ET IF F'm~EF: ~3T(~C;E 1"lt~G
I::EEN FULL.Y ENt-IDLED DUFn':NC FF<C3ENT CHr~J1:;:GE
- POWER SrAGE IS OR WAS ENABI...ED
.. CI··lf1F;:CEr;: bT('~TUS FL(iG :I.::::"()N" .. (I:::: " DFI:'"





















FEO!...I ..• ECH.J(.iI...TZE Fl...t,C O'"'NU. --:I. ;;;;'([S.; hl:::T Ti'r.cr:lIiL.I.. Y'
[:y (::\··tt::,F:CE j'iClln:TClI,: (ILC(JF:ITHVi
FF:ElJ+:I. -- I...C)I.~EF: [:Yll:: UF FF()U ~:;[:T <I:'r:';:' UF: F:C::;Cf (0) DLF'[J-1U:J.J·,C;
Ur'I)N FFCHff F'(I!,IEI... DCFEr;: :::;I,..UTCH (::::;I,..1:?)
FI.J1G!3:
FCHCI...
CDi'H1lJN m::crrm...! !.-11TH FOF;:TF:r~lj\l f;i·,·ID EXECUTD.JE i'j()DUI...E~3
E:L.I~\m( CCltihiJN 1)(IH·,Ii~,E:l..F:3:
FhClD[ .., j'''iClD[ FLt~,C; 0"; tKmf'lm.. j :I. ;;;; C<EClJl:n.JE:: F;:E::UI.lEST t:::Hr:il.IC;E.;
"-:1. :::: Fi)F:TF:t,i',! G I;.: t,l·rr:::; CI'I'~Ii'-ICE
~'li~'''<EF _.. H{ll<E I...IF' FI...{iG He:\) ( DA'm j Hour;:!; )








































































PAGE OOq CHGMPL . SA:l
$ HME: :;VI
DCL C~;CT FEC1U SIGNED E:IN (~:~) E:J<ECUTIVE
$ C!3CT
<I> l':i'1B :L ~2:
DCL C!3CT CHGTTH B:IN (~~)
CHGNl:
/:« TE!3T FIJI': PHOPEF~ ~;Tt~ITl.m E:EFDF:E EN(.·)BU:NG OPEF:r~lT:r()N
D:I:~;ABL.E IF ~1DDE CJ-lJ~lNGTNG OJ:;: SETPIHNT NOT YET 1....I,~ILI:O
:«/CURI~:ENTL.:I:NE
(VL.H1 <: ~·~:L(~O) THEN ! CHr;NGING OJ:;: INt.,J(")L:CD~l
YE!3
SET 7 DAY WAKE-UP TIME
nrrn:AL:I:ZE FI..'(~GS
INITIALIZE I RESET TIMER
IYIBI~&::U·: POWER BTf.1GE (-,ND RElUI:"..:N
-n::L.AI"U:· (1, AT) !3J:GNED BIN (;~) nUT (~IO0, tlO 0,900, 0)
DATA SIGNED EQN(Z) BASED
Lom::--up
P~;CT









TEGT FOR PD!.·lE:H !3TAGE Ft.UI...T NOTE:: FI~)ULT BIT (!3··{IN 1:::I:T6)
:t=FAULT - IF POWER STAGE NEVER ENABL8)






































[:GT FOR ENA8LED STATE
FDR DISABLED STATE
SET "CHARGER" ERROR CrnJE
! DJ.51~,E:LE CHf~PCEF\: (::IND RETUHN








































IF V8AT > VMAX THEN
DO
FFLT .-. Em;~I::H:I
IS BATTEHY Bo_OW MIN VALUE?
YE~, SET "8ATn~RY LOW" ERROR CODE
! YE~, SET "8ATTERY HIGH" ERROR CODE
209










:> FT1:t11 THEN ! I..m~ I...'OLT(~GE OPE:}«~ITIDN TDP~ LDNG?
! '(ES ;









TABLE LOOK-UP FDR NORMAL CURRENT L.IMIT ~I




:[1:' ': VE:AT<:\Jl.IN·_·VHYS;!) AND (CHGTII1>FTlt1~2) THEN
DO
FFl.T=ERHTF2 ! SET FAULT TIME ~2 ERROR CODE
GO HI CHGDFF ! DUiAE:L.E PO\-lEI,: ~:ITi~GE i~IND F:ETUI:~:N
END
IF<FPIN 8. 'I;07=:O)(]I:~<FF'lN 8- '\;07:>,q.) THEN
DO
FFLT"=EF:I;:m~3 TN~}f~I...:I:[) ~:;!,!ITCH GETTINC;
GO TO CHGOFF DISABLE CHARG8~
END
PTF::=: ~"I)DH (TE:U~MP) + ( (FPTNt\ ~I; 1]:7 .... :L ) :~;::J.)! INDE){ TO PF:OPEI? E1HF:'y'
:U..I.t'i:=:VfH-·>DATr-"l ! nET CUF:F<FNT 1...:J.:i"\IT
IF VJ::f.H <: ~}U)I.-t THEN LDW ~.Jt)LTAGE tmDE'i1
DO ! YES
IF (FPH~~::::L ) I~ND (VBAT<VU)!.-I··I')I-IYB~?) THEN ! WI:'IS IT IN Nm~MI!.)L il"'jODE?
DO ! YES 'I'j

































































PAGE 006 CHGMPL . ~;A: 1.























THEN ! AL.GORITHM REQUESTS EQUALIZE CYCLE






DEL.AY INITIAL CHARGER TURN-ON
TF POWEH STf'-lC;E OFF (,hiD DEUW ~:;ECH...lEHCE NOT (~l...h:Er~D''''' ~:;Ti\\:nT:r) :'1./
CHGDFF:
JF .: DC::lJUNT>A) {:lND (CCOUT<IJ;' THU'~ ! -'HH CYCLE';;'
DO ! YES











TUHN OFF CHAI;:CE J.NDTCi~TOl;:
(FCHCI... :>::::O) TI··IEj-,! ! !::i'UiF(J" DELfW?
I YES
I INITIALIZE CHARGE TIMER
I Fl..i~·ISH CI··IAFi:CE :n,!DIC(~IHJF;:




:I:F .: (. I.)HfH:> 1.J I..J:i"j ) CII:;: .: :n.. :U)E:>II...:Gi» (ii!D (CCCH...rr: :·t·::) () )
THEN CCOUT:::CCClUT····l ! DFCF:Ei···iEi,rr CONTF:Ci1... ::::;ETPcrLNT
EI...~;E
1.)1]
IF .: \.JI::AT<'\.JI... :n1···l)l·r{~;;. 1~'li\ID 0: TL.:n·,W:<ILU1···-:n·IY!3) {Hm

































































PAGE 007 CHGMPL . SA: 1
:.HBO CCO\JT:=:11





Pr~IGE 001. . ]}UFClH . ~;,,~: 1.
Ill,
1"':)]. 1 D. H(=)l'l;l(~'rt
ComputeI' & Software S~stem9
G()l.I1. d I:: 1. ect.r· on i cs La/:mr clt,Dr' ':!
Could, Inc. " F~cJ11 in~.'S 11;:.~a6:)1.',)<;"











:I:rd. t:i .:d. :i;:~(") ~),::H' i<3i'::d. ~:~~; ~,h;:o-r' (), (I
**************************************************
Df:~~;C'r ir:--t·j,cm:
::Cf' rH?C,=)~:;~:·<;;:r~:!, 'U'H? bat,.tel'\:1- \lClIt.d~:.lf? ,:lnd 'l',~:>rlll~'I=!!'i:l't,I_'rE'










































IFi"iUDE .. UU11<EF .. :I:')I...Ti'i,. ::CF:nrC
:n:u,Yr, DJ[:(.l'f, TTT:(1T .. r~:;r:'FEI::'
{)j'1F'~:)F .. TI::J1PF .. F:'I.,jl?F! ~::;F'Dr
:r:e-u::,yl' .. IOD,Yfx, TCHJ(;f .. J(.l(1[:~:';
IFF:':lT., :IFCHC .. IFTHI,;;
TFEP1...I, IFi:E>;;E'T, ISF"·:'::il.,
ID9Jc.. TDttILF, IDC:T:U'L, .I1:::Ur:Ch .. TCCT',:U·t
I,: 1 ( <'t" :::l) , F:? ( <t .. :; ," I,:!:;:: ( ',+.' ::;',
1:::1<:1. , f::WZ:, f::I<~::: .. F::I<'1·








C tl~;!;:i.~ln :i.ni. t,t al \./all..IE'~; to C(Jhi'\m~ Val':i, ,;"b1 (;:'::,
r3PCr~·II...:= 1:?',T:5
R:I.(l., 1)=2. 7293E-3
1':1(7 .. 1.)::::1. n;:~eZE""::::
R1(3,:L)=1.68141::-3
1':1 «1,. 1.;'::: 1. 6320E.. ·::::
rn ( 1., ~~ ) :::;~.~, (?':i6BE···3
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r~~l (1, :];. <?. 2:-39!::i[···<3
Rl(2,3)=1.371QE-3
R1(3,3)=1.3090E-3
fU (~I. :3) :::1. '.2:a~HE·<l
I;:;;~ (1. 1.) ::: O. ~'j07::1[····::;:
R2(Z,1)=O.21.37E-3
1~:~?C3.·1;':::O. 1.19::lE···"J
r;:~'~ ( ·!·f, 1 ) ::: O. (I ?'. 0E···3
r<;~ (1 .. Z) ::0. 37(,·2E···· ..3
r::~'~ (2, ~?) :::: O. 1 /3~·~E···3
1':2(:3 .. 2)::::0. l~~1bE····3
r~~? ( .1·1, ~?) :::: (). 1.~'l 00 E'-<l
RZ(1,])=O.2180[-3
R2(Z,3)=O.179QE-3
r;':2 C3, ~D :::: 0 .1.:3::31 E_.. ,::::
r:: ~~ ( .{~., :~l) ;::: O. :L 1. I) ::5[:--.3
C!2J. 1, 1. ) :::.-. L~'5. ::IB
U~?(Z, 1 ):=: _·G:::l. 00
C!2C3, "}. ):::: ,·,69. :]~.:j
n~?(·'·I, :L )::: ··)"0.7?
GC (1, ?) :::.... 1(J'l. '·16
(]~.~ ( :~:~, ~,~ ) ::::-··1 O? 'y 0
GC (3 .• :?;':: ····(il1. Of:!
n~':: ( ·'f ..•?) :::: ···lYt. DO
I}Z (L :3;' ::: .•. .I.HB. (k",
c
O:? ( :.3, :3 ;. :::: ... I. Z 1. lJ /











;.-. 050/C30bit/hr*O. 242:1.A. hr/bit)
.: ····2Il"1v./c~:d l/dp::.,:\. C>:< (!;:.i(k(~\1. h;/. O~:.;O··... /l:.d. t)
.' ~~. '~:ji~ ot' nOITlin,:::1 :I. I) Of'~' Hr Ci::::'·'ac:i.·t~:1
.' ....cd..t..':;/ (:;o:'d.l
ivolts/cell/de~. C
; ....'() 1 t,,:::./ cfd 1../ tl. ;"'Il"'
i '10 1 t,~;;/c(,:·ll /(1. hr /d~?~.:::. C
.' A. I-I"r·./bit
; 'lol·L~::/cf:~ll/bi t-
.: HI:i. r·II..d:.. (,~·::; /1:,:i. t,
r If adjustment not speci~ied, skip it
J:FCIFCHG. l...E. I)) COTO ?Iln
C
C C()nVI~'~T' t dnr:i ~;c a 1I".~ ":rl·d:.~?~.::;'::~r II dati':~ to • I:;:f?i:;:l, "
~)[:l~d'::= ::C'.)E:{~T>KCCP.J
1·BAT~ITBA1· ; lde~ C/bit
nBtIT=::rOl::{~T:>KI::CFO
C Calcl.I].(::t.(~ Enl.I :i.1ii':.IT'il.11II ~}olta!=:,~~ l~ VCllt.a~:j~? ErT'or'
V8~R=V8AT-VEQ(Q8AT,TB~r)
C :I:f 1)';11 "t,:::!,.W Er'T'()r <== !5rl1v/c£d 1 tli(~'rl !:;ki.p COT'T'o:::·ction
IFU\E:E)(I..../Eh:I~:>. 1...E. O. OO~'j) GDTO 1)00
c
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PAGE 003 INIFOR . GA:l
(m(~.-r·::[~BAT+:L. O:«IJEHFU (~}E(~:]-:·l)E(Ff:l(TI:::{n )
]:CmAT:::(m(~IT /BCFQ
900 CONTINUE




PAGE 001 RSTFOR . SA:l
(...






hh:-~i 1 D. I··h:-.\rl.)(~'rt
**~***~***~.**********~.**~********.**********~.***.******
I;:':;~!:i·t i''1cm i t,CH' V(;':'r ~~. 0
**~.***************************.***.***.***.***.******~••*
Made calculation crf VEQ an external
Ni£.~ i 1 D. l'k"I' l:)(~'r' t,
F;:(~'7'L::CI::~d !::·OlTl.~ int(':'~lm' v"H'iabl(;:·,::. wit,I') 'rr:~al in CCH1t1Di'l.
CCll'l'I::~ct:i()n!; fl'Oll1 ••1. i·1f.~:·~(~r.::1.
r:V.id(~l.".i -:iCHfl(;:' c:on<;;;t~i:mt,~i t.o t.h,=~ COi~1t1DN.









c Written b~ - Neil D. Herbert 26-Aus-82
C COI"t"IPI.I"Lpl' g BC)"ftW<31'f.~ S'::I~it(~ITISi
C Gould Elec·tronic5 L~borator~




r Added more COMMON as needed ~or DISFOR










C tlft,f.~T' a ~·~··'hc)ur r ~~(::.t" t.h£~ bat t(~\r'::l '10], t,:::~l£~ ,:::nd t.€-~IrIP(~l' a "1:..1..1"(' i.:~
C al'F~ IY:i~?.-:i to ,:h:~t(·~'rlrl:i.n(~~ U"V:~ !5tatt? of Ch,:;ll':-.~(;-~.





























; l'I ....ih·..·O:L 0 l:H:~!:Hn
:I:Ft·1DDE, D~!I~t(f.:'F I D)L.:Il1 .. :IFINT
1I8AT, IVBAT, IT8AT,ISPEED
I":-'MF'~3F, TE::l1F'F, P!.-'fW .. SP[)F





r,t< 1., \':I<Z, r,:t{~l, Rt( (t
216












(" Con,/I":1' t i:lnd ::;;ca 1 t;:~ II :[rrl:,f:~~;:;I,;:I'" dat.. ;::: t .. () "H~?;:::]."
I..' I::: AT ::::I:~)D(.·,T ):( DCF "'I
T8AT=IT8AT j lde~. C/bi'l
G!E:{~T::::WBi~d')C(BCFO
c
C Calcu),a"t.,::! Ec~uil:U::oT':i.uITI \.)olt<S~::;I::! (1 V()lt..:;!~H? E1'1'0'1'
l)Ef~f(::'.,J[:foYr·-·',.JEC~(Cmt-,T I T8(~\T)
C
("' Tf l)ot.. 1 t.<:l!:jE' E1'I'D'I" <>: ~)I'I,v/c~?11 '1:,.1 00,(.:1", ~::.k:i.I'':'' CCH'I~(:::ct:i.Cln
]F(AIX;n)I:::I~Fn. LE. O. OO~:';;' cerro ?OO
C
C Cell"r .;:·:ct· ..:\. lw' 1rI(·?t.(~!1'
Q8AT~QBAT+O. 5*VERR/(VEQ3+VEQ1*TBAT)
IOI::'~IT:::QE:r-lT/I::CFG!
I,;' I) (I cmn:n·HJE
f' p(,::,"t,I.Jl'n Con"t,l'nl To El·:('~C'I..tI:,:i.v'=:





i ndh-·O:t. (I I 0;:::0
i I'"II':.1h"·O:L 0 I 0;:::0
i ndh""O 1 0
P,~GE 001. CHGFCm . ~;A: 1.
t1otm'(;) l. a--6B () '?CI·IGFDI~:c
c
C !~!T'it.t£m b~! ._. NE!il D. 1-1a:!T'b(;~r·t ;?6--'~'_I~J··-8£~
C Comp~teT' & Software S~steffis
C Go~ld Electronics Laborator~
C Could, 11-IC., 1~:cI11 in~'! rh:~ad6""s, Ill.
C 312/640-4472
C
C i~l()Ij:i'f i c i::~t, :i. 01-.,:; :
C Ch"m!3E'd !:;.:i.:::'ln of :C OE::{H' to ···;":Ol..lt. of batt·E~T'!~.




t10d i f :i.•?·!d Chat' <;:i,:,·! tlcC~:~Ft.anCE· a l ~=;r i ·thill.
Neil D. HeT'bert 3()-Au~-82
~kk.h:~d .~lI:Lil..IS trll(:;.,ni", of ::cnl...{~!;T fOT' tt~I1I:::'t:~T',:,:"\",1..1 T' (;:'.
(ISSUITIf.~ nClI"·lt.:O of t ..h€~ • ()"/E'"f'·-·char~:J[?· ~:JC)(;:":; irytA:> ·I:..hf.~ b-2l"t.·t.:~~r'::l.










I~E'I~I Chi:lI'!'.lE' CD ..... r·~:~ct.icH·1.
i'h:d 1 D. H(·?i'bf.~f't.
1-'\oVt:·!,j all CClT'·I~(·'ct·:lon coch? in-l:..o ch,=:"r'~Hn~.t loop
to k~ep State"O'f-Char~e indicator UP to date.













Added more COMMON dS needed for OISFDR.
I"IDV(~:,(,I u:::,c\·;;l'!.·,(:;.' of :Ll]tll:<; fT'ClI1'l DTSFOF:.
Nt?:i 1 D. Ht?r bt:~r t. 0 3'-'St:~)"'-'El~~
Chan!,h~'d ·f ...,....cl:.:i.on TE1·1PF -to TEf'lF'Ft·t
I,:t:~r~lact?d ~'iOITI(;'! il"ft.(~~.:.i(:;,'r- vd'f':i.at::ol.p<:; I.•lith I't?.:?.l :i.n CDI"ii''IClN.
Corrections f ..... Offi J. Mezera,
tliJd(;:od !;C)ITI(~ CO:)I"·ISt..::lnt~~.. t() t .. ht? CClMI-iON.
Nt? i 1 D. Ht?r b£H' t. :I. 3'-'~;m~"-'B~?: ndh-- 0 1 (I
***~*********XK*******~.***.*****~~.*~*~**~***.***********









f' (:;t:~ts Ch.::H'~l:i.I"I:':.1 r~·.,::·r·::lI1ll:~)·I·,f.·!T'<;'.







[:,;;:"\', tt?r '::!- f:~ITIF''''hour IT,(:)'l.A:!)" vi:d I..I€~.




BatterY volta~e limit du ..... in~ char-~e,
N'::'!~'J b.:l t l .. (:;.''l'' 'd 1~IITIF'-"hClU T' ITlt:~ t(~~r \/.':=': ll,.lf~.
c































; ndh'" () 1 0 b(·:.·s.li n
n=MODE, IWAKEF,IVLIM, n=INI
1I8AT.IVBAT, IT8AT. ISPEED
(-,i"lPBF, TEMPF • PWF~F • ::;PDF
Im::AT. :I:CmAn:. ::mLAST. II~(~'II::S
:I:FHST, IFCHG, :I:FTHI< .; ndI1·..·0~~()
IFEQU.IRESET,ISPCAL
:I])SOC. TDhI:U::. :WCTU1, :n::(n:ri"l, ::CCC;Tlh
R1(~,3),R2(~,3),Q2(~,3)




IQ8tlT"":[ClBAT+IDCTI~1:l::I:::I<:L j AI:UI..I!:;to' felT' ~:,~:d'f·"·d:i!=,chi:H'!:.W " nl.'.lh .... O~~O
PDI!;:":IQLf~IST·-:I:CmAT i Total d:i. !;;chm·::.~E-! ; ndh.... O0 1
IDCTlt1:::0 ; R(':.'<':;f.~t. ~;f.dT""[)i!::·cl·'i3r~7.l€~ ·U.'.... f?'(.. ; ndi"'I"()()~5
c
C I::~:~~::i:in ChaT'~'.1:i.n~j loclP ++++++~.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
ZOO CONTINUE
IF(IFEQU. EQ. -:L) GOTO ZZO ;E8ualize Re8uested?
IQEClU=:O I·m.
r;.:~JF~EC:=:~~6··!tb. () ; ~~. ~·:;'jv/cE·d l:.::;'j'·k(.;:·ll !:;/. O:'.:jOv/bi to' i ncir"'" 010
GDTO :300
~~:2:0 CCHH:I:NUE YE~;.
Tm::CHJ:::TEht='FN<:[TE::I~.T, 74. ], "·f'? 6) j 121:,0 :U:l~";; .; I"Idh·..·OO~.::;, 010
nVI~EG<;::?l6. 0 .: 2. 70v/c~;d lll<~~i'lc:€d 1<;:;/. Ir::.;Ov/i·,'.l:i, t. " I"Idh''''O 1°
:300 CONTINUE




C Calculate & SEf Volta~e Limit
II)L:n1="I:::VF;:EC+XTE:I~ T:.::F:I<3










(~Jssible location for THKFOR)
iUpdate state-Of-Charse
C Calculate Char~e Acceptance Point at current Temperature
QI~CC:::'-TE1'iPFN(:rTBr-d', 72. :], 6Z. 0) ; 17. ~:i·<l:;'j. 0% ; I"Idh"O 02, 00':,1, 0:1. 0 I 020
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PAGE 003 CHGFOR . SA:l
c
IF<:I:(ml~T. LE. W~ICC) ccrro 'HlO ; If no ddJ n(':~(~'o:h:~d ; nr:.lh···OOL OW?:, o(H·








IF(IQB4. LT. OACe) IOB~=OACC ;Limit of IQLAST
C Correct 8atter~ State-Of-CharHe
IF(IQLIM. GT. IQNLlM . AND. IQ8AT. GT. IQNLIM)
IQ8'l=:TClEH:lc: ( :I. ..... (1. 0 ::f<IC~I::(Yr ··TClNLU·I) / ( ]:C~I...:Ii~I··· IONLIM) )
.' ndh····OO~5
.' r·' .....lh··· 00 'l I:,·~nd
C()NTHUJE
IDSOC=10+(IOSOC-21)/~1 iUpdate State-O'r-Char~e Displas
i nI."11-.···· 0 0 ~3 (:-~r·,l..i
IF(TQ8AT. L·T. IDLIM . AND. IFMODE. EQ. 0) GOlD 200
C If not done chargin~ and no mode chan~e reauest,
C t.I·H?r, rep(·~at. cl·li:H':'i.d.n~:.:; locoF' ,".






lFCHG=O iCHARGE completed ;ndh-·Ol0,020
('








I08AT. LT. IQl...lM) GOTO bOO iEau.
YE:::I.
iReset Absolute Amp-Hours
i RE~·:::.(,·:'t E:'~·ll..d. J iz(·:~ TiIW:::'·T"
iReset Euuilize Fla~
i ndh"() 0":,\
iRe5et 8-0-[ Displa~ indh-005
; ndh·· 00 /.\
e
600 CDNT:I:NUE NO.
e Updat(;:- tot,.::Il. ch<:lT",~I::-! tal~.f.-!I'"I fT' DITI i.".l<3·t..t~:n"::1 ~:;:l r·,c~:·!
IOABS=IQA8S-QDTS+IQ8Q-:I:QSOC












"\:..(·::'IT,F' l-.~i' .::~ l.u\" (,.:,








C D~:~!:;l:'r i F'"t· i on:
C Returns the value o·r a temperature dependant variable of tl-.e form:
('
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TeffiPerature, Plateau, Valle~ of the function
Evall.latf?d function ()'f tf?ITIF'f:~T'(?:t,I.JT'(~.
between Plateau and Valley
0: nCHH? )
c
FUNCTION TEi~tPFN (rmAT , PLATOI·I, ~ML.LEY)
TEl"iPFN
.; nr:.ih·-O 1. 0
= Temperature of batter~ CC. )
- Max value of function below 7. 5
or above 17. 5 de~rees



























; I" "..ih .... (J:~'::: [I
j ,.·, ....,n·, .... O;.·::O
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PAGE 001 DISFOR .SA:l
C D:t:SFDI::':
C






110·tClT· ()1a--6B () cy
NEl i.1 D. 1-li:!T'bE'r- t
C()I\"IPI_l'tm' 8. BC)ft.waT'f.~ ~:hl~;t(~IT'~i
Gould Electr-onic5 Laborator~





F~(7:'I"·laco:!d !~omt? i.nt(~·:':.I(H· vm'i<:lbl(~~l wit.h r'''lal in COI·1t1()N.
CClT·Y'i£·!c"Liof'!!; fT'cH" •.1. ~h:~:·=(;!T'<:l.
t.ddw::i -:;;01"11(;:' constant!:; t.o;;) tlv:! COi'II'1DN.
"'·=!il D. H€-lT'b(~·rt. l::I ..··SE:ll"· ....BZ ndh.... O:l. 0
Allowed pos. or ne~. cUT'T'ent b~ operateT'o
1~:f.~llIov~:~d l..n ....·::;I=ld .::H·!.'J ....nll~·lnt Tnst..;:ll'"It..':;'l"Ieul.I-:; Bat.i:.f~r':l C'_If" r-~?nt
frcllTI 1::i~n1OD.
~;k:i.p BATMCl[) "fClT' '''PI::i,;::t~:~ or :(Oi"\ILE
iT filtered power > -30 Matts.


























Corrections from J. Mezera.
I\!€-l i 1 D. H€-!l' bl;:'r t.
Correction for VMIN from J. Mezera.
"'eil D. Herbert. 17-Sep-B2
1·1t?Z€-!l· i~ cl·li:m!:.lt:~(".1 :I:HESET T], a~~ ;;Inlj add(~'d :(FCHG f 1. a!l~
Neil D. HeT'bert ZO-Sep-B2
F~E·IT'Ov(;:·d 1•.II-:,·c!clt,(;:· of :I:W~'::::; <=:,·,(,1 t.E'-;:;"I:. TOt· :I:OBAT ], i lTd. t ..
l~lI:jd(7:'d ChElC:k fClT' ::;mrr (rH?!~. aT·!~).







Ecii. tl·?d f(Jr 11()"l·ClT'(Jla--(:'B09.
Nl;!:i.1 [), 1"h;~"l't'H;:"I' t I"'II:H'l····OZO
~**.~**.***.** ••***.***.***.***.***.***.*******.**••**.***
Dischar~e Monitor VeT' 2. 0
***.***.***.***.***.***.***.~******.***.***.***.**••**.***
CharH~(f:'d nlfl(::~Cl!; al~:.lC)ri.thlTl to !:;aVI'·) b(;:·-:;t CClT·T'(;:·ctior.
1 Cl!5t.. calc:u1at~:~d. 1'~11.!;() ad;:k·~d '::;i.::!i:.t.. :i.r·I:'.'1 ()f ~.ja'~.(~·"·I..lF> I"Ilodi::~.
John R. MeZ0T'Za 3-Nov-82 Jrm-024
t1c.d i 'f' i ,:)d C!1"I1(~a~::. a 1 !::;()T' i t.hlYl t.e) ~",F··'~·)(~'.:i I.IF' (~·>:(~cut.:i.on
i":.l~:1 u·;:;:i.n:::i a laT'!:h;:or :i"t,i;;·!T'"d,l.on ·;:;tl·~'P ~:i:i;::,;..~) <:)n,j I..IF·i::i.::l"t:i.n:::.1
from last calculated yal ....e.

















fiddEH',i CellI·:; to AIJCFCm l"'Cll..I·t.J.rH~ tel ·r·'l.lt(;:·Y'· '.)i:::T':i.abl(~!5
John R. Mezera 1"Oct-8? .";T'w··02?
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C DE~!:)(:-T' i. p·li. on:
C l"1oni tcn'~; discl"laT'~~:i.l"I!'.l 1'''·;;!T·iSllli:ltc·?rS (~ ;:'T·()vidf?!:. f.;t;::t.f:~ of chi:H'~:l(·::·
C and lTIiles fOf" displa~.
C







t::C1tt,'=!1'~~ 1~ITIP-hc)",1r 1TI~?·t.=~T' va 11..1(;:'.
BiOlt:t,(H'~::! t~?IT'F"(~T' i~t,I"IT'(·?', CI.ll'T' ~?I....t" vol t<:::!i.l(~, F'ClW(~·r-.
V(;~h:icl(~ ~:;::'(~~?d.



































; ndi'l··.. 0 :L (I bE-:::.l i. n
THHJDE, :n"'tl!·a::F, I~,'L.TM, TFI.IU
IIE:(.IT, TVBAT .. IT[:..~H .. T:3PEED
Ai"lPGF,TEMPF,PWRF,SPDF
Im::I~T, TClBATX, IDL.ABT, In(.',[:~;




I;:\-a , h:\-( ~.~ .. 1:,:I<~I, F,:I< <'l
VEQ1,VEQ2,VEU3,VEU4
E:CF!)! HCF'v' , BCFTJ.:t1
.: ndh .... O:l. (I ~?nd
; ndh ..·O;;;':O
; ni"I,::i ... I):l 0 t:"'E-:~.1 i n
: r·Il·:.lh·"· 0:1. 0 "·~n'.i
("'









C E:e~~ i 1"1 D:i ':;c:har !:.l:ins.! loc)f;' ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++·t·
200. CONTINUE
C Run Avera~e Routine i~ needed
CtlLL 1~IVGFClH ; ....ir·IY'.... 07?
f'.,
C T~ charSe remDved >~ 500 A. Hr or its been >~ 7 da~s,
C tlv:m ~;i£·~t (~c~""i31 :i.=-:~? ·f].i3!~t
IF ( (Int-II::s+um.yo. LT. ""Z06~:; . em. :I:ECn:n-1. CEo ::50·l tlJ:1
223
PAGE 003 OISFOR . SA:l
IFEQU=-l ;Time to EQualize? ; nclh--O 1. 0, 01. if, 020
C Set Wake-up mode for 2 hours if at least ~. 8 A-hr have
C been removed since last char~e c~cle
IF ( (IQLI~~rr ·-·:I:Cml~d·). CT. ~~ 0) nltl~(EF::::;~ ; ,..ir 1"1,'- 02·i t
C Dt:~t(~'rmin(::~ [:i;::'Lt~?l"''::! !3t·a~~e i ncih···O:L 0 b~?~:.hn







,JPI::':El)::"ljECH PI::f~T .,n::,Yf) ..-I.)I)F;:OP ( NiPS, FU E, F;:~J::, n~~E, n[:I~,T, P,[:(Yf) .: nt:.ih···· 0 ~.? 0
'vIDEI._ :":',.J [if'T .•.1,) F:'F:E[)
c




.: 'o, ....Jh .... O1::.:.;
.: I'II".lh·..·() 17, O?O, ()~'~:3
than -20mv ;ndh-·Ol.2
i ....;1··1'1, .... 02 ...1
i:d.. "~;·I·...::lI",f::i<;::rd" \:;:a't(,::· fc)\~ [:i:H' [):l::;F'ld~":
; 1"l'jh"'1]20
.: 1·,,-:Jh·o·O:;·:1]
.; I""ldh.... 0:1. I] i·::,(,:~(.'1 :i.11
l'lhE=oE:,~r'1'i'HJD ( {~I"\P(3, TEi"\P .. 01, F:'I.·H:;:, ~)CUT:> .; 10,(.1h ..··0 J. ~:j
T:r.:~1E:o:Tn1E:*:9. ;;:::~.::; .; 1. O>K1G~.:51 .•I/c(·:d 1/ 0:: ;;:::0 (hoi. 1..11'/·c(,·)l.l :;
IF (TlliE. GT. lO. 0) T:IJ1E::::10.O irfla::-: d:i.~;F'l<:::'::1 l"i:::I'"'~:.H?




("' Pr~:~("ij.ct 'Jel.lt.2oH? Error' (~ CorIlF··i::·)r·":"<:::I",l;:~ 1:'1. HT' vi:dl-"~.~
TF (f'l~iPt;. CEo .... ~.:). I);' cerro 60 I)
:IFn)DI:L CT. 0-2:0. OE>';:!) GDTO ~:j)YO
C Ik,l~:1 corr(~'c'I:, C![:{"~T :i.f l.JDEL :i.~:; Iw~)r'[~ 10,~:~~.'1at,:i.v(~~
F tIF:':C"=t,hF'!:;"-f~"::f~T
Gt:;i··'li'\?"i::<::. O/':lI:;:WU (:1.. I), O~:E, (]Bf~d') +I~',I::~:;':Ft,m;) /~5. (I
THEI...Tl>:O. "7/(:1.. O"I'Ctl~Wir-'I) ; ,.i'l'lT,.... 02·:t l.)(':~:::.l:i.1"I
IF ': THEl.:n:: LT. TI"II::L.Tr~,·-·. 0::.:;) GO HI :~i6()
THEI...T{~::=rHEl...n:: ; ..iT'·I'iI .... O~·>.<+ (':~r·,d
\)F'I<n1E>=~)En (m1[1~1:3, TE:til:> .0.l,.JDF:DF' (r~i"1F'~:; .. F: 1E .. I::.::a~., GI:?r:: .. Ui'l[,:~E;, ti[:(',T)
~3TEp:::1. 0 .: 1"1 1.'.1 h .... 011
IF ('...JF:'RI:i'·\L C;T. \.)[:(·IT) 3TEF'::= .... :I.. 0
CCltHT~~UE:
CH1Ei:'I~;=::ni'jl:::f~~3+(3 rEF'::I<~·~. I) .; 1", .....11'1 .... 0 :;':': (), 0 :?3
VPRIME:=VEU(OMEAS,l·BAT)-VDROP(AMPS .. R1E,R2E .. Q2E .. QMEAS,AGATj
JT" 0: ('.)PFni"lE .... l)I::f~T p<UTCr:'. 1..1::. O. 0:; cerm ~:?~O
rWib!\S;::iH1E(~·I~; .. ·~nEP>l(2. 0 i ....il" IH·..· 0 :;;::3
FARG~'l'HEL'l'A*':QMEAS-Q[:AT)















C Calculate State-Of -Char~e at "D'I"":i.vil"l~" Rate for
IF(PWRF. CT. -30.0) GOTO 220
C If Ti.lt('::'·I'prj F'm.,l(7:'r 01 0 '1'. of' bdt.I:,PT'~:! i~:; l€~!;<:; than :30
ivl:i. :I. ,,-.~~; D i ~:;F:I. d~:!
; 1"Ir.:ih··· 0 l~::';
I"Jatts ..
224
PAGE 004 OISFOR . SA:l





IF(Ff~II~:G. LT. O. 0) FfiF~G:::()
',.JCUT::O. B~.:j>K (1.. o+::lcmT (FAr~G) )
C indh-()14 end
C . !::.;:«:L. 70V/Cf:d 1:':( l+Smn( 1.-"4~. ()02v/ci~·d.1/(',i"\P/Pl.-!FU1..7)IOl<~!»
C Run Avera~e Routine if needed
C~'L.I... AVGFDI,: i -.iT'ITI·_·OZ2
c;
T:IJ1EM:::BATi~\()[) (l~t·1PS, TEt1F'. 1U:, P~~I~, VCIJD i ndh--():L!:.'j
220 CONTINUE
I[)MILE=SP[)F~TIMEM/ISPCAL+O. 5 ; (pulses/hour)/(p~lses/mile)
r ;ndh-Ol0 end
C
Ir(IFM~)E. EQ. 0) GOT() 200
C J.·f not, dDn(~! d:i.·:;c:haY'~l:i.I·I:~.I, th€~n rf:~p(~:lt disch<:IT'~'1:i.n~l loClP ,'"
C End d i !:;.char' <:; i n~:.l 1 <:)()r~' ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
f'
C
C Set Char~e Fla~ if IOA-hr Clr more removed
J:F (IC~Lri~n·-·IPE:t,T.L.T ..... 'H) TFCHG::::-·:t i nr:.lh"·O l~l
(:






PAGE 001 THKFOR . SA:l
~~~~~*~~~*~~~*~~~*~~***~**~*~*~*******~*~*****************




G()/.llr.L :I:nc., F~()ll in!!.1 1'1(~'~ld()l"'!:;,
C TH~~FOH l'"\ot()rCll~3···cIB09
C









































:U:Btd', J~.JE:(,T , TTBAT , J~:3r'E::ED
f1t1PSF, TEi'1PF .. p~~r\:F, bPDF





mu, 1:~Wl, m<:~l, m«t
~~Ql,VEQ2,VEQ3,VEQq




c r;:f:~tl.IT' n 1.:~cH'lt.r ell To E~·::I~·)CI... t. i \IE'





PAGE 001 BATMOD . SA:l
c
c:




t1ot.OT' 0 1 a"-6B 09
l\h=~ i 1 D. l-kH' bl'::"!'t,
GLEER Computer 4 Software S~stems




C Chan~ed inte~er arguments to real.
C Chan:=.wd fT'tllTl Sub1' out. i.n~? t,o F.......c"t, i. 0 .....
e Corrections from J. Mezera.
C NI~·~LL D. HE!1'b(=~1't :I.]-··~3.:,·~p-"O~:~
C
C Corrections from J. Mezera.











Chan!~(~ frc)lTI.J. t1f?:;'~€'~T'a l..Jh:i ch 1::I·::!·..·f-·'8!::.SE~!; ZONE to S;F'f?G:·d 1•.11""
alsrithm if current hasn't cha....~ed b~ IT~re tha.... lAmp.
Nf?:i.J. D. Hm'b(~r"t. 17·-·f.)(.?I"""-·El~·~ ndh--O:L:;::
Chan~ed test ~or skip ZONE to avoid divide-bs-zero error.
NE·~i1 D. l"II~·~rl:.\i:?ri:, ?;~ ..-r)i~·~F,--82 r.dh-·f):I.:3
***~~**~***~~**********~***************~*******~**********
E::.::r1:, '1:,1'::''1'' ~:j I"iodl'? 1 I..).:;.! l' ;:~. 0
******.****~*******~**************************************
F~(=mlclv(=.'d ar :=:.lum(=:orrt :1:ns t.':::I"lti:W1I:·~OU!;:' [:at.tE~T'~::! Cur f' Emt. AB/~'ITO.
I~dd(~r..l F,~(~t,I ..IT'n if' tilll('? t,() Cutoff Volat.;,.lf.~ (=~)·~Cf?(=-!(.\s 12 hOUT'S.
Nf?:i J. D. Hf?rt.lf:H't, ~~:3·-·f.;f?r"""·B~·~ ndh""O :I/t
fiddf:~t::i t,wCI ~;i~f?F" ~;;:i.ITI,-,lat.ion 'I" a '1:.. (=:. df:"I'···(=~I"II:.i:iI"l!,j '.. 'F"on d:i.!;;l:'hcl1'!Eil=~ T'<:::tt:~
01' (,Jh(~n -::;:i.rrt,.J].cl"l~:iCln r·I'::·~al'~;; v..n(·::'i~.~ Df \l[)lt,.::J~~(=" py'()'f:i.JJ=~. Th:i.·::; f:k~cr('~<:l·=;~:~r.:i
~?>(I=~ct:ion ·U.lnf? "'lith m:ird.lTlisl I.'.h?!~:;r·a!.:j,=:t:i.()n in ~:;:i.m,-,la'l'.·:ion <=:ccur·::lC!::!.


















Edi. tf?d fl)r t1()t.Clr()1,,~·-6809.
hk·! 11 D. l..k·!T' 1::>1'::'1' '1:, ~:~? ····~3(~·~p····~:~-;,: I"Idh·..·020
c;
B,;::t, t!::,y' '.:1 C,)'/' T' f:~nt,
& cutof~ \loltaee
C De::~!:;cr·:i.F.. t·:i.l:ln:
C l·/iDdf:d~::· t.l"I(;:· l.'.li:::'I:.. Lt:·~r'::: in ir·.cr·I::·!rilr:!nt.~:; ()f t.:i.IYI<-:~
,-,s:in:~.l th(,.~ :i1"l:~"'..I'1~ :::'<:IT'i:;lTlt:~t'(=:'r~;; a';:; a ·;:;l.,3·I'tin;:i: :::,C):il"lt...
and i'l',erativelY removes ener~Y at constant pOW0r















FI.JNCTION E:/~ITI1(1)( !;t'lF'S 0, TEf'1P 0, en, P~~F: .. (.)CUT )
'~;H B~Hj"1Cl[)
C















~ Batter~ Current filtered over 6 ffiin .
= Batter~ TeffiPerature filtered over 6 min.
- Modified State of char~e
















.. 1'.1 1:.11 ...... 0 l."l
.~+++~.+++++++.~+++++++++++.~++++++++C Be~innin~ of I'leralion Loop
200 CONTINUE
C Predj.ct Batters Volta~e
CALL ZONE(AMPS,1'EMPO,R1E,R2E,QZE)
Al-1PZ~AMPS ; last current used in
; ndh' -n:L 1
ZlJt'~E ; 1-ldh···O 12
c





TF (\.)I='F:ED. I...E. \~'CI..lT) rU::TI..Im~
IF(l·IME. GT. 12.0) RE1DRN
c
C F::c~····c::cJlflr~·I-'Le [:.::d~ t.er·~:! CI.. I I'!' (.;:·r·r!.·,
(\U(I T==F'!,IF:/'')F'h:ED
.; 1"1 1.".1 h···· (11·1, .jr rfl··· (I;~1
; .jr·IlI·..·0?:1.
c
C' T\·Jo '0:."1:,(;")7·· <:'·:l.rfll ..llat.:i.Cln
C F;;l~::·l r;~:t.,:·! .i.f di·:::.chl';::::::.lt:~ ¥'dtE' 1m.." «T::.;'..)at.t.. ~:;/c(~:'ll)
C '31O::;~'J r··'.ll:,(.:~ ·;:il., kI"1P(,~ of char.::~c"l:,(·:~r:i.·::;I..i.(~ (1.•)j.l:.h:i.r·, CO:i;; uf' 'J::~E)
C
IFO::F;'I·.IF;:. L:T. '.• :?~".; () co TO ':HJO ..;rll'····lJ:?.1.
IT' (0. GT. O~J::::*:O. 00:' eel fOlIO 0 .: ... irrll····OLI.
C :::; 1 Dt...' F::i:1t.Q: 1 U ·::;~:~c ''.:.:i. rlll.IL:lt:i. em
t\l"il:·::>:(.VW·~:;>l(O. (;.P::.i;:?:+(.:\[:(ITtt.O. O'lC: (.:V·(l··:·I·.../T)+d/O::l+T/t,) ; '''IIJh··020
C TncY' 1~'rilt?l"1t. T:i.ITI€~
D::::O+I"~'IE:l~ T::(::. 00:".; ; HII:::o(:if.~:I. 1'101..11"' "". "I:.. " ; I""Icih"· O:? (I .
Tli·'il::>"TThE+. (I O~.') .;I...:r·' •.:ih····(r:::O
CO TU ~i() 0
C F<:~·::>I., 1~~.'.I·l:.e: ..!t mi,", ·::;:i.ITII..I].<~t.:i.()r·1
/1 I) 0 CON"l'::U,II.JE
l"~i"jP~:;:=:t)t1F<::::l< O. (~:o 0 () "H:'i1:::l~T;K O. 'lO 0 .; 1~1/ 0:: 1 +t,/T ) +a/ ( 1 +T./t, ) .; ~.il' 1"11·..•0 ~.~ 1
C rr',cl'(·:~nl'::·!nt T:i.rliE·
(J:::O+l~·II:::{H;K. O<V:.? .; IIlodf.d hDI..Ir'~> • t," .: .Jr·III-"O:~:~l.




:.::: =:: :::::.::::: :.::: :::::::.;:::: :.::;:::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: ::;; ::::::.::::::::: :::: ::::::::.::: :::: :::::.:: ;:: ::::::;:;: :.::: ::::::::: ::: ::: ::::
:I:F(AI::S(F,:-'F:GL LT. 1. (}) GDTO :300 ; ndh--(}1~:~, 0:1.3, 0:1.4 .. 02:0
C If cup·r EHyl:- ha~;n ,. t c:hi3n:~.h:~(.l b\:1 ITIOT' ~:~ th'31-. :I. r~ITi:""
C then skip ZONE ;ndh-012 .. 013
C .; ndh···O 1. () (:·~nd
GOTO 200









CDi"1t1DN IFMO[)[, I~AI<EF. :[I.,)LIM, IF:n-!T
CClMl10N rI:BAT, I~)E:AT, TTBAT, XUPEE£:.
CDi"'It10N At1PSF, TEt1PF, P~~I;:F, SPDF ; PEAL. DfHA TYPE
COMMON TQBAT,IQ8ATX,IULAST,TQABS
COi'lt10N IFRST, :I:FCHC, XTHI<
CO~MON TFEQU,IRESET,ISPCAL
CL. .110N XDSOC, TDMIL.E, JDCTIt1, XECHXM, ICHTU1
:«: TEST FOR :n,IIT:I:..::-'LI:ZtlTION
:iK




* CH~CK FOR FILTER DELAY
:~:
IF (IFTNT. L.T. 75) GO TO 200
IFI:NT';'O
;INI1"IALTZE TO REAL VALUE
; RESET REQUEST FLAG
:.:
:1< ,t.}\JEI:::tlGE C\')F~J~:ENT l~lN[) TEI1PERtd'um::: mJEF: A 1::(.)1'TERY TU1E CONSTANT (6 i'·IIN. )
:iK
; SCALE & AVERAGl TO AMPS (0. lA/BIT)
; AVERAGE TO DEGREES (1 C/BTT)
* AVERAGE PO~ER AND SPEED OVER 30 SEC. TIME INTERVAL.
:iK
PWRF=(. 750*PWRF)+(Z. 315E-5*IIBA'r~IV8AT);SCALE & AVERAGE TO WATTS/CELL
:.: (0. U,/EfITiK. 926E-<3...'/CEI..L/I::::1:n
m'DF,';(. 7~.'.;O;~:::;P[)F)+'~ ',:.'ill. O:lI<ISPEED)
:~
:«:
~? 0 0 CONTJ:NUE
F,:ETUI':;:j"'!
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; SCALE & AVERAGE TO PUL.SES/HOUR
(PUl...m::s / 6 SEC. ;.
PAGE OOl VDROP . ~;ti: t
ndh: 27-BE)P·-B2M()·tcn' () 1",--60 09VDF:OPc
c
C !~", i t ..l".f.~n b!:! ._. NE) 11 D. HE)I' b(~'1" t 0l]--Bt2)fo·'''·B2
r GLEER Computer & Software S~stems




C Corrections from~. Mezera.
C Neil D. Herbert 13-Sep-l]2 ndh-Ol0
C Correction in value of RO from ~ Mezera
C Neil D. Herbert 16-Sep-82 ndh-Oll
**~~**~***~~**~~**~~***~**~~***~***~**~~*******~***~***~**












I'-.!(o·) i 1 D. I-1sT' 1:.\(;.:01' 'I:. ndh···OZO
Internal batter~ resistance, char5e, and c ...rrent.
C Df.~!:;C1' ip·U.cln:
C Calculates volta~e drop for ~iven internal resistance,






























:" F il t,E·r (;-)d CU1' l' E'nt~
- Internal resistance "Ri"
-- Tnt.E'1' na1 I' E~~::, i ~;t:.<:::nc~? "F~~·~·
- 8atter~ capacit~
- 8atter~ state of char~e













ZONE i'1Cl"toT' Cl 1 .?-:·-613 0 '7
c
C
N,=~il D. H'=~l'b(~>r·t OD···B(~n:'··B:;;~
GLEEI,: COI1I::'l)t(~T' l~ SCI'f"t,waT'(~ ~i\:1~,t.f.~I1I~;;
GCII.I]. d, Tnc:'., F~c:,).l:in~,l t1(~':ldlJw~;, :n.1.
~:n ~~/ 6·(Hl ..-,~i~??
C
**~~**~~**~~**~~**~~**~~**~~**~~**~~***~*******~**~~***~**
ZClfH? Tnt..:;:orPDlal".:iQn :i.''', ~~""D ~,'(:.!1' ? ()
*******~**~***~****~***~**************~****~**~********~**
table search and interpolation for Rl, RZ, g 02
of CU1'l'i=lnt .:If'llJ t~:~IlIF'(:·!l'i3·I;,I."l'~::>,
C i"ICll.:ii 'fici"'t,:i,(m~;:
(;
C Replaced some inte~er variables with real in COMMON.
C Corrections frlJffi J, Mezera,
C Added some constants to the COMMON.
C h!'Z'l i1 D. 1-IEll' 1:)(,·)1' t 1. ::l"":;;(:·lF,"·B~: r',("Jh···O 1 (I
C
C Edited for Motorola-6809.




















.; rl'jj·l .... OJ.O
; ncii"'I-- () .L 0 b(:-:·~.l:i,1"I
TFI'\tlOE, I""!'~~ll<EF, :r:~)L.n·\, IFUn:
:CCI::td· .. T\,.JBtd' .. rn::AT, :ISPEED
t.i"lP!3F, TEhPF, \:·!-·lHF .. ::;POF
IDE:td', T(.m~fD:, :COL.tI!H .. IC~I~,[:B




\,:\.<1., F':I<;~, \;:1<3 .. F,:K't
VEQl, VEQZ, VE03 .. VEQ4
8CFQ .. 8CFV,8CFTIM
232
... I::<:lt.·t'~·!l' ~~ t,E~riIF(~)l' at,'."" P
._. Int.i~:)l'pc:o].at(~:·d v<:~l .... ~:~ of F:l
- Tnterpolated value or R2























C D~:~c~ 1at' i"'t. i. on!::.:
C~
C


















L.:[!:lT ..~ (Z) :=:···BO
LISTA'::3) ==-1 ~l()
L.U;TA (it) :=:'_'~~O I]
c i ndh"· () :L (I end
L.n;TT ( :I. ) ::::9
LISTT (2:) ==~~O
L.J:<3TT (:':1) :=:liO




,; ndh'-' (I 1 ()
i ndh-"010
c
C [)~:~i:..(:,:'r·lTI:i nt;:~ ~oJht;:~r t? I"'f.~ ,,,:1" f.'~ :i.l"l t,l"ll=~ i:,.;:$i:.ll. t:?
,J::::1
DO 1 ~~ () 1==:2:, ~l
:IF (I"='li~IPS. I...E. L.:I!:rr"~1 (I) ) ,.J:=:.I.
l~'~() CCINTIJHJE
" ndI1·..·0 ~.~ ()
I<==J
~{=:: :L




C :rnt(~"r'f:'()latE' Vall_I(7~S 1••,1i.l,hin t.ablt?
I~IDEL..:=:F[)EL.T{~CII-::l~'IP~3, LISl{~ (,.J) , L..:IST'(~ ( •.J+1 ) )
TDEI...==FDELTr='1 (:nENP "L.UiTT (~{)., 1...1!HT (I<-H) )
FRACT(:L, l)=(l-ADEL)~(l-TDEL)
FF:"=ICT 0: :I. , ~~) :=: ( :1.......~IDEL) ::t<TDEI...
F'RACT(Z.l)=ADEL*(l-TDEL)
Fh:..::-,CT 0::2:. ~.~) ;::;(:1 DEI..::«TDEL.
R1E=EVALZD FRACT.Rl.J,K





Pr~IGE 001 VECl . ~;t'\: 1.
c VE(.1 ndh: ~~7-·Sm"-'···B2
c
C Written b~ Neil D. Herbert 08-Sep-82
C GL.EEI': CIJI1IPui;.(;:·r (~. SClft..w,::lT·(~ !3\:l~:;t~:~IlI~:;
C GI)I.lli:J, I:nc., F~oll:i.n::'l M(~·adm... ~" :n.l.
C 312/6~O-4~72
C
C i"ICld i '1" i c Bt.. i Dns :
ndh--O:L 0
Replaced some integer variables with real in COMMON.

















C Calculates eD ilibriuffi vQlta~e based on
C -:, i,-,atr:! (J'f char ~lf~ a .... d tf.~lTIpl:!l' <:I'I:..Ul' ~~.
c








FUNcn:ON VEU (OI::f-IT, TDAT)
~;H VEGl
C
C Ar~~nent5: QBAr = BatterY s'l:..ate of char~e





















; ni.',H'" .. O1 0 I.)E·:~,I:i.n
IFMODE, IWAKEF, IVLIM,IFINI
L(E:I~'IT, :I:VBAT. rn::?d', :U:;PEED
1~lt1PUF , TEhPF, PHHF, SPDF
IQ8AT,IQBATX, IQL.AS'r, IQA8S




I;:I<L I:\~I<Z, I;~~<], \;:1<'.
VEQ1,VEQ2,VEQ3,VEQ4
BCFQ, E:CFV, BCFTIM
; ndh"'O 1 0 f?nd
c
VEO::: (VE(~ l. +1)EC~~~~KTBAT) + (VE(~:3+VE(H:~TBr:.Yr) :l((:~E:AT
234




PAGE 001 FDEL~A . SA:l





C Written b~ - Neil D. Herbert 08-Sep-82
f' C;I...E::F':I' C:C)I1If"'I..• t(£,T" t~ ~)<:)ft.l,.,aT'"(~ S~~~:;t .. ~:~I'fI~;




C CClT'rt.:·!c·t:icms 'fT'DllI ,.I. i"h:~~·~(~:o'I'a.













C [)~:~'::.cr i 1'''·U. on:
C C<:::].culatE~ t,I'H? fT'i;::c"t,ior'l of (:ii!5t;,mc<:.o thi:::t, th<·:! ~:.Li.vE~n \.';:dl.."=!








Value used in search, the list to search,
& the list index.
The fraction of the distance frDm T(i) to T(i+l).

















IPI~II~:At1 :::: '.,.Jall.":! l..I';:.i::·!d in !;:,(,::,.:wc·h
L.1 - Lower arra~ element o·r list








PAGE 001 EVAL2D . SA:l
c
c





GLE8~ Computer & Software S~stems
Gould, :X:nc., F~c:,).l in~.l ME·adm..ls, :U.l.
31. ;~/ f..,.LI 0···q..(-I72
on··-bo::-!p ..··B?
c













1::'.'al'.I.::l"!:,(·? P,::ll".::~IHt(·?r of' 2 rJilTler·I':;i.on'31 t.::;bl(·:~ I',)(;:OT' 2. 0
***~*******~***~***.*******************.**********.*******
Parameter arra~, & Indexes.
C D!:~~;cT':i,"jt.i.()n:
C lJ!::.in~~ t,I'If? inck:'>~€~!; ant:) rT'i3ct,ion!:; for' E'i:::ch or t,h,::!
two di.mensions or the batter~ parameter table ~iven,




C (lut..F··Ut,!:;: Intf~'rF'Dl<::dA:~d va 1 1.lii·! f'l~oln :2:-o 'diITJI:!I"'I!:;ion,:l1 ar'r·::l!:/.
C







C f.U' ~.~I_IITI€~I"d· .. !:;: FRtlCT "" :2:>:;~ <:::1' T' i:l'::~ of 'fr <:::ct :i. eons;
C F:'I'::,H?)!"j .•. ;>-1) aT' r' ,::1\:/ or 1''',:3'1'' .::IITl(-:!·\·,E~r to b(,·! i nt!:~T' F' 1oa't..(,·:"j
("' J _.. lnr:h?>( f()l~ l!:;-I:.. t:.i:i.IT,·~·m!::.:ion
C 1< ._. In'·:.k!)·: fen' ;;!:l"Ici di.m('~I"I·";j,DI"I
C




C i'la:i 1"1 Bod,::!:
E~h~11..2D:::FF~r:\,CT( :I." 1. ;. a::j='r.',F;:AM ( ..J, 1<)
c, +FI;:{iCT (:I. " Z;' :*:F'i~'IF:{~h (,J, 1-(+1.;'





Pr~'IGE 001. nmo 1
t1(JtOT'ol a--6B09ZF:cmlc
c
C !,h'i·t.t,f.~n b\:1 ... i'!(::!i.l D. Ho=!l'b(·~'rt O(.i>"-~;(::!p"-B:;;~
r GLEER Computer & Software S~stems
C GOI..Ild, TnC'., f,:oll irl~.l t1(~'ad()l"'~:;, :n.l.
C 3r?/.S·(·IO-···':H?~:'
C
C i"lod :i. of' :i. c,:::"\" i ()n~;:
C C<:ll'r(::!ci:,:i.on~;, TrDll1 •..1. I"H:~=·:(~:·l'·a.
C NeilD. Herbert 13-Sep-82 ndh-Ol0
c;
**********************************************************
TITlF·(·?dance Calcula"t,:i.ol"l I.,J,:'·!T' 2. 0
**********************************************************
Edi.tE·d fDr ~1Dt·oT'Dla-"6B09.




C C<:::lcul~li.A?<::. bat·t.€~T"::~ :i.rfJl-:,·,::!r:.j(3rlcf.~ 'frelrtl int'(":'rni31 T'E'~:;.i~;t<:::J"ICf?.








C :rnl'''I..I·k;: 8atter~ internal resistance, capacity,
& state of char~e.
C'
C Out.I'"·I..d·.~:.: [:at, I:, (":. r \:1 illlpf:!danCE·.
C



















r::? ::: Int,E''(' 1"1,3:1. r ~'!~::':i. ~:;t.i:::I"IC~?
02 - Batter~ capacit~
Q :~ ~:n·.. at(·"· of ch,:;:"(' :'.If!
01:::('}
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